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·.PREFACE 

Terrorism is an old problem with new challenges. 

Through the centuries, lt has been used as a political 

expedient in the struggle for power within and among the 

nations. The end of cold war does not mean the end of 

conflict or of history. On the contrary, with the old power 

structure breaking up, terroris-m is on the ris-e ·and 

terrorists- are increasingly inven·ting n:e-w strateg..ies and 

tactics to intimidate the people and destabilize the 

government. Apart from mere killing, bombing, and hijacking, 

now-a-days, terrorists_ are resorting more and mor-e to 

kidnapping and hostage-taking. Tb.o_ug.h hostage-taking has been 

a terrorist strategy by the militant outfits of Latin 

America and Middle East, in re.cent year, it became a new 

strategy by the different terrorist groups in India. 

The purpose of this study is to describe the growth and 

development of a particular form of kidnapping called . 
hostage-taking and its relationship with_ the contemporary 

terrorism in India. As the victims of this strategy belong to 

both domestic and foreign nationals, the study also tries to 

emphasize the national and international aspects of this 

strategy. The whole analysis has been divided into five 

chapters. 

Chapter I deals with the nature and objectives of 

terrorism. It also focuses briefly on the operational 

strategy, tactics and targets of terrorism. 



Cha-pter II examines hostage-taking as a terrorist 

strategy. It - analyses the te-chniques of hostage 

negotiations and governmental policy response-s to tackle-the 

scourge o£ this strategy. 

Chapter II.I describes origin, growth and development 

of hostage-taking as a terrorist st-rategy in India. Through 

various ca-S-e studies, it tri-es to pr<?ve the involvement of 

governments and ri-nternational t-errori--st 

organ-izations_ in hostage-taking. 

Ch-apter IV eva-luate-s cr-itically ·the national --and 

international policy responses to hostage-taking in India. 

Chapter V attempts to summarize the findings. 
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sustained inspirations without which this work could not have 

been possible. 

My personal gratitude goes to my friends and well 
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CHAPTER .I 

TERRORISM : NATURE, STRATEGY AND TARGETS 

Terrorism is one of the most menacing problems posing a 

serious threat to our democratic soc~y. Both the deve~oped 

and developing countries o£ the world _are facing the scourge 

of thi-s= deadly Oi<UlCic.e~ Although the concept of- terrorism is 

as old as human _ci-vilizati_on, _in recent years, i_t poses as an 

important political and diplomatic challepge to the 

International Community. I_t is the Jystematic use o.f terror 

or unpredictable violence by the organised group or groups of 

individuals against gov-ernment, public or individuals to 

attain cert-ain political obj-ectives. By Jeliberately choosing 

victims at random or selective basis, terrorists seek to 

crea-te an environment of fear in which any one can feel at 

risk1 Spectacular deeds like the killing of Israeli sports 

person at Munich, the massacre in Lord airport, hostage 

crisis in,Lebanon, or the assassination of Rajiv Gandhi and 

Premadasa have served to focus attention on specific 

political issues. 

Though terrorism is an old phenomenon, it is curious 

that the modern world did not give it international 

importance until the 1960's. Because, until the beginning of 

the 1960s, terrorist acts were limited to certain countries. 

With the development of different terrorist ideologies like 

Carlos Marighella's theory of Urban Terrorism and George 

Habash's theory of internationalization of guerrilla warfare 

on the one hand and· modern science and technology on the 
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other, the concept of modern terrorism developed and it was 

the U.S. A and the Zionist Israel, the two self-_proclaimed 

defenders o£ the 'free world' which became the main targets-. 

Thereafter, to achieve their tactical and political 

objectives the terrorists cut across the national boundaries 

and created problems in different parts of the world. Another 

- important point is the development or modern scicenc_e and 

t-:e:chno-logy which ena-bles the terro-ris-ts- to change the-ir 

s.trateqi.e £rolll mere killing or bombing to s-kyjacking, 

kidnapping and hostage ta-king. It is obvious that the 

mil_i tants are resorting now-a-days more and more to 

kidnapping and hostage-taking to achieve their political 

objectives. 

Definition of Terrorism 

The definition of terrorism is. a controversial issue in 

all debates and discussions on t--errorism because the term has 

come to mean many things to many people. Although th-e concept 

of terrorism is an old phenomenon, it is difficult to define 

it in a manner which could be widely accepted. At the 

international level there is no universally accepted 

definition. The International Encyclopedia of Social Sciences 

defines terrorism as : 

"Terrorism is a term used to describe the method 
or the theory behind the method whereby an organised 
goup or a party seeks to achieve its avowed aims 
chiefly through the systematic use of violence. 
Terroristic acts are directed against perosns who, as 
individuals, agents or representatives of authority, 
interfere with the consumption of the objectives of 
such a group. The terrorist does not threaten, death 
or destruction as part of his programme of action, and 
if he is generally directed primarily not towards 
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winning his freedom but towards spreading a knowledge 
of his doctrines. Terrorism as a method is always 
characterised by the fact that it seeks to arouse not 
on-~y the reigning government or the nation in control 
but also the massof the people to a realization that 
constituted authority is no longer safety entrenched 
and unchallenged. The publicity value of the 
terroris_tic act is a cardinal point in the strategy of 
terrorism. Terrorism in its proper sense implies open 
defiance of law ana- i-sthe means whereby an opposition 
aims -to demoralis_e a governmental authority, to 
undermine its .power-- and to initiate a revolution or 

_connter-revulut-ion,. The moral and political 
justiftcation of the terrorism of a revo~utionary or 
counter revolut-ionary pa-rcy pro-ce~d-s -f-rom its 
consideration of --existing government as an usurper of 
the peopL-e' s- power ... ~ 

Apart fro.m that many international authors on terrorism 

have defined terrorism in various ways. Walter Laqueur states 

that, 

"there is no universally ac-cepted definition of the 
phenomenon and the definition varies depending upon 
one's political ideology, geographica 1 location, 
international linkages, incidence of terrorist / 
activity on one's soil and so on." 2 

Terrorism is the direct product of the glorification of 

violence. Abduction for turning individuals into hostages 

should be distinguished from violence and terror ism. 

Violence is as widespread as terrorism is but all voilence is 

n~~_n::or.ism. Eugene Victor Wa_lters states that violence may 

o_ccur without terror, but not terror witho~t violence. 3 To 

him terrorism is a policy and process consisting of three 

basic elements ( 1) the decision to use terrorism as a 

systematic weapon; {ii) the threats or acts of extra-normal 
/ 

violence themselves; (iii) the effects of this violence upon 

1 International Encyclopedia of Social Sciences, Vol.13-14, 
The Mac Millan Company on Free Press, New York, pp. 575-579. 
2. Walter Laqueur, "Reflection on Terrorism", Foreign Affirs, 

- vol.65, No.3, Fall 1986, p.-86. 
3. Eugene Victor Walters, Terror and Resistance ~ A study of 
political vio!ance, Praeger Publishers, New York, 1969, p.5. 



the imme-diate victims.... and the wider national and 

interna-tional opinions. 4 Yonah Alexander, another noted 

author on terrorism defines terrorism as n-th-e thr_eatened or 

actual use .of force or violence to attain a political goal 

through fear, coercion or intimidation." 5 

Some leg:al definitions may b-e cited to g.auge th:e 

enormity of the def ini tiona~ problem .• The Central 

Tntellig-ence- Agency (-CIA) propounded a de£ initi.ocn o-f 

terrorism .in 1·9·80 wh±ch has been accepted by the u.~s State 

Department. It sta.tes: 

"Terrorism: The threat or use of violence for 
political -purposes by individuals or groups, wh-ether 
acting for or in opposition to established government 
authority, ·when such actions are intended to shock 
stun or intimidate a target group wider than the 
immediate victims. Terror ism has involved groups 

.seeking to overthrow specific regimes to rectify 
perceived national or group grievances, or to 
undermine international political order as an end in 
itself." 6 

The British Prevention of Terrorism Act of 1974 again. 

defines the problem in a broad nanner. It states 

that,"Terrorism means the use ·of violence for political ends, 

and includes any use of violence for the purpose of putting 

the public or any section of the community in ·fear. 117 

The Indian Terrorist and Disruptive Activities 

4. Ibid. p.13. 
s. Yonah Alexander, David Carlton, and Paul Wilkinson, (eds). 
Terrorism ~ Theory and Practice, Boulder, Colo Westview 
Press, 1979, p.4. 
6. James Adams, The Financing of Terror ~ How the Group ~'hat 
Are Terrorising the World Get the money to Do it, simon & 
Schuster, New York, 1986, p.6. 
7. Ibid. p.7. 
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(prevention) Act '1989 in sub-section (I) of section 3 reads: 
"Whoever with intent to overawe the government 

as by law established or to strike terror in the 
people or any section of the people or to alienate any 
section of- the people. or the people does any act or 
thing by using bombs, dynamite or other explosive 
substances or inflamable substances or fire-arms or 
other lethal weapons- or poisons or noxious gases or 
otherwise of a hazardous nature in such a manner as to 
cause, or it is likely ·to cause death of, or injuries 
to, any pe-rsori or p_ersons or loss of, or damag~ to, or 
destruction o_f prop.erty or di-sruption of any s-uppiies 
or -services -essential t-o the- lif-e of the community, or 
.de-tains a-ny per..son and· --threatcen:s to k-ill .o-r injure 
su:ch .p.e:r..sons_ .in .order t:o compe:l the governments or any 
other p-erson t.o do -or abstain from doing any act., 
conmrits a terrori&t act ... a 

After analysing the ab.o:v.e definition, it is much c'lear 

-
that terrorism is a systematic, organized metho-d of 

terrorising people .by an organiz,.ed group for the realization 

'of its specific objectives. The concerned group resorts to 

violence and terrorism plays a means for achieving its end. 

Terrorism is usually carried out by small groups and 

directed against targets selected or random for their 

potential shock effect. Its purpose is to create an 

environment of fear and undermine confidence in"the existing 

security system of the host country. On this ground terrorist 

may be categorised into two types-those essentially political 
~----

and those who are plain criminals. 9 Plain criminals are those 

who adopting tactics like abduction of persons for huge 

ransom (kidnapping of Jennifer Guinness 1n Ireland for ransom 

demand of over $2 million), drug trafficking to extract large 

amount of money. Hostage taking; placing explosives in cars, . 

8. TADA Act(1989} Cited in Surendra Chopra, "Terrorism : The 
Apex of violence - A Proglegomenon to its Causes," India 
Quarterly, vol.XLVII, No.4, Oct-Dec, 1991, p.87. 
9. K. Subramanyam, "Terrorism : To the fore~ of the 
stage," Strategic Analysis, vol.10, No.3, June, ~ p~237'. 
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stores, public places and aircrafts-; killing innocent _people 

as part of evoking political terror hijacking pla-nes and 

vehicles, assassination of major political -personalities etc 

fall under the category of political terrorism. 

The affected countries generally use their respective 

law enforcement ag-encies to tackle criminal terrorism, whil"e 

iri the- case of countering political terrorism invariably 

s-ecurity ag-enci-es n_f the s..tate acre involved~. B-oth the-s:e 

_ca:t-:egories o-f terru-rism have a-cquired internat.iocn:al 

dimens-ion. Sometimes- criminal terorists try to camouflag,e 

themselves behind the relative respectability of political 

terrorism. Political terrorism creates a clima-te conducive 

for organised criminal groups to pursue their vocation-be it 

smuggling, narcotics trafficking etc. 

},~rms of Terrorism 

There is no question that distinctions can be made 

between terrorism and such other forms of political violence 

as conventional, nuclear, chemical, biological and guerrilla 

warfare, as well as insurgencies. It is a c-ommon but 

elementary mistake to equate terrorism with guerrilla warfare 

in general. Political terrorism in proper through the use of 

bombings, assassinations, kidnaps and hijacks can and does 

occur without benQ.fit of guerrilla war. Historically rural 

guerrilla war was largely waged without resort to terrorist 

ta-ctics, although today urban and rural guerrilla movements 

in Africa and Latin America do employ terrorism. 10 They are 

10. Paul Wilkinson," Terrorism versus Liberal Democracy -: The 
Problem of Response, "Conflict Studies," No.67, Jan 1976, 
p.2. 
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taking terrorist methods to bring to an end the system of 

apartheid and colonialization or the domination of the 

tribal, military, or other ruling elites. 

Apart from that, in principle, there is an essential 

difference between guerrilla warfare and polit~rrorism. 
~ 

Guerrilla warfare is d,irected ·against the military and not 

-g_g,_ainst q~:f_enceless civilians w,ho serve as a main target for 

--pn-litical t·erroris±s~ The --1--a~r donot differ from cri_.m_inal 

terrorists according to the methods used, but only by fact 

that they are not l-ooking fur private ga-in and are prepared 

to sacrifice their lives. Guerrilla and such other units of 

armed forces enter upon the road of cr-iminal activities when 

they start to conduct their operations without respect for 

the laws of war for instance, when their actions are 

directed against not only military personnels but also 

defenceless civilians come under their targets. 11 

It may be worthwhile here to differentiate between 

'terrorism' and 'insurgency' for the better understanding of 

the implication of international terrorism. More recently, it 

-
has been reflected that 'terrorism' and 'insurgency' are of 

the same brand. But still there are two schools of thought. 12 

O-ne claiming that there is a difference between political 

terrorism and insurgency, the former evolving into the 

latter. Terrorism bcomes insurgency when the terrorists are 

able to gain control over territory or a sizeable area of 

11. R.Khan, "Guerrilla Warfare and International Law," 
International Studies, Vol.9, No.2, 1967, p.l14. 
12. L. Randeep Singh, "New Dimension of Terrorism," Strategic 
Analysis, Vol.13, No.4, July 199Q, pp.436-437. 
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safe haven in an adjoining state and establish their own 

state~ Some scholars have termed some terroristic campaign 

(Tupamaro's in Latin America) as llrban insurgency though it 

is not possible to have a- such type of activity. 13 In any 

insurg-e-ncy, however, the governmental structure is much 

l-arger and conforms to secti_ons, pla-toons or companies. They 

may -exist separat--ely but_ com-e t-ogether f-or joint operations 

~ of the 'hit and run' vari~ety. The-- -t:errorist, on -th~e -othe-r 

hand, av-o.:i-ds th-e security .forc,es and goes in for soft 

unpr-ote'C:ted targets. Military Pundits cons-ider iEsurgency as 

one of the forms of warfare and terrorism as one of its 
~ 

weapons or tactics."14 

There are some other who believe that 'terrorism' and 

'insurgency_' have become co-terminous term. _Because, they 

suggested that insurgency is widely used as a tool for the 

terrorist in the initial stage. Sabotage is one of the 

weapons of guerrilla warfare. Both the terrorists and 

insurgents resort to this ~hnique. It is a tactic of 

maximum gain by minimum investment. In many cases of modern 

-
terrorist trends some sort of political motive for a 

political gain can he found. 15 Therefore, terrorism, 

political violence, and insurgency activity etc. became 

inseparable and came out to be of the same category. 

There is always a grey area between the state terrorism 

or state-supported terrorism and state-sponsored terro-rism. 

13. K. Subramanyam, n.9, p.241. 
14. M.C. Pande, "Mechanics of International Terrorism," 
Strategic Analysis, Vol.12, No.lO, Jan.l990, p.1080. 
15. L. Randeep Singh, n.12, p.439. 



The state terrorism is a reality and a-ny government engaged 

in acts of violence or threats in order to achieve its 

colonial, racial or apartheid policies. State te-rror may 

include not only terrorist type acts by a government against 

his own population, but also government support of individual 

terrorist activity. state terrorism is als-o involved··wh-en a 

qove-rnmeilt supports acts of terrorism by sponsor inq terrorist 

-groups, providlng them _with tr~.ining and- financing them. For 

examp~es,. state terrorism as happens to- Tamils in Sri lanka; 

in military regime like Cuba and Pakistan; apartheid reg±me 

like South Africa. 16 "General Zia was a 'super terorist' who 
-

was using half a million armed troops to- keep the 70 million 

Pakistanis as hostages. The horrible conditions prevailling 

in Namibia and South Africa Portray a fairly representative 

practice of the early colonial terrorism. 17 

Some people argue that totalitarian states employ 

similar forms of violene to induce submission from their 

citizans and shoud therefore also be called terroristic. If 

someone considers the records of Stalin and Hitler in this 

century, and the barbaric practices of the Mo-ngols and others 

in earlier times, state terrorism has wrought a great deal of 

human suffering. Stalin ls accused of liquidating an 

estimated 40 million non-conforming Russians, thus, breaking 

the all time record of Chang, 'the butcher of all ages' who, 

during his reforms of 1643-48, exterminated 38 million people 

in the Chinese province of Szechwan. The Germans under 

16. K. Subramanyam, n.9, p.239. 
17. M.C. Pande, n.l4, p.l085. 
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Hitler, the world's most scientific terrorist, eliminated 

nearly all the Jews and other und-esirable Germans aggregating 

to a tidy fi-gure of 6 million. Out-of over 25 million Chinese 

believed to be killed during internal struggle upto 1949, 

most w:ere the victims of the KMT or Commuinist spo-nsored 

ideological terrorism. Before Castro _seized -pow.er in Cuba, 

Batista's terr_orism iJ.aC ha-ckc:e .:.·.:2-r 11, ooo cubans. A number 

of- l.i-vces taken by the dest-e-stable. r-po:l l'ut' re-gtme in 

cambolia , even by conservative st-andards touches the 1 • 5 

million mark."~~ 

rt- is only in recent years that the world has 

e-xperienced ;:.d t~ the phenomenon of the term 'state-sponsored' 

terrorism. I.f there has been a significant development during 

the last decade, it is not by the state-terrorism but by the 

state-sponsored terrorism. It is an- attempt by a country to 

undermine the political or social order in other country 

through subv-ersive activitie-s. State sponsored terrorism can 

be defined as "an act of terrorism committed by one subject 

o£ international law against other. This would cover an act 

of terror ism committed by: (a) a state; (b) a nation in 

battle for liberation;(c) an international organisation. 19 

Hence, it is a policy of terrorism or proxy war of one state 

on the territory of another. 

The term destabilization may be new, but the use of 

proxies is as old as the hills. The Chief protag-onist of this 

18. Ibid. p.l086. 
19. Mizanur Rahman, " Terorism and the legal Challange : The 
SAARC Response," BliSS Journal, vol._9, No.3, July 1988, 
p.267. 
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kind of terrorism between the two world wars was Mussolini, 

wh-o used various Balkan terrorists to destabilize 

neighbouring countries like Yugoslavia. Libya is an extr:e1ne 

example of this type under Muammar-al-Quaddaffi. Quaddaffi is 

still only a m-inor troublemaker, iso_lated among the Arabs, 

disturbed and kept- at distanc-e even .by those who support hi1n 

at the U. N- or take -his money. Syrian and Ira·nian sponsors of 

terrorism have been more d-iscriminating in their targets and, 

within limits, mor--e successful~ 21J 

Despite the fact t·h.at tErrorist groups are not 

characteristically organised and directed by the stat-es, they 

generally need the external ·support. Terrorist organizations 

c-an not continue to operate without freedom of movement; 

finance and safe havens. Hence, support is crucial to their 

survival. The United States State Department keeps a list of 

the most egregious state supporters of terrorism. As of 1992, 

the list included Cuba, Iran, Iraq, Libya, North Korea and 

Syria. It is also trying to include Pakistan into this list.· 

State-sponsored terrorism is also an· extention of 

diplomacy by other means. Terrorism sponsored by Iran or Pro-

Irania-n factions in Lebanon and Kuwait is directed toward 

changing the regional balance of power and driving outside 

interests from the Middle East. Kidnapping and hostage-taking 

of French nationals, for example, were considered to be 

related to French support for Iraq during the Iran-Iraq war 

as well as to debts owned to Iran by France. 21 

20. Walter Laqueur, n.2, p.89. 
21. Martha Crenshaw, Terrorism and International -co
operation, Westview Press, New Yourk, 1989, p.12. 
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There are so many -examples of such type of terrorism 

all over throught the world. The 1978 murder of Geoargi 

Markov by Bulgarian ag-ents in London; the Rangoon bombings 

aimed at wiping out the entire political leadership of South 

Korea; the attempt on the life of the Pope; Hostage Crisis in 

Iran in 1979; the attack on Jordanian envo_ys on thre-e 
-

continents by Syrian ag-ents in 1983i the Kuwaiti bombings by 

_Iranian agent-s:;- the_ shooting af a B-ritish police woman in the 

L:iby.an Embas-sy; wholesal-e- murder of polit~icians includi-ng the 

by P-?kistan 

and other for_eign powers; th-e bombings of th-e Vien-na and 

Athens airports by Quaddaffi-backed agents .... the list is 

endless. The diplom-atic objective is neither panic nor 

publicity but purely and simply elimination of enemies, 

preferably enemy leaders of another state. 

A significant and growing terrorist threat to the free 

world is the state-sponsored terrorism. Although the use of 

su~rogate to fight wars is nothing new but new technological 

innovations have made it increasingly cost-effective for 

na-tions to carry as a kind of low-inte-nsity warfare aga-inst 

states. 

Aims and Objectives of Terrorism 

Terrorists are highly politically and ideolog-ically 

motivated g__!E!!PS and :toeir __ aim is also to represent their 

motivation becaupe terrosists involve themselves in criminal 

activities with illegal methods without considering the fact 

_that whether the targets and victims are national or 

internationalJ By its very nature, terrorism is a ferocious 
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violence of humans against humans. Since the objective of 

this violence is to instill a sense of insecurity among the 

masses, the long term objective is to change the fundamental 

social order and overthrow the existing political system of 

the target state. 

Sometimes this kind of violence- is spread to fulfil 

-thceir short term ohj-ectves- i_n th.e nat-ure of publicity;_ 

mobilising and increa-sing -the involvement of mass support; 

cause the reg inte to over-react a-n-d a 1 iena te peop 1 e, 

d-emonstrating the incapacity of the regime to maintain law 

and order; and the tactical objcectives of eliminating 

op:p:onen.:t.s t-o th-e-ir a-c.ti vi tie--s, inform-ers, and to gain 

resources. 

The primary objective of political terrorism is to 

publicize and magnify their cause and strength. The modern 

electronic media greatly play a pivotal role for the 

attainment of this.objective. Terrorists try to attract 

world- wide attention and spread fear and violence because 

they are sentimentally _involved to their cause and that is 

why they are not even afraid of death in the struggl. This 

represents a high commitment and secrifice to their cause. 

William Hannary rightly said t-hat, 

"to argue that a just cause can neither justify 
or legitimize terrorism, does not mean that a study of 
its ca-uses is irr-elevant. For it. may reveal that some 
politically motivated acts are rooted so deeply in 
dedication to a cause that no sanction can deter them 
and also in that other acts ot terrorism spring from a 
frustration of- legitimate m~an-s, causes in turn by 
acts of governmental repressi6n and terrorism which it 
would be anamalous for an ititernational organization 

13 



like the U.N dedicated to equal rights and justice to 
ignore. 1122 

Mobilizing and increasing the involvement of support is 

another objective of terrorism. The show of strength and 

capability is presum-ed to mobilize adherents and urge 

potential sympathizers to greater militancy. In areas where 

two religious and- ethnic groups live in spatial proximity, 

terroristic attacks -a-gainst on-e group and retaliato-ry 

meas~ will cause po-larization o:f- the group and otherwis-e 

passive part of thoe popul:a±±on may support :th:e movement. 

However, the objectiv-es o:f terroristic activity in a 

foreign territory away from the homeland is to rnfluence 

people rather than win friends. There are objectives to show 

of strength and demonstrate -the incapacity of the regime to 

protect people and maintain the law and order. The most usual 

reaction of the regime to terrorism has been repressive 

terror using extra-legal mea-sures, liquidation of suspects, 

mass arrests etc. which are likely to alienate people. In 

terroristic circumstances the regimes usually increase 

security precautions for important people and installations. 

This reduces the amount of security forces available to 

protect the general public and the security mea-sures hamper 

the smooth flow of ordinary life enhancing their feeling of 

insecurity, thus increasing terror. 

Tactical objectives are combined with other short-term 

objectives. The objectives are generally to eliminate the 

opponents and gain materia 1 resources through various 

22/: William A. Hannary, "International Terrorism, The -need 
:for a fresh Perspective," International Law, Vol.8, 1974, 

.----- p.279. 
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strategies and tactics. This applies especially to 

assassination, kidnapping, hijacking, and hostage-taking in 

-which d-emands for ransom are coupled with demands for release 

of prisoners. 

The strategy of terrorism is however, more effective 

when applied- to the realization of some specific tactical 

objectives::. -Bria-n M. Jenkins has pointed out six specific 

objectives o"f terrorism. 23 

First, terrorism generally aims at getting speci-fic -----
concessions like the payment of ransoms, the release of their 

comrades, and publication of terrorist message. To- achieve 

these qoals they ~use the tool of violence to create a 

horrible atmosphere in which they can sort out their pro-blem. 

Secondly, terrorists aim at changing public behaviour 

or attention and gaining more and more publ.lcity which 

recognises them and to achieve these goals they apply all 

possible means like kidnapping, hostage-taking, bombing, 

mass-killings and spreading of violence. 

Thirdly, terrorists may aim at disorder and 

demoralization prevailing in a- particular society and 

changing it to prove thernsel ves as an agent of desirable 

social change which indicate the revolutionary nature. 

Terrorists generally oppose the existing social norms and 

rules as an intolerable order. 

~ourthly, terrorism also aims at deliberately provoking 

repression, reprisals and counter-terrorism which lead to 

23. Brian M. Jenkins, International Terrorism ~ ~ new mode of 
Conflict, Crescent Publications, Los Angeles, California, 

,...,-- 1975'1 p.3. 
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overthrowing of an unpopular government. This is generally 

against the government, law, and security system. 

Fifthly, terrorists declare their victims as nasty, 

brutish and guilty. In this context they are highly 

ideologically motivated because they think whatever they are 

doiO:g is _ri_ght and necessary t·o create a just order . 

.£omat±m-es th-e-se victims are chos-en becaus-e o=t - their 

---particular .lif-e style ·and sometimes a-ga-in-st a particular 

economic and s.ocial system.. In this way terrorist always try 

to persuade other countries to persuade their adversary into 

a settlement .favourable to the terrorist's cau-se and~ that is 

because it is in their own interests to put an and to the 

terrorist violence. 

Sixthly, the purpose of state or official terrorism 

(what is frequently called institutionalised violence) is to 

enforce obedience and cooperation, but extremists themselves 

also imply in-stitutionalised violence against -their own 

fellowmen to ensure discipline and loyalty. This kind of 

activities depend upon the creation of an atmosphere of fear. 

Therefore, they use extreme and - J:uthlessly destructive 

methods. 

Strategy, Tactics an.d Targets 

Terrorism can also be seen in a strategic context. Each 

group must choose a mix of specific terrorist operations that 

collectively are deemed the most advantageou~ in terms of 

effectiveness. The mix could be called the terrorist strategy 

of that particular group, and the operations seen as tactics 

in that strategy. 
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Strategy of terrorism has mostly been employed by those 

who have been otherwise weak. The terrorist activities have 

been planned in such a way as to require less force but to 

produce maximum result. Both strategy and tactic are 

intertwined and almost ins€-pa_rabl-e becaus-e the line of 

demarcation between them is v-ery thin. N:everthe-less, the 

strategy o.f- interrrati_onal terrorism is~ the aims and 

objectives of an organization f_or the: -achivernent of which it 

employs international '-'-'~:D-.... i sm. The tactics of international 

terrorism may be the method-s and techniques of terrorists to 

achive their specific a-ims and objectives. 24 

Opera-tional terrori_st tactics- _irrc-lu:de al.most a-ny 

violent act that intimidates non-combatants. The most common 

tactics of terrorism ·are armed attacks including bombing, 

arson, assassination, and physical injury; hijacking; and 

kidnapping including hostage-taking. Targets can be 

individuals, property or both. Terrorism strikes at two 

different kinds of targets 'hard targets 1 ·and 'soft 

target~ 1 • 
2 5 The latter must be less effective than the 

former. A terrorist organization which has- such aim to random 

attack uses soft target. For example, bombing or killing in 

schools, railway stations, buses or any public place. If a 

terrorist organization which has such aim to selective 

attacks like hijacking, kidnapping or hostage-taking 

24. Nand Kishore, International Terrorism _ A new kind of 
conf 1 ict 1A study of Strategy and Tactics) , S. Chand & Co. ,
New Delhi, 1989, p.49. 
25. J. Teichman, " How to define Terrorism," Philosophy, 
Vol.64, No.247, 1989, p.516. 
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generally uses hard targe-t. On the whole '-soft' target is 

non-military target where as 'hard' target is quasi-military 

target i.e., victim may be surrounded by the security forces 

for self-defence. 

Terrorists empLoy armed attacks for various reasons. 

They may be se-eking- to create a sense of fear among= the 

people either to alienate- them from the government or to make 

them l-ose f·aith in -the g.overmne-n:t'--s- ability t-o- prob~ct them~. 

They may be seeking t-o undermine the national economy by 

destroying- the govern-ment apa-ratus, discoura-gin-g f-oreign 

investments, a-nd d_issuad±ng foreign tourists from visting the 

country. The terrorists may be s-e-eking to provoke ha-rs-h 

government reprisals to gain the sympathy of the 

population, or they may simply be seeking to create an 

international incident to publicize their political cause. 

Armed attacks mainly in the forms of bombing, arson, 

_assassination, physica~ injury and sabotage. Bombing involves 

the attempt, whether successful or unsuccessful to explode a 

device that will cause some amount of damage. Timing 

mechanisms are asually employed and the incident is not 

considered part of a gereral armed assault. Sabotage entails 

the attempted damag-e of facilities by means of other than 

explosives or incendiary devices. It is deliberate 

destruction of machines, railway lines, bridges etc. by 

terrorist groups. Assassination involves the attempt to kill 

a specific individual for political purpose. Generally 

specific attacks are planned for a combination of reasons. 

Assassinations of Indira Gandhi, Raji v Gandhi, and Premadasa 
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are som-e of the noted examples of this tactic. 

Hijacking has been used as another tactic by the 

terrorist groups in recent years. Hijacking can involve any 

public conveyance but most often involves airliners. surface 

transp-ort_ation (bus-es and trains) also provides ea:si-e:r 

targets for the ter-rorists. In 1975 and 1977, S-outh Moluc~au 

t--errorists: (-an In-d-onesian se-p,a-rati-st group-) hija-cked tw-o 

Dutch trains to optibli-cize their cause and demanded freedom of 

jailed coll-eagues. In the 1960s and 1970s airlin~e hijacking 

became popular for people seeking asylum 1 .avoiding _real or 

imagine_d pers.ecution, or who are simply se.eking publicity~ In 

the l___a_t.e 196_0_s_ the PLO' s terrorist attacks against 

international civil aviation gave a unique impetus to 

international terrorism. On 22nd ..Iuly 1968 an EIAL 707 flying 

from Rome to Tel Aviv hijacked by PLO hijackers (PFLP) to 

Algiers, wh-ere the Israelis on board were imprisoned for two 

months. The spectacular hijacking of tJ:ie Italian cruise ship 

'Achille Lauro' in October 1985 reaped tremendous publicity, 

which was the main purpose of the hijackers. 26 Till 1992, 

there have been more than 100 hijacking incidents taken place 

over the world. 

Creating a hostage situation is a significant technique 

of international terrorism and has been fairly popular among 

the various terrorist groups now-a days. The situation in 

which a person or group of persons captured by terrorists and 

held as hostage(s) has been termed as ~hostage-situation'. A 

2 6. David E. Long; The Anatornv of Terror ism, ·Free Press 
(Macmillan)-, New York, 1990, p~ 125. 
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hostage may be a person who is forcibly held as a 'pledge' 

and for whose release, fulfilment of certain demands is made. 

Demands are generally in the nature of release of fellow 

terrorists held by the host government, safe passage, huge 

ransom, and worldwide publicity. The kidnapping of the 

Alllerica-ns and the Europeans in Lebanon in the mid 1980s. by 

Hezballah-, s Imad Mughniya was primarily aimed at trading the 

vict~ms for Lebanese and- Iragu~i~_imprisoned in Kuwait. 

Terr_orist associated with kidnapping -and- hosta-ge taking 

may als:o irrvol ve purely in_ criminal activities- It is _thaught 

that many of those kidnapped in Lebanon were actually taken 

by professional criminals. Hostage may also be taken to avoid 

capture in an armed attack or a robbery attempt. The 

distinction is more important to the counter terrorist than 

to the terrorist because of special measures required in 

dealing with hostage barricade situation. Ancilliary 

terrorist tactics aimed at extracting financial rewards 

include extortion, blackmail, and ransom. They can be 

conducted in conjunction with kidnapping or hijacking~ or 

with a threat of bodily ha.rm. Those terrorists who are 

involved in hostage taking usually exploit the communication 

media to assure maximum publicity. 27 

Victims of terrorist activities are generally 

defenceless persons of the host country and foreign nationls. 

The terrorist murders, miams, kidnaps, ·hijacks, tortures, 

bombs and menaces the innocent without the justification of 

militay tasks. The types of victims are in the nature of the 

27. Ibid. p.l26. 
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government officials, defenceles civilians, politicians 

or/and relatives of renowned politicians, tourists, foreign 

officials working in the host country, and foreign diplomats. 

Since the late 1960s, when international terrorism 

assumed renewed importance, attacks on diploma-ts and 

diplomatic -facilities have progressively increased. According 

to U. S State- Department, between January 19 68 and April 19 8 3 

dip"lomats of about 113- sta-tes have either been- attacke-d, or 

threatened wJ. th attack by terrorists o-t more tha-n 10:0 -groups 

in 130 countr-ie-s. 1•s estimated in r985, over 40,0 diplomats 

includ-ing 23 ambassadors have been killed by terrorists over 

last 15 years and about 900 diplomats wounded. 2g: Hostage 

crisis at Turkish Cosulates in Munich- and Marseille on 25 

June, 1993 was a recent example of this type of tactic. 

Several factors may influence the choice of operational 

strat-egy. The most important factors are the operational 

environment including physical, political, security, economic 

factors, and organizational strengths" and weaknesses of a 

particular group.29 

The operational enviro-nment is the field upon which 

the terrorist plays his game. The physical environment has to 

do with geogra-phic and dem-ographic conditions in the area in 

which the particular group is operating. The political 

environment largely refers to the degree of political 

stability present in the area of operations. In countries 

2 8. R. G. Sawhney, "Democratic States and the Scourge of 
Terrorism," Strategic Analysis, Vol.10, No.2, May 1986, 
p.131. 
29. David E. Long, n.26, p.-127. DISS 
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with visible instability, terrorist tactics are largely used 

in support of a broader insurgent effo:rt. That is why 

terrorists are active in their operational ta-ctics in 

developing countries when political instability is a 

perennial problem_ In Western Europe and N-orth America, on 

-the other hand, where there is a- hi-gh deg-ree of political 

--stability, te-rror-ist tactics are ge:ner.ally carr ierl out 

independ;ently in t·he absen-ce .of any immrgency. 

The deg-ree of ethnic solidarity is also an important 

factor contr.i.buting to operational strategy of terror-ism. The 

most radical Palestinian terrorist 1 for example, can not 

ignore an DYerall Pal:estinian consensus f-or a negot-iated 

peace settlement, no matter how committed he or she is to 

armed struggle. Action Directe, on the otherhand, can ignore 

the fact that the vast majority of fellow ethnic Frenchmen 

oppose its idology, aims and tactics. 

Like ethnic solidar1ty, security is always plays a 

pivotal role for terrorist strat-egy. In -c-ountries with 

efecti ve security s~rvices, elaborate precautions must 

constantly be taken by the terrorist to avoid detection and 

arrest. That would tend to rule out large, concerted 

terrorist campaigns and suggest, instead, either carefully 

planned attacks that take months or even years to plan or 

random attack, which are less effective psychologically but 

also hard to detect in advance. 

Another way to link the attack to political events is 

to seek government reprisals for one attack while already 
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planning an attack to be made "in response" to the reprisal. 

If a group needs to make a prompt response to s-ome political 

situation_, however, and has little or no lead time, it may 

have to settle for a less sophisticated approach. It may plan 

multiple attacks to make sure that at least one succeeds. For 

example, the Libyan terrorist campaign a_gainst the U.s 

targets in A-pril 1.9'86- in response to the U.s bombing raid orr 

t . ·~4- 30 error 1.~- camps-. 

Front t!"lc terrorist's point of view, economic condition 

of the group a·l.:so pl-ays- -a- vi ta-l 1 c I :: f-or opera t i ona-1 stategy. 

The need to raise money directly influence terrorist tactics 

Bank robbin-g or kidnap-ping. for huge ransom has be_en a 

s.ignificant source to increase the economic condition of 

terrorist group in Colombia, for example, and narco-

terrorism, i.e, drug trafficking is becoming an important 

tactic for both Colombia and Peru. In countries where public 

security is more effective, groups must resort to other means 

to raise money. 

The choice of tactics and their effectiveness are also 

greatly influenced by the organizational strengths and 

weaknesses of the particular terrorist group. Some terorist 

groups are numerically small and some are big like PLO and 

LTTE. Organizational strengths and weaknesses generally are 

not attributed to organizational structure. Quality of 

leadership is also essential. S~ccessful groups also require 

managerial and technical skills that are vital in covert 

operations. 

30. Ibid. p.l29-. 
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After analysing terrorist operational tactics, 

strateg-ies and the conditions to choose tacti-cs, one can draw 

the rationality with which most terrorist groups decide their 

operational priorities. Their ultimate aim is the 

psychological intimidation of the government- authorities, as 

well as the politi-cal co_nstituencies- of those .cauthorities~ 

They use the violent methods to achieve this goal. The victim 

is secldom the ul-timate t-arg~t, -it is ju-st a nre-ans to create a 

fear psych:os:is a-morn~ tire popu~ation and to destabilise th-e 

polit·ical system. 
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CHAPTER II 

HOSTAGE-~AKING AS A TERRORIST STRATEGY 
A GLOBAL OVERVIEW. 

Hostage-taking for political and strategic gains as a 

terrorist strategy became one of the most dramatic and 

crucial form o"f contemporary terro_rism. N-ow a days it creats 

a severe disruption- to the normal condition of national 

_politica-l order and int-ernat-ional _r,elations. Almost a-ll th-e 

developed and d€Veloping countrie£ ov:er the world are now 

facing the s:courg_e of this terrorist stratety. 

'Hostag-e' id som:e-on-e -who is -taken pris-one-:r by an 

individual or an organization and is threatened with injury 

-
or death unless people do what that organiz-ation or person 

demands. In simple, hostage(s) would be killed if the demands 

are not fulfilled. Hostage-taker is any. person who seizes or 

detains and threatens to kill, to injure or to continue to 

detain another person (hereinafter refered to as the hostage) 

in order to compel a third pa-rty, namely,- a state, an 

international intergovernmental organization, a natural or 

judicial person, or a group of persons, to do or abstain from 

doing any act as an explicit or implicit condition for the 

release of hostage commits the offence of taking of 

hostages. 1 On the other hand, terrorists seize host-ages 

because they want to draw attention to themselves. They 

believe that in holding a human 1 ife, their power is 

increased. Their extortion, whether political or financial, 

1. Article 1 ( i) of the international convention against the 
taking of Hostages, See International Legal Materials, Vol. 
18, No. 1, 1979, p. 1457. 
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is more likely to be successful. Individual targets are 

generally selected for their symbolic value. 

Kidnapping as an act of illegally holdi.ng one or more 

persons captive in a secret or otherwise hidden or unknown 

P~- The political form of kidnapping is hostage-taking. 

ALthough the t-e-chniques may appear identi-cal,_ they are 

s-ign-if'icant dif-ferences be.bieen k j dnapping .for ransom money 

a-nd politicarly motivated kidnapping. Th-e motiv-ation of the 

political kidnapper is like1y to be les_s single and -obvious 

than that of kidnappers seekin-g to exchange of victims for 

money only. Some political kid-napping-s are carried out for 

the purp-ose of seizing hostages for p~ssible exchange' to 

secure the release of fellow prisoners held by domestic or 

foreign governments. Other kidnappings are perpetrated for 

their symbolic value as a means of demonstrating the strength 

of the terrorist organizations and the impotence of political 

authorities. Any of these politically m-otivated kidnapping . 
may be perpetrat~d with the objective of securing maximum 

coverage by -the media. 2 Hence, the most important distinction 

between simple kidnapping and hostage taking is the question 

of publicity. 

Political hostage takings were mainly occured in France 

and Germany. But the highest rate of politically motivated 

kidnapping occured in Spain and Italy. In Spain the mojority 

kidnappings have been carried out by the' ETA, a Basque 

Separatist organisation. In Italy two most important 

2. Harold J. Vetter and Garry R. Perlstein, Perspectives on 
Terrorism, Brooks/Cole, California, 1990, P. 132. 
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political kidnapping were Aldo Mara and General James Zozier 

by Red Brigades. Aldo Marc was a symbol of Italian government 

and James Zozier was a NATO commander of allied forces. In 

Middle East, most of the political kidnappings have occured 

in Lebanon by Shia extremists ~ as the Islamic Jihad and 

Hezbollah .. The targets- ar.e. ntostl_y the -Am-erican, French, 

Bri±ish, and s-oviet ci:tiz-ens. In India, suc-h typ-e of 

lcidnappi.ngs are carried -out by -Khalistan Liberation Force of 

Punjab, JKLF and it-s faction in J-ammu and Kashmir, and ULFA 

in Assam. 

Historical Development 

The practice of taking hostage is a crime as old as 

civilization. In the past, individuals used to be abducted or 

kidnapped, mainly f.or ransom only. There were no hostage 

takings, but hostages were given to other party or group on a 

guarantee that the party or group to whom the hostage 

belonged would fulf i 11 the promises agreed upon. Thus,-

hostage was not taken but given. This given_ hostage was 

normally a prince or nobleman or such type of dignitaries 

like the Pope. The practice of hostage-giving was very well 

known in Europe and was accepted as a legal and political 

tool. This accepted legal practice in Europe was transported 

and introduced ito the Middle East through the crusaders 

latter. 3 

After the fall of the Roman Empire, Europe 

metamorphosed politically and socialy. Power become de-

3. Walid Amin Ruwayla, Terrorism and Hostage-taking in the 
Middle East, Trimestre, 1991, p. 334. 
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centralized and followed by feudalism. This political 

structure had a place for hostages. By the late eighteenth 

century~ this political structure began to change, as 

nationalism began to- replace feudalism. As the nation-state 

increased in influence, the voluntary exchange of political 

h_ostages became less common, and finally dis_appeared 

altogether as a factor l:n international relations. 4 

However, in the late ZOth Century, thee int'ernactional 

pol.i tic_a-1 scerrerio is -chang-i-ng once again. The nation~at-e 

is being challenged by i-nt-erna-tiona-l foree-s, seeking to shape 

political events. The growth of international organisations, 

regional organizations# special inter·est groups, and rise of 

international terrorism as a major influence in world affairs 

have all contributed to erosion and undermining nation-state. 

As a concomitant development, the incidence of political 

hostage-taking has increased. 

The modern v~rsion of hostage taking, as practised by 

different terrorist groups now-a-days, is a logical extention 

of political developments and represents the latest stage of 

a continuing phenomenon. Hostage-taking as practised in th-e 

modern time, first used by the western terrorist groups 

mainly in the British and France. The aims and objectives of 

this new method were and are, to obtain political concessions 

andjor to attain political goals. 

The roots of political hostage-taking in the modern 

4. Norman Antokol and Mayer Nudell, 
Political Hostage-Taking in the 
Publications,: Ohio, 1990, p. 26. 
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world can be traced back to the theory propounded by 

Brazilian revolutionary Carlos Marighella in his work 

entitled 'minimanual of the Urban Guerrilla' in the late 

1960s, which became the bible of the Tupamoros, Mantoneros 

and other groups. For a time 1.n the late 1960s and early 

1970s 1 these Latin American gro~ps held center stage 1 as they 

threa'"-tened to destabilize Argentina, Uruguay and o:ther South 

American countries. Marighella and~ h-is disc-ip~es realise-d 

that the taking of hostages would reap even great-er returns 

than mere bombing or murder alone. It-would contribute to the 

accomplishment of all the goals and objectives. Hostages 

could be exchaged - for terrorists who previously had been 

imprisoned - usually refered to as "political prisoners" or 

revolutionary comrades" 1.n the tortured argot of the 

terrorist. They could be used to raise ransom money and 

thereby further the financing of the terrorists objectives. 

And hecause political kidnappings or hostage incidents are on 

going situations full of inherent threat and drama, they 

would provide an almost unparalleled source of publicity for 

the group responsible. 5 

Following the teaching of Car los Mar ighella, the 

Feddayeen then attempted a campaign of urban terrorism based 

in Gaza in 1968 and 1969. Unlike the pattern in Latin 

America, however, this effort did not meet with much success. 

So George Habash; leader of the Popular Front for the 

Liberation of Palestine (PFLP) developed the idea of 

international terrorism. Modifying Marighella's terrorist 

5. Ibid. I p. 3-9. 
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tactic of hostage-taking and other type of ass'cml ts, Haba-sh 

and the PFLP institutionalised airplane hijackin_g as a 

political tool. Habbash' s theory had two important element-s: 

(i) nearly anything or any one could be target; and (ii) any 

revolutionary or terrorist group could be enlisted for action 

in anyone else's cause. Habbash's idea essentially was to 

take the battle beyond the arena of Israel or the West Bank 

and to int-ernationaliser it-. Operations were to -be carried ou:t 

against the forces of imperialism and reaction as part- of th-e 

world-wide revolutionary struggl:-e. Israel was st-ill t-o- be- -the 

main target, but the battle ground was the entire world. This 

strategy was largely born of necessity, of course, but it 

also in corporated elements of the prevailing anti

imperialism of the day. 6 

Hence, both the above theories have contributed to the 

sudden increase of hostage-taking since the 1960s. Both of 

these movements in the Middle East and the Latin America have 

a common thread, however, the quest of publicity. Beyond the 

operational goal of prisoners release or to gain hug-e amount 

of ransom, the aim of both always to capture or hold hostages 

for the public consciousness. 

Yet another variation of the hostage-taking has 

replaced it. As the palestinian cause achived its goal of 

worldwide attention, another Middle Eastern group - the 

Shiites - have arrived on the scene, especially in Lebano-n-

Having as one goal the elimination of western influence in 

the Middle East, the Shiites discovered that they could 

-6. Ibid., p. 57. 
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attract attention and bring enormous pressure on western 

governments by taking captives and secreting them. The worst 

of this is that the tactic has a re-ligious foundation and 

blessing, as Shiite leaders such as the late Ayatollah 

Khorneini of Iran and Sheik Mohammad E.adla_ll.ah, leader of the 

Hezbollah party in Lebanon, sanction such .action. 7 

- The re- in.troduction of h-ost a-g.e -taking into 

1nternational political af-:fa,i:rs is rrot an isolated 

phenomenon, even if its us:e is principa-lly a Middle Eas-tern 

and Latin' American tactic. It also equally disturbing- trend 

in the modern world. Today' s hostage-ta-king- reflects the 

convergence of political criminality with the decline of the 

nation-state as a dominant political factor. 

Nature of Hos~age-Taker 

As already indicated earlier that neither all terrorist 

groups aspire to the same goals and objectives nor they are 

driven by the same- motives. They cannot, the ref ore, be 

assumed to have engaged in hostage-taking for the sanre reason 

nor, for that matter, can they be expected to respo-nd in the 

same way. It has been suggested that such differen-ces "may be 

due to the group's ideology, the availability of targets, 

regional cultures of violence, societal n-orms, group s-trength 

in terms of firepower, logistics and manpower, public support 

for the groups, security systems of the potential targets and 

the preferences of the group's leaders." 8 Some group-s, such 

as the Harkis or the Group of Martyr 4 are either not overly 

7. Ibid. p. 165. 
8. Edward F. Mickolous 1 "Negotiating for Hostages: A Policy 
Dilemma", Orbis, Vol. 19., No. 4 1 Winter 1976 1 p. 138. 
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politicized or have an nuclear, even confused ideology. ·other 

groups, such as JRA or Italy's NAP (Nuclei Armati Proletari), 

are anarchist or marxist while still others, such as the 

Fuerza Nueva of Italy or the Croats' Ustachi, are right wing. 

Some groups are less doctrinaire and change their political 

orientations according t-o the dictates of- the moment. The 

Qrovisional Irish ·Republican Army (PIRA) only a-dopted a leLt-

-wing stance when it became- appai:"ent their sources of arms 

from the U.S were drying up and they would have to turn to 

other group for re--supply. 

The tactical and strategic objectives of the groups 

engaged in political hostage-taking also vary consider-a-bly. 

The Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) on the one hand 

engaged in a struggle for national liberation, while at the 

other hand, the fighters for the defence of Israel seem to 

exist only to combat their ideological rivals. The structural 

size of groups also varies, from the Red Brigades; of Italy 

with as identified active membership of over 1,2000 to Black 

December, whose sole membership consisted of the three 

hostage-takers involved in the seige of the Indian H.igh 

Commissioner in London in 1973. 9 Even the sociological 

composition of groups is dissimilar and ranges from 2nd June 

Movement where over 65 percent of the membership were from 

the middle class to the PIRA whose membership is 

predominantly from the working class. 10 

9. The International Herald Tribune (Paris), 27th Feb. 1983. 
1.0. Charles A. Russell and Bowman H. Miller, "Profile of a 
Terrorist", Terrorism: An International Journal, Vol. 1, No. 
1, 1977, p. 26. 
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It can be stated that different terrorist groups have 

different norms and standards of behaviour wlrich will serve 

as a model for future behaviour, especially during similar 

operations. However, it can be assumed that their behaviour 

will be governed by the same fundament-a-l prin-cipl-es and 

processes which apply to all social intera-ctions. Indeed_, it 

has been noted that the terrorist's cause is the sine qua n-on 

of his -ac:ti-ons; e-xcept for his beli-ef in the- cause __ he would:_ 

be in al_l respects rationa:r. Therefore, findings- from the 

study of simiTar small groups under si-milar conditions :OL 

external danger would be equally valid. These behaviour will 

·almost certainly be adhered to by the members of the- group if 

they wish to retain their membership in it. If the group or a 

faction within the group ha's engaged in hostage-taking 

before, their behaviour and conduct in, for insta,nce, 

releasing women and children or sick hostages, is more likely 

to be replicated by_other members of the same faction in the 

future once that particular norms has been estblished. 11 

Another aspect of the nature of the hostage-taker is to 

establish inter-group linkage. In international level, many 

terrorist groups have their secret relationship with others 

to achieve their goals. The result is a. coalition uf 

terrorist organizations, each with their own particular 

grievances and target, but willing to come together for the 

furtherance of 'world revolution'. The groups have such 

linkages are the West German Baader-Meinhaf gang (Red Army 

11. Clive C. Aston, " Political Hostage -Taking in-western 
Europe'', Conflict Studies, No. 157, 1984, p. 3. 
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Faction}, the Japanese Red Army (JRA} , several Turkish and 

Latin American terrorist organisati.ons. These groups help 

each other·out with money, training, weapons and documents. 12 

Typologies of Hostaqe-Takers: 

Typologies represent an attempt to find out unity in 

div-ersity by classifying objects and ev-ents according to 

per-ceived s~im-iLarLties. -Social scientists recogni-se the 

limitations and risks of creating typologies, put_ they view 

such classifica-tion schemes as u-seful analytical tools~ In 

the- ca,se of typologi-es of hostage-takers:, they serve the 

important pragm~tic propose of preparing and- formulating 

possible negotiating responses to various kinds of hostage-

tak-ers and hostage situations. Typologies can also aid in 

planning counterterrorist strategies. 

There. have been several attempts by researchers to 

develop typologies of hostage takers. Among them, Goldaber 

has developed a sophisticated and detailed typology that 

incl~des nine categories as shown in the table. 13 At first, 

he divides the catagories into three types of hostage-takers 

- psychological, criminal, and political. In each category, 

he describes the goals, motivations and character of the 

hoEtage-takers. He also suggests some authoritative responses 

to deal with each type of hostage-taker. 

12. Norman Antokal and Mayer Nudell, n. 4. p. 58. 
13. Goldaber. I, " A Typology of Hostage-Takers", Police 
Chief, 6th June, 1979, pp. 21-22, cited in Harold J. Vetter 
and G.R. Perlstein, Perspectives on Terrorism, Brooks/Cole 
Publishing Comp~ny, California, 1991, pp. 136-139. 
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Psychological !-

Generally, the suicidal personalities, the veng:eance 

seekers and the disturbed indi victuals -_ come under the 

psychological type of hostage-taker. 

The suicidal personality is an individual who is caught 

in a crisis life-style, for whom the only resolution of th-e 

crisis is ending his life~ Unable to destroy hl1t1sel£-, he 

creates _a situation ~of threat in which the police offficers 

responding to his actions are compelled to do it for him. 

This .type ~o£ individual is n<;>t likely to react to rea,so-rr and 

therefore must be regarded as extremely dangerous. 
-

Time is on the side of ~"'"le vengeance seeker, wh:o- is 

compulsively driven by his single purpose. This individual 

makes no distinction between those he belives have done him 

harm and innocent people trapped in his retribution scenerio. 

His adversaries may be real or imaginary, and h·e is capable 

of holding hostages. 

The disturbed individual may be someone who- is 

emotionally upset over a particular situation or a person 

with a serious ·personality disorder. Either type of 

individual is 1 ikely to engage in hostag-e-taking- that is 

often improvised and always illogical. Police officers and 

administrators must be able to know from the hostage-takers 

behaviour whether they are dealing with momentary frustration 

or psychiatric disorder. 

Criminal:- The cornered perpetrator lS considered the 

commonest type of criminal hostage-taker like a bank robber. 

He tries to take hostages as an escape bid. In this kind of 
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situation, as in the case of Stockholm Syndrome, there .is the 

possibility of a relationship developing between the 

perpetrator and the hostages that predisposes the hostage

taker to deal with a negotiator who offers him as acceptable 

-way out _o-f his pr..edicame-nt. 

The aggriev-ed inmat-e- is seen as .extremely dangerous-. As 

sonreorre who -is al-ready inc~a'rcerted, _he is comfortable in an 

adversial r:e:l.ationship wit-h_ law enforcem-ent agents. In 

a:dd it ion_, he- is_ familiar with his sur r:o-undi_n g-s and his 

opponents, and he is capable of organizing other inmates in 

support of his plan. 

T'h-:e felonio_us extortionist has a cold-blooded, 

methodical approach to hostage-taking. He is aware of this 

kinds of th.ing-s- that can go wrong with his scheme and 

prepares himself to deal with these enventuali ties. Above 

all, he sees himself as a player for high stakes. He 1s 

capa-ble of being bold, daring, and decisive in his actions. 

Political:- Political hostage-takers are different from the 

above two types of h_ostage takers in terms of ideology! 

strategy and objectives. The political hostage-takers are 

ideologically motivated to their cause and try to change the 

social order and destabilise the political system of the 

target state to achieve the narrow political objectives. 

The social protester is opt to be youthful, idealistic, 

and committed to a cause. The protester's actions usually 

involve group support from people who share his or her values 

and aspirations. Although soc~al protesters can be difficult 
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to_ handle, they perceive matters realistically and are 

susceptible to rational appeals and approaches. 

The ideological zealot is a person who trades freedom 

for security of mind and considers it a fair exchange. To 

this type of individual, simple soluti_o-ns to the complexities 

of life become irresi-stible. Anyone who fails to become a 

fell-ow convert visks being view~ed as an enemy. Ideolog-ical 

z-eal:ots who engage- in_ hosta;ge--taki-ng- can become ruthLess

adversaries, because they can find personal validity only in 

serving th-eir cause. 

The terrorist extremist appears with increasing 

frequency around the world. -Eeople of this kind are trained 

and disciplined, and they s-ee themselves as soldiers fighting 

a war in which they can give no quarter. They are ideological 

motivated to their cause and take the hostages to pressurise 

the government to fulfil their demands. The demands are in 

the nature of safe passage, freedom of fellow prisoners, huge 

ransom, and publicity. If terrorist extremists seize 

hostages, any approach to negotiation must be directed toward 

the top leaders of their organizatio-n or group. 

The law enforcement response to these various hostage

takers is directed, first and foremost, by the necessity to 

limit possibilities for further violence. The psychological 

type of hostage-takers like suicide-prone individuals and the 

distraught or disturbed individu_a-ls must be calmed and 

seized. To tackle the criminal and political hostage-takers, 

negotiation must be employed. 
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Nature of Hostage-Taking['I'ypes of Seizure 

As suggested earlier that all the terrorist don't have 

same goals or objectives. Therefore, not all incidents ta}ce 

place for the same reason. They have also separate methods to 

take hostages. According to Clive c. Aston, there are two 

types of seizure commonly used by the terrorists 

and Unp~anned.-14 

Planned 

1. Unplanned: This typ~e of hos.ta_g:e-taking can be further 

divided into various p.ossible types of incidents: 

(a). Spontaneous ! Inci-dents- can occur sponta-neously during-

the heat of the moment when emotions or passions have been 

raised to a Feror-Pitch for some reasuns. Such incid-ents most 

closely resemble those initiated by a "frightened man on a 

binge." The terrorists are in this case unlikely to have 

engaged in any preplanning or rna-de any preparation or even 

much thought to the consequences of their act. They will be 

trapped into unfamiliar role .behaviour by the si tuatio_n for 

which they are un~ikely to be psychologically prepared. They 

may, there-fore, act in the manner they feel, they are 

supposed to or in the manner the media have shown others to 

have acted in the past. 

(b) Kidnap I Seige:- This will occur when the responding 

authorities locate the hideout where a kindap victim is being 

held and physically surround it. A further variation is where 

a seige occurs after an attempted kidnapping when, for 

example, the police respond too quickly, for the terrorists 

to ~scape or when the terrorists are delayed by their victim 
---~-----------------------
~4. Clive. C. Aston, n.ll, p. 8-11. 
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for long enough· for the police to arrive. This occurred_ 

during the atttempted kidnapping at the Yugoslav Embassy in 

Stockholm by- the Ustachi in 1971. 

In such circumstances again, the terrorists will be 

forced into a situation for which they are unlikely to be 

psychologically- .prepared~ A certain mental disorientation 

w-ill deve-I.op once they lo-s-e the initiat_iv-e th-ey would 

normally poss.ess during -ki-dnawing. The__y will also lose th-Eci:r 

own -freedom of movement a:nd apparent invisibility and will no 

longer feel invinci.ble. Consequ-ently, fe'el_ing-s of frustration 

wi~l set in and they will became angry and- more agg-ressive 

toward the polic.e on the outside whom they will see as the 

source of their frustra-tion. Potentially, this frustration 

could be displaced on to the hostages with dire results. 

(c) Hostage taken in an escape bid :- When another form of 

attack is frustrated or interrupted or wh-e-n suspected 

terrorists are about to be arrested, hostages may be seized 

in an escape bid. In many ways, this form of ·seize closely 

resembles with those conducted by an "-escaping felon". The 

terrorists can also be described as "caught in an- unplanned

situation ... " confused, frighte-ned and being forced to make 

snap decision in a crisis without the opportunity to access 

the situation realistically. 

2. Planned:- In incidents which have been planned, the 

terrorists will have taken as much time as th-ey will have 

needed to ensure the operations success. Not much will have 

been left to chance. The -terrorists are unlikely to implement 

the final plan unless they are rela-tively confident they will 
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survive and their demands will be met. The leader in 

particualr will need to ensure the plan succeeds if he is to 

retain ·his position within the group's hierarchy. A leader 

whose plans constantly fai~ in unlikely to stay leader- for 

long. The group will want the plan to succeed to bolster 

their own mora~e. As Ge-orge Habash, leader of PFLP has 

c-once-derl, "you sho-uld see how- my pe,ople re,a-ct to a 

successful operation - s-pi-rits s.hoot sky - high". The group 

is. therefore likely to be fully prepared psychologically and 

well equipped logisticaly, such prep:aredness may ta_!ce many 

forms. For example, during the 1973 Chopin Express seige, one 

of the terrorists told to police," I have got plenty of 

pills. . . I can stand it forever". Groups are also quite 

capable of basing their preparations on the .often detailed 

and readily available academic articles and conferences 

papers on various aspects of host government's contigency 

plans, such as the psychological dynamics of hostage 

negotiations. This was clearly intimated on fact during the 

197 5 OPEC seige when carlos told Riy-adh al-Az zami, the Iraqi 

charge d' Affaires who acted as mediat.or, "tell Kreisky ... I 

know all the tricks". 

However, not all incidents have been conducted with the 

same degree of professionalism. During some incidents the 

terrorists have conducted themselves with almost military 

precision and discipline. The terrorists guarding Aldo Mara 

after his kidnapping in 1978 were regularly replaced to 

p:rTesent fatigue and boredom setting in. Our ing other 
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incidents, such as tha Black September seize of the Indian 

High Commissioner in 1973, there appears to have been only 

slightly m~ore planning than for an incident which occurs 

spontaneously. 

With the discrepancies as great as th-ese, it is hard to 

provide a-ny guidelines as how the t-errorists are likely to 

conduct themselves. Howeve, in general terms, they are likely: 

to be more organis.ed, .Jl\Ore profes.siona~, .more calculative and 

ini tia:lly at least, more adamant- in their dema-nds. 

Types· o~ Hosta~es 

As the term terror ism was added to contemporary 

political lexicon, greater numbers of poepl-e found themselves 

as potential targets. The ranks of political hostages/victims 

began to include not only the nationals of the host country 

but also the foreign nationals and international protected 

persons. Clive C. Aston has classifed the hostages into 

citiz,ens of the host government and foreign nationals and 

then further divided into civilians, politicians/symbolic 

leaders and finally foreign dignitaries. 15 

1. Civilian Citizens of host government ·- The greatest 

internal dangers posed by terrorism to the host country are 

the weakening of national security and the erosion of rule of 

law. More prolonged or wi-despread terrorist campaigns may 

succeed in blackmailing governments into making major 

concess-ions to terrorist demands. Failure may lead to a loss 

of confidence in the government by its civilians and may 

result in the V-.[i thdawal of their support and precipitate an 

15. Ibid., p. 1~. 
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early ele-c-tion. Indeed, it has been noted that "if the 

terrorists weapon can be shown to pay off against a 

particular government then that government and its political 

moderates will find their powers and authority undermined." 16 

Generally government o£ficials (both public sectors and 

private sectors), .businessmen, journalists-, mediamen, 

relatives o-r the politicians or -ministers and such types of 

dignitaries .come under this ca±eg.ory. They hold this typ_e 

o·f hostges t-0 press=urise the government for ransoll\ or 

pri-so-ners re-1-ea-s-e. The- main motiv-e is to under:min.e_ t:he 

government, their policy and security aparatus. 

2. Politicia-ns/sym-bolic leaders of host government :- These 

are another type of victims/hostages to pressurise the host 

government and policy-makers. A government's obligation is to 

protect its civilians naturally extend to include its 

politicians and various symbolic leaders. In fact, this 

obligation can .be assumed to b€ of a greater importance 

solely because of the symbolism involved. In the United 

Kingdom, for example, royalty and some senior cabinet 

Ministers, such 
. 

as Defence and Northern Ireland, are 

' routinely guarded by specially assigned armed police 

regardless of any specific threat against them. Other 

politicians and, ~or that matter, any civilians must be 

accorded the same level of protection if their names are 

found on a terr-orist's list as potential targets. 

3. Civilians of foreign government :- In the contemporary 

16. Paul Wilkinson, "Terrorism versus Liberal Democracy : The 
Problem of Response", Confiict Studies., No. 67, Jan. 1976, 
p. 11. ' 
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int-ernational relations, terrorists generally taking foreign 

civilians who are working in host country or any ot-her 

purposes as hostages to get international attention. The main 

purposes are publicity and to effect the foreign policy. 

Foreign officials wo.rking in public sectors or private 

se,c,tors , tourists , j ourna 1 is ts , crewmen (T.V. ) , and such types 

of civilians- _come under this categ-ery. 

Different terrorist:- groups ha-ve different target-s to 

take foreign nationals as- hostage. In th-e Midd-le East, 

Lebanon's Hezbollah, Islamic J"iha:d g_rou_p, PLO, and. PFLP fGC & 

sc-), are mainly associated with the h-ostage-taking o{ freign 

nationals. The victims be~ ong to the nat i-on a ls of th-e U. S . A, 

France, Italy, Germany, Israel, Kuwait, and the Arab World. 

For example, on 19 July 1982, David Dodge, an American 

National was working as Rector in American University at 

Beirut kidnapped by Islamic Jihad and subsequently released 

on 21 July 1982~ Jean-Paul Kauffman, a french j-ournalist was 

also kidnapped by the same Islamic Jiha-d at Beruit on May 

1985 and he was released after one year of captivity. A 

French T.V cameraman, Jean Huey Normandin was also kidnapp-ed 

by Islamic Jihad in March 1986. 17 

4. Foreign dignitaries :- Foreign dignitaries including 

diplomats, consulate generals, foreign head-S of the 

states/governments and personnels of inter-governmental 

organizations come under this catagory. The duty of the 

host government 1s to provide protection to foreign 

17. David'. E. Long, The Anatomy of Terrorism, free press (Mac 
millon}, New York, 1990, p.183. 
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dignitaries which is codified under international law4 

International terrorism .has been characteriz-ed most 

notably by attacks on diplomats and d"iplomatic facilities. 

The seizure o""f diplomatic personnels as hostages mainly in 

order to bargain with their governments or with the host 

government. I·n the 1970s it was a fashionable tactic in Lati-n 

American countri-es by the terrorist groups like Tupamaros o-f 

u-ruguay or Car..:los ·Mar..ighe.lla-' s Brazilian Action for Na<tional 

Li.beration4 1 a Th:eir dema·nds usually includ:e t-he rel-ease of 

prisoners, the pa-yment o£ a m=on.eta·ry ransom, or the 

publication of a communi·cai:ion. The i-nherent drama of -hostage 

seizures, partic<=!larly barricade incidents, such as the 

takeover of the Domin'ican Republi-c -Embassy in Colombia or- the 

Saudi Arbian Embassy in Khartoum, as well as the concern of 

governments for their citizens and for their .:international 

reputations exacerbate the issue of whether or not 

concessions should be made to terrorist demands. The current 

situation in Lebanon has highlighted this policy dilemma. 

Besides a number of countries notably Israel, Libya, 

and Iran, not only support these attacks but have resorted to· 

similar tactics as a means of expanding their foreig-n policy 

options and conducting a surrogate warfare against their 

opponents. According to the U.S state department, between 

196~ and 1983, diplomats about 113 states have been attacked 

or threatened with attack by the terrorists of more than 100 

18. Martha Crenshaw, Terrorism and Internation Cooperation, 
Westview press, New York, 1989, p.l3. 
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groups in 130 countries. 19 · Th.e growing trend of em~bassy 

attacks, diplomatic kidnappings (dip.lonappings) is not merely 

a violation of traditional diplomatic immunities and 

previleges, it is an attack on the foundation of diplomatic 

reciprocity and a potential threat to normal diplomatic and 

economic relations. 

The fina_~ category includes the S.ecret-a:ry-General and 

the o-f:ficia~ of the secre-t-ariat of the.. v..arious inter.na±i.onal 

and inter:g:o-vernm'ental o.r.g:anization-s. The p-ermanent 

1.--e·pre:sentativ:e--s of the m-e-rn:ber countri-es- o£ the UN are 

naturally occured the same previleg-es and immunties enjoyed 

by other diplomatic agents and are therefore inviolable-

A host government, then, is under a very special 

obligation to protect these above individuals. Failure to do 

so could, at the very least, lead to international 

condemnation and censure. However, major purpose of any 

terrorist groups is to harm the relations between the 

countries in the hope of discrediting the Government. 

HOaTAGE NEGOTIATION 

Hostage negotiation to re.lease the hostages is a unique 

and complex communicative phenomenon that is charecterized by 

hightened emotionality, equivocal rules o-f interaction, and 

restricted contexual parameters. It is a communicative and 

tactical relationship between hostage-takers on the one hand, 

and government authorities on the other. IJ:n cond:ucting. 

negotiation with terrorists holding hostages, the rna in 

19. R. G. Sawhney , "Democratic states and the scourge of 
Terrorism'', Strategic Analysis, vol. 10, No. 2, May 1986, pp. 
131-132. 
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objective must be to obtain the release of the hostag.es 

unharmed and to grant minimum concession to the ·terrorist 

demands. Safety of the hostages must be of paramou-nt concern 

and must be the most important consideration in any counter-

terr-oist strategy. The- probl_em of balan-ce between the- safety 

of ±he hostages on the- <;me .hand, and the_ granting of the 

m 1 ni-mum of .concession on the oth-er, i~s wh-er_e the art of 

negotiat-ioon lies and achieving a baLanee between those who 

c01npeti.ng a-im:s m:nst- be- the pri-mary objecti•te of the 

negotia-tion. Negotia-ting with terrorists h-olding hostages to 

he -effective and success.fnl_, must be carri.ed on within and in 

k-nowledge or those in ~barge and in consideration of the 

objectives of all the participants in hostage negotiation. 

Not only those obj-ectiv-es of the gov-ernment authorities, but 

those of the terroists and indeed the hostag-es are important. 

The objectives of these three groups are fundamentally 

different. 

T-e-rrorist Obje-ctives-

The objectives of negotiation with the terrorists would 

not be completed without proper study to the objectives of 

terrorists. In gen-eral the terrorist's main objectiv-es or 

demands one likely to differ from incident to in-cident. 

However, there are certain objectives which are relatively 

common amongst terrorists in hostage taking situations. The 
. 

main and most obvious terrorist objective is to enforce full 

concession by the a_utho-rities by the expressed or implied 

threat to kill or harm hostages. It is however, unusual for 

the initial objectives not to be to some extent toned down or 
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dilut-ed as the incident and the negotiations progress. For 

example 1 In Munich Olympic incident, the initial demand was 

for the release of 250 palestinian prisoners held in Israel, 

but after incident the terrorists were allowed to fly out to 

Egypt with their hosta9.es. 

Preservation. of the li v,es of the hostag-es also another 

.obj,activ:e-. Genera1Ty, terroris-ts do not paln to kil_l or- trarm 

hostages because hosta-g:es are_ the_ terro_r ist-' s main -asset for 

bargaining. Alth-ough there ar-e some cases of Cold bloode-d 

killing of hostages with little, or no provoca.tion or 

€Xpectation of gain. 

Public-ity is frequently a ma-in t:errorist obje-ctive. 

propaganda for the terrorist's causes is often the main 

motivational· factor for taking hostag€s. It is f-or this 

reason that a_ircraft hijcking, in particula-r, with its 

potential for international media interest, is a favourite-

tactic of emerging terrorist groups. 

Hostage Objectives 

The main objective of any hostage in captive will be to 

survive. There are many examples of hostages t_aking 

initiatives of their own in pursuit of their personal 

survival, ranging from escape itself, to organi_sing the 

payment of a huge ransom, through taking a substantial, even 

leading part in the negotiations with the terrorists. The 

famous example of this type was Dominican embassy seize in 

Honduras. 20This incident represents the most unusual case of 

20. Alastair C. Mac Willson, Hostage-taking Terrorism: 
Incident -Response strategy, Mac Millan, London, 1992, p. 56. 
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hostage negotiations in history. 

Th-e hostage's objectives can place intense pressure 

upon the authority. The Iranian embassy seiz~, in London was 

notable for the manner in which some of the hostages, at the 

instigation of_ the terrorists, literally harangued, berated, 

and -demanded -of the negot-iatiors tha-t th~y take ~ertain 

action -that the terrorists themselves_ want-ed _doing. In this 

s-ituation th-e- hostages were a.ci:.ively :su-pporting- the 

terrori-st-s- in what they were trying to ·achieve-. It is a 

strong- and- na-tural will. to survive, may on oc:cassions work to 

the advantage of the authorities. It is a doubtful feature 

ana has often been found to work a.gainst the negotiation 

strategy which the government is employing, so for this 

reason the attitudes and the real objectives of the hostages 

inside strongholds , especially are in which they have been 

in close contact with the terrorists for some considerable 

time, should be viewed by everybody on the government's side 

with serious mistrust. 21 

In summarising the objectives of the various 

participants in hostage-taking negotiation, it is fair to say 

that on balance and despite apparent initial disparity 

between what each side is trying to achieve, most situat-ions 

are resolved satisfactorily so far as the former objective is 

the safe release and preservation of life concerned. 

Hostage as a Medium of Negotiation:- Hostages are important 

pawns for the terrorists, authorities, and negotiators. In 

many incidents, terrorists have used the hostages as a-

21. Ibid. p. 58. 
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-negotiating medium to enter into dialogue with the government 

authorities. There is clear advantages to hostage-takers in 

doing this. HostageS put them in the same position as the 

authorities. They themselves use like negotiatiors and not 

like decision makers. It gives the hostage-takers the time 

and opp_ortuni ty to dl.gest what is being said by their 

-opposite side be-fore having -t-o c:ome_ back with a response. 

The other advantage _is that pleas _to the a.uthori ti.es_,_ 

through t:he neg_otiator frmn actual ho-sta~ges, to take a 

suggested line of action is- li-kely to carry more weight and 

urgency, and apply more pressure upon the authorities, than 

if it was simply coming through the terrorist spokesman. Any 

tactic which in this situation is likely to give advantage to 

the terrorist should be resisted on princip-le. However, it is 

not always possible or desirable to refuse out of hand to 

listen to what hostages have to say on terrorist's behalf. 

The circumstance is also important 1 in which a hostage 
. 

is likely to be able actively to assist the authorities. 

There have been some occass ions in the past, and so 

consideration of this possibility is necessary, as tne 

negotiatior in particular way will have to pay an important 

part of this situation. During an incident at the Turkis 

Consulate in Paris, for instance, a woman hostage found an 

opportunity to throw a note from the first floor window down 

on to the pavement £or the police down below to pick up. This 

was an instance of a hostage-taking the initiative to 

communicate. 22 

22. Ibid., p. 70. 
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_Role of the Negotiator ~-
Effective control over a hosta-ge situation can only be 

achieved if the representatives of authority, 

negotiators have complete command over the means o£ 

c-ommunication that are used for the negotiation. Unlike 

negotiatio_n in other c~ontexts, hostag.e ne-gotiations. ar-e 

uniquely characterised · by the pursuit o.f confl ict·i_ng 

communica:tiv.e. g:oals. Sel~t±ng .suitable negotiator i-s also an 

imp~ortant factnr in hostage crisis management. Although a 

negot-iator never be in a- .posi. t-ion to take strategic tactical 

decision, concerning the res-o-lution of a hostage.-takin:g 

situation, he should nevertheless be of sufficient status as 

to inspire confidence amongst ·the terrorists that they a-re 

talking to someone of importance and experience. According to 

Francis, A. Bolz, Jr., following are some· of the criteria 

used to select the members of the Hostage-Neg-otiation te-am- 23 

Volunteers only 

Good Physical Condition, Phychologically Sound 

mature appearance 

good speaking voice, outgoing 

skilled integrogat·ors 

Apart from that, there are many other qualities which 

to be analysed. Intelligence is also an important quality for 

hostage negotiator. During the course of an incident and 

especially in the dialogue and at close quarter negotiation, 

a quickness of mind and understanding are essential. During a 

23. Francis A. Bolz, Jr., 
in Robert Kupperman and 
Threat, Reality Response, 
California, 1979, p. 401. 
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hostage situation, it is vital that the negot-iator should 

more quickly to identify and establish rapport with the 

leader of the terrorist group.- A feeling of tea-m-work must 

develop between the two so that they can build mutual trust 

and understandin-g for the succ-essful resolution of the 

hostag-e s~tuation. 

-The n:e-x:t characteristic is pa~tience and- str-eng:th .- The 

length_ -of time tha:t:.:. some incidents -ca-n las.t often demands 

great reserve-s -of str-ength and resilience fro.:m the_ 

negotiations c.ancerned.- Tlle hija-cking o.f _the train in Hol-land 

by th-e South -Molucca-ns in r976 last-ed for twenty days. 

Another -example w.as the s-e1ge of Bog-o~ta, by . Colombia 

terrorists, involving the holding of a number of ambassadors 

in the Dominican Embassy, that lasted for sixty days. 24 

Apart from the qualities of negotiators, the role play 

by the negotiator is also important. The first to remember 

about hostage negotiation is the maxim,_ 11 riegotiatiors never 
. 

command and commanders never negotiate". 25 It is vital that 

the person in overall charge of the decision-making process 

not be the actual negotiator unless absolutely no alternative 

exists. In many cases, a governmental representative will do 

the actual negotiation. There are private neijot ia tors 

available for cases in which it is determined that 

governmental authorities are more effectively kept at arm's 

length. 
According to a recent analysis of" 245 hostage-taking 

conducted by the FBl (Federal Bureau of Investigation), 

24. Alastair c. Mac Willson, n. 20, ~· 35. 
25. Norman Antokol and May.er Nudell~ h. 4, p. 134. 
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nearly 60% involved in hostage-taking who was classifi-ed as 

neutrally or emotionally distraught. This means that the 

majority of individuals, who enter into a -hostage--taking are 

predisposed to a heig-htened level of emotional exc-itement. 

While hostage-taking can constitute an expression of power or 

a plea for help for these individuals, the act of- taking 

hos-tages and bei:ng confronted by the p-olice function to 

incr.eas-e the-ir l.ev-el of emotional a-rousa-l. So the rol:e. of 

negotiator shoula be -dualistic, ( 1} to help the hostage-taker 

deal with the s±ress~produ-cing_ antecedent which prompt-ed the 

hostage-taking, ami- the emotionally associated with tn'e 

hostage-taking itself and, (2} to gain the non-involvement 

surrender of the hostage-taker and the release of hostages. 26 

Techniques of Negotiation :-

For the successful negotiation, the 

negotiator(s} must apply different techniques. Norman Antokol 

and Mayer Nuddell have suggested the following types of 

techniques are among those which have been employed 

sucessfully in past hostage incidents. 27 

The first technique is' to keep the hostage-taker(s} in 

a detail coping_ mode. By being forced to conc-entrate on a 

myraid of minor problems, hostage-takers can be worn down and 

lose control over the flow of events. The negotiator used 

this technique with extreme effectiveness during the 1980 

P.rinces Gate incident. 

26. R.G. Rogen W.A. Donahue and J. Lyles, "Growing and 
excercising control in Hostage negotiation using empathic 
perspective-taking", International Journal of Group Tension , 
vol. 20, No. 1, Spring 1990, p. 80. 
27. Norman Antokol and Mayer Nudell, n. 4, pp. 143-147. 
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Th-e second technique 'is the_ usin-g of open-ended 

qu-estions. This type of questions, which cannot be answere_d 

with simple yes or no, but require a response in which 

conversation between the two parties can be continued for a 

long. It _also relates with the fir:s.t. technique which waB also 

used in Princes Gate incident. It is v-ery -much us·eful for the· 

rescue- operation. 

~eonfrontation Between the authority and _the hos;tag:e,

takers can result in tragedy. Therefore, the third technique 

is- to. avoid confrontations. -H-'us--tag-e- n:egotia,tions are a-bout 

claiming things down, not exacerbating them. 

The fourth technique is to ignore the deadlines by 

trying to talk with them. As the expiration of each ultimatum 

approaches, attention should be diverted from the deadline- by 

introducing some new problem. This provides the hostage-taker 

with plausible reason for allowing the_ deadline to pass 

without any action on his part. After the first deadline 

passes, subsequent ones will be easier to talk through. In a 

hostage situation in Sudan in 1983, the terrorists simply 

forgot that a deadline had passed and subsequently five 

hostages survived. 

Another technique is to categorization of hostages to 

reduce the number of hostages at risk. During the opening 

stages of a hostage situation hostage-takers tend to think of 

their captives as symbols. This mak-es them willing to 

consider them in categories and as comrnodi ties to be 

exchanged when advantageous. During 1976 Entebbe incident, 

the terrorists decided to relea-se a.ll the non-jewish 
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hostages .. 

Manipulating the enviornment of the hostage-takers is 

another technique to be foLlowed. Communications, 

electricity, water, and other factors can be manipulated to 

isolate the hos~taqe-takers and wear dow-n their resistance 

l-eveL In March 1977 - I the Hanaf_i Muslim seizure of B'nai 

cB'rith of_f_ices and other locations of -Washington D .. C. was-:-

r-esolved otter uver 40 hours in -part beca-use- the l:eader of 

the ter-rorists, Ha:maas -Khaalis, could not tol-erate performinq 

his bodily fun-cti-0-ns in front of th7e hostag-e~ after 

authorities cut off all utility services to the building. 
' 

Using terrorist _rhetor_ic against them by appealing to 

humanitarian and other concerns are also important. 

Terrorists aJ:e generally couch their rhetori_c in humanitarian 

or internationalist terms, using phrases such as 'anti-

colonialism', 'oppression', etc. These words- although only 

~uperficially rel-evant to terrorist actions, can sometimes be 

turned against th-em to gain the release of hostages. In many 

hijackings, the sick or injured, women, children, or other 

hostages have been released on humanitatian grounds. 

Negotiators can often employ the appeals of family members, 

religious leaders, and others to gauge the depth of 

terrorists' sincerity. 

A negotiator should always try to avoid the 

negative response directly. Instead of saying 'no' to a 

demand, the- negotiator will stall, citing the need to- refer 

to a higher' authority. Positive response may increase the 
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hostag-e-taker·' s expect-ations. The negotiator must always 

maintain the attitude that ev.erything can be worked out a-nd 

_ he must cons_tantly reassure the hostage-taker (s) that this is 

the case. It was also applied by the -ne-gotiator in 1980 

Princes Gate episod-e. 

Keeping~ a record of deadlines., promis_es, actions and 

o:th-er -s.ign-if.icant even~t.s a:lso- a techniq-ue of h-os.ta·ge 

' 
ne<§J.oti-ation. Thi--s can be-- adllan-tageous f_or the auth-orities, 

but they 111ust never allow themselves to fa~l into the -sam-e 

=situa-tion. During the Ma' a lot in-cid,ent in Israel, the 
~ 

Israelis W-ere consta-ntly aware o£ the terrorist's deadline 

and structured their response according-ly. 

The hostage-takers must be persuaded to keep the 

hostages alive, and not d-evelop the idea that hostages safety 

will override all other considerations on the part of law 

en£orcement authorities. During the 1980 incident at the 

Dominican Republic's Embassy in Bogota, Colombia~ a group of 

Latin American terrorists were able to take as hostages a 

number of ambassadors and other diplomats. In this and 

similar incidents, the importan~e of these hostages was 

obvious-engendering delays and difficulties in the 

neg-otiation. 

The most important technique is the psychological 

bonding between the hostage-takers and the hostages. This 

bonding, in which th:e victim unconsciously , incorporates the 

characteristics of the feared person, is a form of "reaction 

forma-tion in which the victim identifies with the aggressor. 

By pyscologically transforming- oneself' from a threatened 
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person to -a person who makes the tbreat, t"he victim can 

reduce anxiety. 28 So the task of negotiator is to force the 

hostage-taker (s) and hostages to cooperate each other in 

resolving the problem. The famous example is the Stockh-olm 

hostage incid.ent which known _as. " Sto_ckholm- Syndromm-e." 

Thomas Strentz, who has written about tha stockhohm syndrme, 

described the psychologica-l bnndinq_ -of the hosta:ges and ·the. 

captors-. 2-g The Stockho-lm syndrome derives- its name from a 

1:973 bank robbery incid:errt which occnred in Stock.ho~m, ill 

which bank employees were held hostages for more th,?n five 

days. 

The- captor and the hostaqes established -a cooperative 

relationship in which hostages provided their captor with 

suggestions and acted as look out for him, even w.hi le he was 

sleep. When his surrender took placee, the hostages formed a 

human wall around him out or fear that police might shoot 

him. One of the hostages even· hugged and kissed him be·fore he 

was ta-ken away by police. 

The Stockholm Syndrom-e has three components, not all of 

which are always present. First, there are positive feelings 

on the part of the hostage(s) toward their captor(s). Second 

there are negative feelings on the part of the hostage(s) 

toward the police and other authorities. Third, there are 

28. Jared Tinklenberg, "Coping with Terrorist victimiz.ation", 
in F.M. Ochberg and D.A. Soskis(eds.) 1 Victims of Terrorism, 
Westview press Boulder, colo. 1982, p. 64. 
29. For details see, Thomas Strentz, "The stockholm syndrome: 
Law Enforcement policy and Hostage behaviour" in F.M. Dchberg 
and D.A. Soskis(eds.), Victims of Terrorism, Westview press 
Boulder, colo. 1982, pp. 139-62. 
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positive .feelings on the part of the hostage-taker toward the 

captive(s). Psychologist studied this case in considerable 

detail and ultimately determined that a type of transference, 

or bonding took place between the hostages and the hostage 

taker. Later cases have demon-strated that transference of 

this t-ype can be enc·ourg-ed by the negotiators and can 

cons-titute -to a peaceful r-esolution_ of host-age situation. 

PDLICY RESE,ONSES '1'<7 -HOS.'l'AGK-TAKING-: --

In ord-er to deal with the crisis o-f hostage--taking, a 

caher.ent .and clearcut p:oli.cy r.esp:ons-e is ne-eded:.. Th.e 

intern-aional community in contrast· with the national 

g.overnm-ents~ has .failed to find a_nd establish a common 

approach to respond this terrorist strategy. Different 

countri-es have their own policy respon-se to tackle the 

hostage-taking. However, there are two well known approaches 

to this pro-blem 'soft line' and 'tought line'. On the 

otherhand, many countries seem willing to consider a melding 

of the above two into a third alternative, i.e., 'flexible 

firmness' approach. 30 

Soft-Line Approach:--

It is a liberal approach which means the fulfilment of 

t.errorist' s demand in the hope of that they can reduce the 

level o·f hostage-taking. It could be argued that it is a 

pacific understanding between the terrorist groups and the 

government of the host countr.y. Even though, this approach 

may pacify terrorist grievances against a particular state, 

it still does_ not nrean that th-e same terrorist group will not 

30. Norm-an Antokol and Mayer\' Nudell, n.4, p. 16-6. 



use~ this strategy in other countries. Hen.ce, pacific 

understanding between the two parties only applies to 

natfonals of the target state but does not~ apply to other 

nationalities on the soil of the same state or other states. 

Th:ere are many e-xamples of liberal d:emocratic 

g_overmuents~ .conductj.ng ±Tl-judged. ne,gotiations with 

terr.ori tsts and. conceding to all -of the terrorist 1 s demands. 

Acc.oriii.ng_ teo 'Rand Cbrporati-un study, as an average, world 

wide terrorists have a 79 per cent chance of evading death or 

impr isonmen:t. :f.or their crime-s. 31 Many g.overnments opting the 

s.oft line approch to mak'e a deal with terrorists to gain the 

release o~f h:astages and rapid end to each terrorist attack. 

T-ough-line Approach :- It is a hardline policy of the 

government with the terorist groups. It is also otherwise 

konwn as 'harsh policy' of 'No ransom and no concession 1 

(whether it is a long-range policy or a case by case 

app~oach). Harsh policies are defined as refusal to 

negotiate, negotiation with no compromise, no compromise and 

counter-attack. A government adopting such an approach 

believes that strong security measures, a hard 1 ine 

policy, long term imprisonment 1 and ncrrsh punishments will 

intimidate potential terrorist activities 1 reduce their 

motivations for violent operations, and reduce their 

potential for success. 32 Hence 1 this policy will deter and 

ulimately reduce the level of international terrorist attacks 
in that country. 
-----------------------~--

31. Paul Wilkinson, n. 16, p. 7. 
32. Reuber Miller, "Acts .of international terrorism 
Government Is Responses and policies, "Comparative political 
studies, Vol. 19, No. 3, Oct~ 1986., p. 388. 
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To counter terrorism e-ffectively, the toug.h line 

approa-ch involves waging -two kinds of war a military-

security war to contain .and ·reduce terrorist violence; and a 

political and psychological war to secure the popular consent 

and support which must be basis of ariy effective modern 

.democratic government .. -

Flexible --Firmness Approach :-

rt. is- --a-nother type o£ a-pproa-ch to ta~ck~e t-he-

hostage situation which lies between the above two 

approach-es-. Many experiences ha-ve-- sh-own that neith-e-r 'soft 

liner nor 'tough line--' is the best option in all cases. Most 

or -the: democratic gov-ermnents prefer to keep ' their p.o~icy 

options open during an incident and maintain a 'flexible 

response' and allow the immediate situation to dictate their 

response. It is said to be the most rational approach to 

terrorist situation in gereral and hostage-taking in 

particular. Flexible response genera1ly addresses to six 

separate areas : negotiation with the terrorists in a 

particular hostage situation; Use of force, i.e., deployment 

of army to combat terrorist and bring them to the negotiating 

table; proactivity i.e., plans and abilities by the armed 

forces and intellig.ence agencies to rescue the hostages and 

arrest the terrorists or hostage-takers; media coverage; 

continuity of government; and individual responsibilty. Each 

of these a:reas interact-s- with and depends upon the others. 33 

Governments' Policy Responses 

In mid-sixties, hostage-tqking emerged as a militant 

3 3. Norman Antokol and- Mayer Nudell, n. 4, p. 17 2 . 
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strategy- in Western-Europe, America, and Middle East. To 

tackle this holocaust, governments of the world took a 

little time in adjusting the state options to meet this 

vulnerable Challege. Many comprehensive policies were made by 

di-fferent governments base-d upon the above approaches~ 

rsraeli Approach :-

IsraeJ. regarded a-s- the most- rigid country in deali-ng_ 

wi±h t.err-or_ism and _always been unwlvering in- its toqghness. 

Israel, in 19-68, was the first time to apply this policy of 

"'tougn-line' .. ::But sometimes., it has- be~e-n forced t-o make 

compromises and kept its fl-e-xibility to bargain and ne-gotiate 

with terrorists as in the case of the school children h:eld 

hostages in Ma'alot in 1974. However, these nego-tiations have 

never produced any desirable autcomes, as in the Savoy Hotel 

incident- of March 5, 1975. 34 The July 1989 abduction of Sheik 

Obeid from Le_banon was another e-xample, as the Israelis 

announced- their willingness to trade Obeid £or ca-ptured 
. 

Israeli soldiers and western hostages. It demonstrates that a 

pure hardline approach must often be moderated. 

In some~ incidents, Israel has successfully- used an 

apparent willingness to compromise its policy to gain time 

for r.escue att-empts (operation Janathan) as was in the case 

of Entebbe in 1976. 35 . However, more than one occasion, 

Israel has released prisoners in the face of terrorist 

d-emands, as part of lopsid-ed prisoner swaps to gain the 

34. E.F. Mickolous, Transnational Terrorism~ A Chronoloov of 
events 1968-69, Westpart, C. T. Greenwood, 1980, p. 512. 
35. Marian Mushkat, "Terrorism Sovit Attitude," 
International Problem; Vol. 25, No. 3-6, Winter 1986., p. 20. 
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releas-e o-f captured Israelis, or to a-ssist other countries-

(for example, in the wake- of the 1985 TWA 8-4 7 incident) . 

Nonetheless, IsraePs reputation for 'tough-1 ine a-pproa:ch' 

and its unwi1lingness to make conc_ess,ions have stood it in 

good stead. 

American -APProach :-

.For many y;ears_, the United States -maintained a 

-s.o f t 1 ine P.:Oli.c:y to-w-ards terrori.sm and tha s.ta:ct:e.s wn i c-h 

a-ss-isted terror-is:t :activities. Bu:t: the- massacre of Lsrael i 

athelets- in 1972 JJLym:p±r: in ·Munich and the killing of tw.o 

American diploma±, on March 1, 1973_ in Khartaum Convinced~ the 

U~S to adopt the po_l-icy or 'tuugh-line'. In 1985, in the wake 

Klinghoffer, a seventy ye-ars old Jew from New- York on board, 

the U.s blocked the -escape of the terrorists by intercepting 

the airplane on which they were fleeing and forcing it down 

in Ita~y - where the Italian government tried and c-onvicted 

four of them~ :rn April 1-986, the U.S stag-ed a- bombing raid on 

Libya which so- intimidated Moammar Ga-ddaf i th-at his 

involvement in international terrorism decreased for several 

years. 36 

Several administrations have subscribe-d to the 

rhetoric, if not to the reality that the U.S Government has 

had, and continues to maintain a consistent policy towards 

hostage-taking. This 'no concession' ploicy dates back to the 

Nixon administration and is based on the assumption that once 

terrorist's demands have been grantedr especially in 

36. Norman Antkol and Mayer Nudell, n. 4, P. 169. 
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incidents o.f prolonged duration (such as hijacking and 

hostage-holding} , the U.s will be perceived as willing to 

submit to extortion. 

Despit-e of official p-osition of not yie-ldin-g to 

terrorist demand-s, -cliplomatic channels are held upon f-or 

initiatives leadin-g to n-e-gotia-tion. Tn situations where 

captives_ are being- held, attempts ha:ve been made to initiate 

and maintain a dialo-gue W-ith -the- terrorists so as t-o learn as-

much a's -possible- about th-eir origins_, ba-ckgrounds a-nd 

objectives in the- int-erests of desi-gning alternat-e strateg-ies-

for securing the rel=ease of the hostages. 

The U.S has also developed hostage negotiation 

techn-iques and local d'epartments Like Special Weapo-ns And 

Tactics units (SWAT) to handle the hostage situation. It was 

until 1977, however, that was developed for an operation such 

as GSG 9 performed at Mogadishu. In Nov 1977, co_Lonel 

charles Beckwith was given command of SFOD-Delta for counter

terrorism operation. 37 

The federal law enforcement agencies also have counter-

terrorist units. The FBI has a_ hostage-taking resp.onse team 

with an extensive tra-ining and utilize-s tactics similar to 

those of the SAS (Special Air Service) of Great Britain. 

U-.-K. Approach : -

The British Government's policy to fight terrorism was 

not confined to words alone, but was supported by deeds as 

well. Its readiness to exercise force in the international 

arena was expressed not only in the overt aid offered to the 
--~--------------------------------

37r Harold J. Vetter and Garry R. Perlstein, n.2, p. 233. 
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American planes against Libya .but also in more covert fashion 

as well. All intelligence agencies entrusted with combating 

the internationa-l terroris_m including th-e police anti-

terrorist squad, MI-5, the special branch MI-6. The best 

kn-own counter-terrorist unit is mn.st secretive; known as the 

-special Air Service -( SAS) , it gained prominence on May 5, 

_19-8'0 , during -"Operation Ni.mood-"-, when a SAS t-eam. assaultea 

th.e Iranian Embas.s¥ .in Londo.a, rescuing nineteen host-a-ge:s 

unhar_med and killing five terrorists .. Unlike GSG-9, SAS is a 

military unit which .first came out into being in -Worl---d -W-ar 

II. It had- also pla-yed a major roLe agains-t IRA (Iranian 

Revolutionary Army) qpera-ting in North-ern Ireland. 38 

All the terror stemming from the Middle East, including 

the assassination of Ambassador Argov, and especially the 

terror emanating from Ire.land have made Britain the leading 

country in the EEC in its resolve to fight against terrorism. 

In Oct, 1985 the Home Secretary emphasised the British 

Government's -commitment to international cooperation to 

combat terror ism. The objectives of British and other 

governments were to -

(a) promote an acceptance among friendly countries of a 

common interest in fighting all kinds of terrorism. A 

terrorist success in one country makes it more likely that 

attempts to repeat the success will be made in other 

countries; 

(b) create an international climate in which state 

sponsored terrorism is unacce~table and in which states 

38~ Ibid. 1 p. 234. 
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attempting -to use terrorism realise that this will not 

further their interests, but will harm them; 

(c) ensure that diplomatic immunities are not abuse-d by 

states which support or condone terrorism; 

(d) take fittin-g action against such state-s in 

conjunction with other frie!'ldly countries; 

fe) -ensure tha-t consistent and effective measures ar-e 

taken to _prevent tire ·hijacking and sa-botaging. of aircrafts; 

(f) create -an internat-ional environment in wh--ich it 

will be diffi-cu1.t for terrori--sts to operat-e, f·or example, by 

denying th-em arms and money; 

(g) impede the movement of international terrorists 

from one country to another by the use of immigration 

measures; 

(h) ensure that there is full cooperation among 

security s-ervices, police, .and other organisations so that 

intelligence and informations about terrorists can be 

-exchanged. 39 

An. additional expression o£ British Policy to 

responde hosta-ge-taking can be found in Marag-eret Thatcher's 

policy towards terrorism. According to he-r, "W·e, in Britain, 

will not accede to the terrorist's demands. Prisoners will 

not be released-. I£ hija-cked aircrafts land here, it will not 

be allowed to take off." 40 Hence, it is very clear that the 

U.K has been responding through 'tough line' policy towards 

terrorist in hostage-situation. 

39. M.C. Pande, "Mechanics of International Terrorism," 
Strategic Analysis Vol. 12, No. 1.0, January 1990, pp.1096-97. 
40. Jagmohan, nTerrorisrn : Causes and -cure," The Hindustan 
Times New Delhi, Nov. 25, 1992. 
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French Approach :-

Generally France shows flexible attitude towards 

terrorists and provides political asylum to them. This ha-s 

~ed to a curious mixure of tolerance and firmness in French 

po~ icy towards terrorism. In hostage-taking situation_, the 

French have been extremely pragmatic, often, the-y hav-e. chosen 

to make accomodation with groups such as Hezbollah or with 

countries like Iran by paying ransoms, providi:ng military 

arms or releasing- ass"ets. Yet at the s.ame time, the_ :Fren-ch 

responded to -a- bombing_ campaign by the LARF (Lebanese. ArJned 

R-evolutionary Faction) to free its imprisoned leader, Tbrah.tm 

Abdullah by i-nt-ensifying -security precautions and bring-ing 

him to trail. Even when French hostages were taken in 

Lebanon, French law enforceltlent officials held firm in the 

face of considerab~e pressure to release Abdullah. 41 

The middle and late 1980s witnes-sed the breakdown of 

French efforts to maintain their accomodation with terroris_t 

groups. A combination of terrorist violations of th-eir 

understanding with France and pressure from foreign 

governments (mainly s-pain a-nd the U.S) induc-ed the French to 

move away from_ such t-oleration, and France -began to take more 

forceful action a-gainst terrorism. 

West Germ-an Approach :-

Germany did not have a policy until the Munich 

~Ki~ling of 1972. Later, West Germ-any developed a tough-line 

policy of "no ransom and no concession". The Munich tragedy 

also resulted in the decision that led to formation of 

41. Norman Antokol and mayer Nudell, n. 4, p. 170. 
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Grenzschutzqruppe 9 (GSG 9) which· was used in Mogadishu case 

in 1977. According to Ulrich Wegener, GSG 9's first 

commander, •rthe tactical concept o£ the group is based on 

tight control, flexible leadership, high mobility, surprise, 

the caref~ul utilization of wea_p_ons o.f all kinds, s~elf-

discipline of each member of the unit, and- are tr-ained in. the 

ideology a-nd tactics of various ter:r.orist groups and 

continual>l-y practice of freeing hus-taqes from ai-rcraft and 

o_ther situa-tions". 42 Bes-ides the f-ederal. units, the Germans 

ha-v-e- ad-so- de-velo_ped other counter-terrorist 1n1±ts. The units 

have had cooperation and success in Bulgaria, France and 

other countri-es. 

U.N. Response :-

In response to present d-ay terrorism manifested in a 

variety of forms, efforts have been made wi-thin th_e United 

Nations to conclud-e a comprehensive convention, as universal 

as possible._ In fact, the subject of international terrorism 

has been a regular item on the agenda of the United Nations 

even since th.e Kidnapping and killing of 11 Israeli 

atheletes at Munich in 1972. Another incident also occured, 

when the two American diplomats were killed by the terrorists 

on March 1st, 1973 in J<hartaum. In 1973, the Convention on 

Prevention and Punishment of Crimes Against Internationally 

Protected Persons, Including Diplomatic Agents urged 

international cooperation toprevent attacks on diplomats and 

taking them as hostages. The Entebbe incident ( 197 6) 

generated enough enthusiasm to revitalise the Terrorism-

42. Herold J. Vetter and Garry R. Perlstein. n. 2, p. 225. 
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eommi ttee o-t the U.N., ·the- focus of the enthusiasm was 

centered over hostage - taking and so the General Assembly 

established the Hostage committee to giv-e m-ore task to 

Terrorism Committee. The work of this comittee culminated in 

the adopti-on of the rnternational Convention a-gainst the 

.Taking of -H:ostages OJi 0€Celtlber 17, 1979 by the Gene-ral 

As-s-embly. In December, .1.985, Secur±ty Council_ of the U.N-. 

a:l-s-o adopted a res:oluti_on~ to condemn th-e hosta-ge-taking. 43 

Th-e f-irst two having· the force of '-soft law·' of- a 

United Natiuns res:allltion, re-flect the- universa-l conviction 

of· the international co.mmun'i ty that there are fo~rms of 
-

international terrorism .such as taking o.f h-ostages or murder 

or assault of diplomats wllich are patently unla-wful 

punishabl-e acts and therefore must be prosecuted worldwide. 

But the ef-fectiveness of the above conventions is fa-r 

from even. Implementation of the c-on-v-entions has be-en 

inconsistent. John F. Murphy exp-ressing a general consensus 
- -

among American internat.ional law specialists concludes, "·the 

effectiven-ess of these glob-al conventions as anti-terrorist 

measures is questionable. EVen if full-y implemente-d, the 

limited and pe-icemeal solutions of thes-e conventions w.o.uld be 

of 1 ittle use in com-batting the many manifestations of 

terrorism. 44 British scholar Paul Wilkinson is more pointed, 

"the United Nations prove a broken need on the whole subject 

of terrorism. It has proved as useless in countering 

43. Martha Crenshaw, n. 18, p. 26. 
44. John F.M. Murphy,"The future of multilateralisma and 
efforts to combat International terrorism", Colombia Journal 
of Transnation-al lawc Vol. 25, No. 1, 1986, p.44. 
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terrorism as the League of Nations before it. •• 45 

Although agreements a-ginst various forms of terrorism 

exist in general te-rms, such agreements frequently exclude 

political offenders and the definition of a political 

offender is very liberally construct-ed . 

.:Role of_ Media in Hostaqe-Takinq:-

In the contemporary terrorist environment, media- p-lay a 

~CJ:Ucili role in man-ipulating ,the t-erroris-t incidents in 

g-eneral and hostaoge-ta-king in particular. The press, such as, 

news paper co"YeLage, radio broadca-sts, . T.V. are- providing 

ma-ssive publicity fur specific terrorist actio,ns. As 

sugges.ted ear.lier, generally cnuntries with democratic 

governm-ents are targeted by hostage takers. It therefore 

seems that the mouthpieces provided by a free press and 

public opinion with power to influence the g-overnm-ent are 

necesary to guarntee the success or this type of strategy of 

terrorism. 

From late l-960s and 1970s, the hostage-taking stra-tegy 

by the terroris-t groups has been developed in a massive wa-y 

because of the of guerrilla revolutionary movements in Latin 

America by the writings of Carlos Marighella a~na the doctrine 

of world revolution of the radical palestinian groups by th-e 

teachings of George Habash. 4 6 Both of tnese movements had a 

comman goal -the quest of publicity. Beyond the aperational 

goals of prisoners releases or monetary ransoms, the aim of 

both was to capture and hold hostage for the public 

'45. Paul Wilkinson, n. 16, p. 284. 
~-46. Norman Antokol and Mayer Nudell, n. 4, p. 70. 
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attention. It is the media- which condition much a£ government 

responses to political hostage ta-kin_g and to the demands of 

the hostage takers. Media also manipulate the hostage takers 

ideas, tactics, and role. The organizations which heavily 

involved- in skyja-ciking and h-ostag:e-taking are anxious to 

make their existence known to the public, and to fix their 

purposes and- demands finnly in t-he public mind. 

Mn:d_ern technology h_as mad-e the_ media an 

indispensable device by which terrorist · groups can magnify 

their power and _influence over the society within a short 

time and- with little effort. the strategy of media 

manipulati-on has heen e-xpounded by Carlos Ma-righella thus. 

"The war of nerves or psychological warfare is an 

aggressive technique based on the direct or indirect use of 

mass means of communication and transmitted orally in order 

to demoralize the governmenL In psychological warfare, the 

government is always at a disadvantage since it impose 

censorship _on the mass media and winds up in a defensive 

position by not allowing anything against it to filter 

through. At this point it becomes desperate, involved in 

grea-ter contradiction, loses time and energy in an exhusting 

effort to control which is subject to broken at any 

moment. 1147 

From the above statement it would seem that the media 

are as much a victim: terror-violence as . society and its 

institutions. This was demonstrated during the Tehran hostage 

4 7. See R. G. Sawhney, "Democracy, Terrorism and the Media", 
Strategic Analysis, V-ol. 10, No. 8, 1986, 'p. 886. 
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crisis ~hen the perpetrators choose the media to achieve 

their strategic goals and manipulated the media coverage to 

publicise the lagitimacy of the revolution and their 

grievances against the U.S.A. 48 

Th_e major issue is the relationship between Jnedia and 

the terrorist g-roups, that is, whether media need terrorism 

to the ..same degre:e or in the sa:Ille w:ay that te-rrorists need 

th.e m:ed-ia-. Journalists -an-d news pape-r report-e:rs h-a·ve an 

obligation to_ r-eport on the world as it is, rather than on 

the way they· -wish it to b:e. The re:sul_t- 1s an inevitable 

tension between the demands of hostage situation and the 

needs of th-ose reporting on it. The problem actually has two 

components. One is the larger question of the value of 

publicity to those who take hostages. The other component of 

the problem is the development of critical relationship 

between media and law enforcement and government of£ icials 

handling the incidents. 

Media sources do, however, play a m-ajor role in the 

shaping of terrorist stratey especialy the idea of hosta-ge 

taking. Many news reports have gone a long way towards 

popularising the tactics and techniques required for the 

taking of hostages. Not only can disaffected groups and 

indivuduals came to see terrorism as an option ; some people 

who ordinarily would have no idea how to carry out the 

kidnapping and holding h-ostages can learn about the tactics 

from the media coverage. Because in a situation about which 

little of the information previously existed, media coverage 

48. Ibid. 
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carr have a very large to popularise the strategy. Indeed some-

reports have gone into such detail th-at they furnished a 

virtual blue print for anyone else who might be interested in 

hijacking a plane or negotiating a ransom. 49 

Sometimes media p-lay a role by manipulating the news 

and sprea~ing the government's_ policy response and tactical 

111athods to handle the situation. Tactical matters are those 

things that- obviouscy- must be kept secret. Terrorists o£ten 

have a-ccess to a radi-o or a television set, a-nd t-hey may 

almost instantly r-ea-m of a-nything that a-'!Lects their 

situation- It can have harm to the proc-ess of hostag-e 

negotiation and disastrous consequences for the capt!ve being 

held hostage. For example,- during the hijacking of Lufthan-sa 

plane en-route form Majocra to Frankfurt on October 13, 1977 

by four terrorists, the pilots was able to pass the 

information to the authorities and me-dia got the news a-nd 

broadcast it- on radio. The terrorists heard- the news on the 

radio and killed the pilot'. So in this way media contributed 

directly to the murder of a hostage. 
Media also create problems for the authorities by 

giving information about police or army movemen_t. In a 

hostage incident, at the Washington, D.C. courthouse in 1974, 

the media manaqed to create problems for the authorities by 

broadcasting the fact that the police were able to watch the 

scene through a two-way mirror. Hearing the broadcast, the 

hostage-takers immediately taped newspaper over the glass and 

the police could not recognise that location. 50 

49. Norman Antokol and Mayer Nudell, h. 4, p. 76. 
50. Ibid, p. 79. 
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Media also aff:ect the hostage negotiations and rescue 

operations. What to do about deadlines, how to respond to the 

specific demands, whether to use force, a-re all crucial 

d_ecis ions which have to be kept in secret. The m-edia's 

presence, and all the public attention it brings, a:dd:s t.o the 

-pressure and· makes the job much hard-er. The dang€r exists 

that a decision will be t-aken prematurely, mer_eiy because 

patient waiti-ng _may Lookr too much like doing- noth±ng. The 

media, by its very nature, wants acti.on, and decision makers 

can sometimes find it difficult to· resist tha-t pr-essure. 

Therefore, media n.ot only play a vi tal role -tor the 

terrorist, but also it hinder the activities of law 

en£ or-cement officers, political dec is ion makers. Many 

suggestions also have been suggested by different scholars to 

solve the media problem. The most important is the censorship 

of media, at .least in terms of delaying the publication and 

broadcasts of certain information which can be. favourable for 

the au_thori ties to curb the situation. Another suggestion is 

of the media should be confined to the £a.ctual or contextu-al 

reporting. It can be an important defusing 

hostage situation. 
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CHAPTER .III 

HOSTAG'E-TAKl:NG IN INDIA 

T.error::isln is one of the major problems of India. In 

this respect, she ma-y ·be compared with the terrorist aff-ected 

count-ries: -l:ik--e I---sra-el, the United Stat:es and oth-ers. J:n 

recent -years, the- lllilitaont outfits ot-- India have developed- a 

-new tactic of terr-orism, i.e., pnLLtically moti.-:va:::ted. 

kidn-appin:g or hosta:g.e-ta:king. PoJ. it i_c_ally -nro-ti--vate:d 

kidnapping- might b.e a-n oLd tactic -of the t-errorist _groups in 

Latin America or Middle East, but in Indian context,- it is a 

rec-ent development. It showed an alarming- increase during 

las-t 1"-our years by the militant organ-izations of t:he- tln::e.e 

most sensitive sta.tes - Punja~, Ja~m~pd Kashmir, and_ A-ssam. 
~ 

Among many terrorist tactic-s, su-ch as, killing, 

bombing, arson, assassination, kidnap_p_in_g_,_..:?n,d hijacking 

which the terrorist groups _of India employ, kidnapping _for 

the purpose of ke-eping th-e nation to ransom for narrow 

political gains has become very significa·nt. -Because, like 

the terrorist o-rganizations of other count_ries, the Indian 

terrorist groups believe t:hat it is a suit,able tool to 

intimidate th-e government m:ore and more. They also believe 

that the success rate of hostage-ta-ki-ng may be higher t-han 

the other common tactics. Indeed, hostage-taking affects the 

government on a long-term basis. Any terrorist operation is 

going to gain a certain amount of publicity. Arson, bombing, 

assassination, and so forth will all make the news. But, as 

it has been suggested-, there is something specia~ dramatic 



inherent in a hostag_e situation. Unlike the other tactics, 

hostage s-ituation can drag on for many days, and the outcome 

remains in doubt. There is-suspense and danger, and the whole 

episode is an almost sure-fire attention getter for as long 

as it lasts. In India, there are many hostag-e incidents, 

which have lasted .for many da-ys and months-. 

There are not less than ~o_o known politically motivated 

_kixlnapping cases which have taken_ p-lace. during the last fbu-r

years (T989-1992_) • The victims were the people of various 

descriptions like government o:fticials of: Lndi_a, a. g. , JL 

Doraiswamy, Executive Director ·o-t Indian Oil Corporation; 

diplomat of a forei-gn country, e.g., Liviu -Radu, Romanian 

Charge d' Affa_ires; relatives of prominent pro-Indian 

politicians, e.g., Rubiya Sayeed, daughter of the then Horne 

Minister of India, Mufti Mohammad Sayeed; politicians of 

Indian states, e.g., Khernlata. Wakloo, former Jammu and 

KashrnirTourisrn Minister; civilians of the foreign countries, 

' 
e~g., Sergei Gritchenko, the Soviet engineer and two Swedish 

engineers, John- Jansson and Janole Loman; and visiting 

touris-ts, e.g. Yari Zoiow Itzhaki, an Israeli tourist. 

Before 1989, kidnapping was taking place b-y the 

rnilitarrt groups of Punjab and Jammu .& Kashmir. But it was 

much less frequent and incidents were very limited in number. 

This was a practice only to gain monetary ransom from big 

landlords and businessmen. Tbe politically motivated 

kidnapping was started in the late 1989. In December 1989, 

the incident of_ the kidnapping of Rubiya Sayeed and her 

release on the terms dictated 'by the terrorists raised the 
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terrorists·' morale. to a new lig-ht and le-gi t_imized the 

hostage- t-aking _as a political weapon. 

Not an uncommon way {though new to In-dia} of demanding 

the -release of dreaded offenders, they look for a greater 

public±ty. In their own eyes these criminals are 'heroes' or 

Martyrs to a 'Cause,__ Terror according to this view point 

tends to g:e±- diLuted:. in the indiscr_iminate u-se of the terms 

like 'liJ:reration', but what does not d-isappear so- eas=il_y is 

the bru±a:l fact. of blackmail and intimidation. In many 

hostage sLtua:t:ions, it has been seen that terrorists rrf India 

also- demand in the na-ture of prisoners release~ safe passage, 

ami world wide publicity to their cause-. 

The transformation of the issue of hostage into method 

of satisfacti_on of political demands has removed any scope o.f 

treating the subj-ect with equanimity in society or sta-te. 

Abdcuction wit-h politica_l motives as psycho-pathological 

just-ificati-on cuts across boundaries, continents, ideo~ogies, 

and societies. The American hostages in Iran in the 1970s, 

the inum.erable hij-acking of airliners and of turning 

-
passengers into hostages, the hostages in Lebanon, in South 

Asia or in South East Asia tend to show that if a 'Pax -

Universalism'is emerging, it_ is the problem of hostages. 1 It 

became the centre stage of high politics at the national and 

international level. 

Political hostage-taking over the- past several decades 

has moved from Latin America to Europe and the Middle East. 

1. R.G, ''Hostage and government ·credibility", ,Link, Vol. 34, 
No.ll, Oct.27, 1991, p.7. 
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Along the way, it showed- up in various other areas and in 

different ways. Now a days it has developed in South Asia 

region especially in India. "This appears to be the case for 

two reasons". 2 The first is commonly called the '-copycat' 

ef'fect~ Simply put, this is the result of demonstrative 

effect on Indian t-errorist outfit-s. Like the Western 

terrorist groups- in Latin America and Midd1e East t-errorist 

gron:ps in Lebanon, Tndia-n terrorists_ be.lieve that it is_- the-

best tactic to get_ a wider publicity of their cause.They also 

demand in th-e same nature lik-e others-. Hence, it is tot-ally 

an imitative result of exampl-e. 

The second reason is more complex, and it involv-es the 

organizational influence. In t-he past, at different periods, 

different terrorist groups were role models for other 

terrorist groups. This was true not so much because of 

ideological purity or superiority, but rather becaus.e of the 

centrality of their cause in terms of world affairs. As 

different -causes captured centre stag-e, the groups pushing 

them were perceived by other terrorist as- having identified 

successf-ul tactics, which were then emulated. In some cases, 

the regional role models either were eliminated by successful 

countermeasures or they moved on to different tactics more 

suited to their-new stage of development and goals. 

In the 1960s, Latin America was centre in such 

terrorist tactic. Brazilian re:.rolutionary, Cor los Marighella 

had developed his theory of Urban Terrorism and put hostage-

2. Norma-n Antokol and Maye~ Nudell, 
Political Hostaqe Takino In The 
Publications, Ohio, 1990, p.1~4. 
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taking as a new tac.tic .. Tt was us-ed by the Tupamaros, 

Mantoner-os, and other groups to destabi li.ze Argent ina, 

Uruguay and other South American countries. At the same time, 

George Habash, lead-er of t-he Popular Front of the Liberation 

of Palestine (P F L P) h-ad ad-opted it in th.e Middle East. 

Then it was imitated .by ;Japanese Red Army and Shiites -group 

in Lebona.n. 3 

Imitation ·being the- sincere£ £orm of fla·tt.ery, once 

the viability of this tact-i-c was- demonstrated:, other groups 

p_ut to use. it. In· India, hostage:-taking was started in Jammu 

and .Kashmir by the Jammu and Ka-shmir Liberation Front· (JKLF) 

when Rubiya Sayeed was kldnapped. Then it was spread over tu 

Punjab and Assam. As a result of imitation, Ifhalistani 

terrorist groups of Punjab, Khalista-n Commando Force (KCF) 

and Khalistan Liberation Force (KLF) kidnapped Liviu Radu, 

Romanian diplomat in the broad day light in Delhi. Suddenly 

it was spre:ad over to North Ea:st region of India where United 

Liberation Front of Assall\ (ULFA) mi 1 i tant·s kidna:pped 14 

government officials including- a Soviet engineer. Herrce, due 

to the above reasons hostage-taking has .become a pol i tica.l. 

tool by the terrorist group~s in India. 

Another important element of hostage-taking is the 

nature of groups involved in such tactic. It differs from 

group to group. The terrorists of Punjab and Kashmir are 

mostly separatists, demand for a theocratic state of Sikh and 

Muslim respectively. In Assam, however, ULFA appears to be 

voicing the genuine demands of the Assamese as a whole. In 

3. Ibid. I pp. 164-65. 
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Assam, perhaps the most important fa-ctor at the root of the 

problem is the injustice done to the state with regard to 

deve1opment. 4 

There are so many terrorist groups involved in hostage-

taking in the three states of India. In Kashmir, the most 

activ:e groups are Jammu ·and- Kashmir Liberation Front _(JKLF) , 

Ikhwan-Ul-MuS:limeen, A.J.~O.mar Mujahideen, Mujahidin Kashmir, 

Hezbollah, Hizbul Mu:j_ahirleen, pa-sdara-na-i-Islam, Alfatah, and 

Muslim Janbaz Force. Ti'l Punj·a:b, the groups are Khali~sta:n-

Libera:t·ion Front (KLF) and its· faction-s like KL.F 

(Budhsinghwala) , Khalistan Commando Force (Panjwar) , the 

Bhindarwale' Tiger Force of Kha1is·tan (Racchpal Singh 

chindran), Sikh student federation (Daljit), and Sikh-student 

Federation (Bittoo). In A-ssam, the United Liberation Front of 

Assam (ULFA) is the undisputed terrorist group which adopts 

such tactic. 5 They h·ave also developed inter-organizational 

linkages to achieve their respective political and tactical 

objectives. 

~IPLONAPPING IN INDIA {Case Study of Liviu Radu) 

Diplomats- all ov-er t·h-e world are increasingly becoming 

the targets of atta-ck by terrorist groups. In India as ma-ny 

as eight cases of d iplomat·s disappearing or having been 

kidnapped by terrorist groups were registered in the ~ast 10 

years. But what makes Liviu Radu, Romanian diplomat's 

kidnapping different is that he appears to be the first 

foreign diplomat to be made a target of our domestic strife. 

4. Satpal Dang, "Terrorism in Assam and Punjab", The 
Telegraph (Calcutta), 25 April, 1991. 
5. The Times of India (New Delhi) March 21, 1993. 
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(Earlier in 1981, Rabindra Mhatre,_ had been kidnapped in 

London by the JKLF mi 1 i tants. They demanded the relea-se of 

Maqbool Butt, but the condemned prisoner was not released and 

he was killed by the same group) . 

The kidna-pping of Radu was occured on Oct,ober 9, 1991 

in DeJ.hL On that day when he left home at 8.05 a.m., the 
-

abductm:s were w-aiting_. As Radu turned on to the Jor Bagh 

market lane and headed towards r:;-odi Road,:, a- Maruti Car park-ed 

aJ.ong sid~ moved, overtaking Radu's car from th-e left. All 

this,_ whil_e a French Diplomat, who knew Radu, wa-s just a few 

metres behind. As the barrier came d-own, the thr-ee cars-the 

Maruti, the _BJ.ack Dacia and the French diplomat's car came to 

a halt. According to police report they- were four in number. 

But Radu said they were six. Among them two advanced towards 

Radu' s Black Dacia Car. One of them wore a turban and 

brandished an AK-4 7 rifle. The other carried a pistol. The 

two men forced their way into the Dacia with pointed the gun 

to Radu. After that the car was driven by Radu with 

militants. Later, the envoy was shifted from Delhi to Haryana 

·from where he was moved to some unknown place near Ludhiana 

(Punjab} on Oct. 27.6 

The Indian police believed that the Romanian envoy was 

kidnapped by the London based International Sikh Youth 

Federation (ISUF) that attacked Julio Riberio, convoluted 

vendetta against the Romanians for killing one of their men 

on August 20, 1991 by the Romanian security forces. But a 

6. Rahlil Pathak, "Romanian Diplomat, Vendetta Strike," India 
Today , Oct. 3 1 , 19 91. p. 17 6 . 
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letter deliverea to a news ag-ency office in Ludhiana on Oct. 

11, in which the Khalistan Liberation Fo-rce (Budhsinghwala) , 

the khalistan Commando Force (Panjwar), the Bhindrawale Tiger 

Force of Khalistan (Racchpal Sing Chindran) , and the S.ikh 

student Federation (Daljit) had claimed respons.ibili ty for 

the a-bduction of Li viu Radu. 7 

The- a:bove kidnapp~ demanded th_e release of B-arj inder 

Singh 'Jinda', Sukhdev .s:tngh 's-ukh-a.', and N i'rmal s in:gh 

'Nimma', the accused in the assa-ssination o-f th-e fo_:r:rn:er Army 

Chief, Gen. A.S- Vaidya in Pun-e 1986~ They were in ce-ntral 

jail, facing death sentence. The ·militant-s aJ.so threatened to 

cut their hostage 'into pieces l if the Governm-ent did not 

release the accused~ 8 Other militants too tried to use Radu 

as a bargaining chip. First, there was S-hiromoni Akali Dal 

(Maan) president Simaranji t Singh Mann's a_ppointment with th-e 

U.S ambassa-dor. The purpose was to negotiate for the release 

of two millitants-Sukhi and Kuki from custody. Then, another 

militant group demanded the relea-se of two gu-nmen arrested in 

Romania for the attack on Indian envoy, Julio Riberio. 9 

The four militant organisations warned that if they 

were not released immediately, they would understand that 

"the Indian Government wanted Radu dead". A seven page hand 

written statement in Gurumukhi, Purportedly from the chiefs 

of the four militant organisations-KLF, KCF, SSF (Bittoo) and 

BTFK said "very hUmbly we w-ant to make it clear to the world 

7. Maitreyee Saha, "The Return of Radu", Frontline, Vol.8, 
No.25, Dec.20, 1991, p.16. 
8. The Times of India (New Delhi), 12 Oct. 1991. 
9. Rahul Pathak,, "Diplomat's kidnapping: serious setback, 
India Today Nov. 15, 1991, p-. 84. 
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that either these custodians of human rights will come out of 

Jail or every one should get ready to receive his body either 

. . lh'" 10 from a hilly town or the parl1ament house 1n New De 1 . 

The militants had set several deadlines for the 

excha-nge of hostage with abov-e mentioned three pris-oners. At 

first., the -KLF had set Oct.19 as- the deadline. But the 

GoV€rnrnent decided. to go on the offensive. .. Me-anwhile, the 

Oct-. .19 deadline- elapsed and the clamour for Radu' s release 

beca.JIIE lauder. Even as the deadline was later extended to 

Oct_. 2 3, the GoNermnent continued to d-i_th.er .and d,owdle, 

expo-sed its paucity of policy on the· question of hostage

taking . 11 

A high level coordinating committee under the direct 

charge of the Cabinet Secretary, Naresh Chandra had been set 

up on Oct. 10 for the safe release of the Romanian diplomat. 

Then after a long tough response by the government of India, 

the first indication of his release by the Punjab militants 

came on November 22, 47 days after his adbuction, in the form 

of a phone call to a news agency office in Amritsar that he 

will be released on 24th Nov., 1991. But he was released on 

2 5 Nov. 19 91 . 12 

Internatio-nal Asp.ect :- Radu' s release co-uld not have be-en 

more unobtrusive. The result largely due to the international 

diplomatic pressure. The utter revulsion felt against the 

captors was evident from the outright condemnation by the 

U.N. Secretary General Javier Perez-de-Cueller, the 12-nation 

10. The Times of India (New Delhi) 170ct+, 1991 
11. Rahul Pathak, n.9, p.84. 
12.. Ibid. 
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European Economic Community, Int-ernational Sikh Organisation 

and other countries. The ambass:ad~or of Romania, Nelu Ionescu 

had also appealed to the abductors to :release Radu on the 

humanitarian ground. It was clear that the kidnap drama had 

backfired on the abductors. Intended to draw world attention 

to their- 'mission', the abductors finally gained little from 

the event. After his releas-e Radu __said, -"The Romanian 

Gov-ernment ma-de it v-e-ry cl.ear that under_ no circumstanG-es 

would any Punjab militant be relea-sed from Romania. They 

shall be tried in Romania only'. 13 

The normalization took place only after the Romanian 

Gove-rnment approached Islama-bad in mid-october- when ISI of 

Pakistan came to light. Pressure wa£ also mounted on Pakistan 

by the other western nations. And about a fortnight after the 

kidnapping, the abductors realised their gameplan had gone 

awry. The two Panthic Commi t·tees led by Wasan Singh Jaffarwal 

and Sohan Singh respectively, and several- foreign based Sikh 

militant organisations had pressurised the a-bductors for 

Radu's immediate release_ 14 Romania had also sought 

Pakistan's good offices iii puttin-g pressure as the four 

mi 1 i tant organisations which had claimed responsibility. Th-e 

U.S. had also put pressure on militant groups through 

Pakistan. The visiting of Under Se-cretary of State for 

International Security, U.S.A. Reiginald Bartholmew also was 

an important factor for the release of, Romanian diplomat. 15 

13. Anirudha Mitra, _ "Liviu Radu: Free at Last", India Today 
Dec.15, 1991, p.64. 
1-4. The Tribune (Chandigarh), 27Nov~, 1991. 
15. The Patriot, (New Delhi}, NoV--.28-, 19c9~. 



The kidnapping of Romanian charge d' affaires in Delhi 

was obviously linked to the earli-er abortive attempt by some 

Sikh militant groups to murder J.F. Riderio, Indian 

Ambassador in Romania. After, the failure, the extremists 

apparently d-:ecided to make the Romanian Embassy as a 

target. 1-6 

What Radu' s ca15e emphasizes tha-t the Khalistan -groups 

have developed a- long memory and are quit-e capable of working 

among themselves whith a great deal of care to select and 

attack specif'ic targ,et to make i10s~tage for political gains. 

Up till now_, these included ma_inly those people who had 

personalLy directed 2o·lice operations in~ Punjab, apart of 

course, from those who were killed in indiscriminate bomb 

blasts. Radu' s case suggests, how-ever that even secondary 

targetS-, or those who had nothing t-0 do at all with the anti-

terrorist oper-ation, was incur the militants' wrath simply 

because they conre t-rom a region wher-e a former police 

official of Funj_ab ha-ppens to live. The world, of course, has 

come to live wit-h such a-bductions of defenceless civilians by 

shadowy g-roups seeki·ng the releas-e of their comrades- or 

merely drawing attention· to their cause. 

HOSTAGE-TAKING IN KASJiMTR :-

G-eneral la'Wle-ssne·ss has become endemic in kashmir with 

the arrival of hostage-taking strategy by the various 

milit-ant outfits. Political. motivated kidnapping by the 

militant groups in Kashmir valley showed an alarming increase 

during the years 1989 to 1992. There are not less than 50 
--------------------------~ 
16. The Statesma-n (New Delhi), Oct.l1, 1991. 
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known hostage-taking -cases which have taken place by the 

various militant groups during this period. The victims were 

different types like the relatives of renoun-ed 

politicians, government officials, foreigners working in 

government projects and foreign tourists. It was an agonis:ing 

experience for the captives and t-heir r-elatives and a 

chall'oenging- task for the g.o:ve:rnment authorities. How-ever 1 

mos:t of the kidnap__ped pe-r:son.s were freed by th-e terrorists 

with the bar.gainLng of goverrunent or by the security f-orces 

or managing the-ir own escape. 

Howev·er, a,s the end or th'""e y·ear 1991, there ar-e still 
-

some kidnappe:d pers.mrs b-eing h-eld hostage by different 

terrorist outfits. They are Tass-adaq Ahmed Deva, broth-e-r--in-

law of Union Minister Ghulam Nabi Azad by Al-Omar Mujahideen, 

Nassar Ullah, son of former minister Mir Lasjan; Mohammad 

Shaf i Khan, brother of a-dviser to st·ate Governor, H. U. Kha-n; 

Ashok Kumar BSF intelligence officer and two guards by 

Hizbul-Mujahideeni; S. I. Khosa, Divisional Director 1 United 
. 

India Assurance by Ikhwan-Ul-Mu-slimeen, and police officer 

Abdul Majid. 17 

Kidnapping in the valley are taking pla-ce on a much 

larger scale than reported to the authorities. Our ing the 

past four years there have been nearly three hundred 

kidnapping cases which were not reported to police. In all 

these cases the relatives of the kidnapped persons obtained 

the release of the hostages by paying huge ransom directly 

17. Syam Kaul, "Cult of Militancy in Kashmir", The National 
Herald Tribune (New Delhi), Dec~28,1991. 
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negotiationg with the militants instead of depending: on _the 

authorities. This happened even in the case of a VIP, who-se 

family did not report his kidnapping for 48 hours in the hope 

that they would be able to secure his release on their own. 18 

TYPES OF VICTIMS : ~ase Studies :-

L.Relatives of Political Leaders 

Kidna-pping of the members of the fami~y or t-he 

relatives of leading political person-alities by the 

terrorists ha-s -been· shaken the l-aw and order of Kashmir- Ma-ny 

suc.b cas.es ha-ve been occured in Kashmir Valley during- las-t 

four years. The prominent cases were Rubi ya- S:a-yeed, 

dau.ghter o.f tl}e then Union Home M'inister Mufti Mohammad 

Sayeed; Nahida Imtiaz, daughter -o-f former National Conference 

M P Sai£-uddin Soz; Khemlata Wakhloo, former Nation.al 

Conference Minister and her husband; and Tasadaq Ahmed Deva, 

brother-in-law of Union Parliamentary Affairs Minister, Gulam 

Nabi Azad. 19 

Rubiya sayeed : Rubiya Sayeed's kidnapping reminds one or th-e 

sensational kidnappin-g of Aldo Maro about a decade ago. 

Subsequent facts reveled this to be more than ju's.i: the 

handiwork of a handful of terrorist working in isolatioiL. 

Aldo Maro fell victim to an extensive poli.tical conspiracy 

stretching for beyond the borders of Italy. 20 

The abduction of Rubiy~ had shocked the whole country 

be~ause it was a bigger affront to morality rather then 

18. The Hindustan Times(New Delhi), Oct.21, 1991. 
19. Frontline, Vol.8, No.21, Oct.l2-25, 1991, p.10 

·20. The Statesman (New Delhi), Dec.14, 1989. 
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murder. The sordid drama beg-an on the afternoon of December 

8, 19R9 when three armed JKLF militants ent·ered into the 

minibus containing Rubiya Sayeed from Lalded Hospital, where 

she was doing her intership to her home and ordered the 

.driver to drive the vehicLe to a unknown destination. 21 This 

incident -marked a significant_ change in the ta-ctics of the 

militants in Kashmir to keep the state in perpe-tual turmoil 

.as part of th-eir "armed liberation struggle". Until th-i-s 

incident, activities were con£ined to sel-ective killings and 

now it converted into selective kidna-pping. and hostage-taking 

to achieve their po~itical a-nd strategic g,oa.l. 

The militants apparently had three objec.tives when they 

dec-ided to abduct Rubiya. First, to secure the freedom of 

their colleagues; second, to gain publicity for their cause; 

third, to let Mufti Moha.mmad Sayee.d know that they will not 

be cowed d-own by his becoming Union Minister. 22 They demanded 

the reles-e of five militants held by the government: Hamid 

Shaikh, Javed Ahmed Zorgan, A1taf Ahmed Bhatt, Noor Mohammad 

Kalwa!, and sher Ahmed Khan in exchange of safe return of 

Rub i ya Sa yeed. They had made December 11 as deadline and 

declared that they W{)Uld ki~l Rubiya if their fellow friends 

were not releasect.2 3 

"The negotiation between government and the militants 

was reached through the good offices of intermediatories such 

as Justice M.L. Bhatt of All-ahabad High ~ourt;- A. Guru, a 

cardiologist at the Medical Institute Srinagar; Mian Abdul 

21. The Decan Herald, Dec.ll, 1989. 
22. Ibid. 
2·3.._ The Statesman (New Delhi), Dec.14, 1989. 
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-Qayo_om, a leadi-ng lawyer in. Srinagar; and Mir Kustafa, a-n 

independent legislator-. 

Bhatt entered the negotiations around 1 a.m. on 

December 9. There was some initial confusion on the names, 

which was a play used by the mi_litants. The name of Ghulam 

Nabi Butt was substituted t:or· that of Sher Ahmed Khan, who 

was believed to -be most dangerous among them after -Ha-mid 

Shaijch. Justice Bhatt told the-militants, late on Dec. 9 "I 

want one li_st. There should -be no changes''. A-nd the amended 

.~is:t soon re-ached him th:ro.ugh his: four stage pers.onn:el 

conta-cts. Once that list came, the negotiations started. 

But the state -government fa-r:ed poorly in this respe·ct. 

Dr. Farooq Abdulah, Chief H±nister of Jammu & Raslunir by that 

time, in a seemingly inexplica-ble _move, began insisting on a 

"one-to-one'' exchange-Ru.biya Sayeed for Hamid Shaikh. 

Meanwhile the militants put forw-ard another demand that 

Hamid Shaikh be flown out of the country. First they proposed 

that he be flown to Pakistan. Whe·n this demand was rejected 

they wanted that he be taken to Iran. It ·appears that if 

II one-to-one II demand had be·en a.greed- to by the mLl i tants' the 

state g.overnment was not averse to flying Hamid Shaikh to 

Iran. But the militants rejected the "one-to-one'' sug-gestion 

in total. 

The militants gradually came down on the question of 

the time-span between the release of Hamid Shaikh and co. 

from 48 hours to 24 hours; then to twelve and half hours, six 

hours and finally three hours. And finally talks had, infact~ 

broken down on the evening of December 2. 
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Co'ntact with the militants had been established through 

two channels. One was through messages delivered personally. 

The other method of communication was through telephone 

contact between captors and Justice Bhatt. 

An agreement wa-s rea-ch.ed by 9 a-.m. on December 13. At 

2. 30 -p.m. on Dec. J,3 all the five demand-ed milit-ants were-

relea,sed anu Dr. Rubiya was s-et free- JJy her abEluctors. 1124 

Nahida .Imt;ia.z :- An-other case of kidnapping' o£ the relatives 

O'f prominent poL±t~ic-ians. of the valley was Nahid Imtiaz, 

-daughter of former National conf-erence M P. sa-ifuddin So:z. 

She w-as kidnapped- and forcibly driven to an unknown place by 
~ 

the Ja·mmu -and Kashmir Liberation Front (JKLF) militants on 

February 27, 199~. 25 sh-e was working as a lecturer at 

Institut-e of Management _a-nd Public Administration (IMP~) on 

the Maulana Azad Road of Srinagar. Nazir Ahmed Sidiqui had 

played an active role as mediator between government and 

.militants for the release of Nahid Imtiaz. Af.ter a long 

negotiations she was r--eleased on March 8, 199 L, after 10 days 

of captivity~ 26 

KhemLata Wakloo :- The importa,nt case among the kidnapping of 

the relative-s of the leading politicians was the kidnapping 

of Kh-e-mlata Wakloo, former Jammu and Kashmir Tourism 

Minister, and her husband. It is significant because they 

were res-cued by the security forces and army not by 

negotiations. They were kidnapped by the Hezbollah militants 

24. For details 
Frontline, Vol.6, 
25. The Telegraph 
2.6. The Birtdustan 

see Pankaj Vohra, "A hostage drame", 
No.26, Dec.23 1 1989-Jan.5 1 1990 1 pp.4-10. 
(Calcutta) 1 March9 1 1991. 
Times, (New Delhi) 1 Oct.21, 1991. 
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on lOth September 199L They _were rescued through a dramatic 

rescue operation by the security forces and army on 20th Oct. 

1991. 27 The rescue to Wakloo, aft-er havi-ng been 1n captivity 

for over 40 days by the army in Kashmir with-out a shot being 

fired raises hopes that th-e authorities may be able to 

contr_o 1 the -mi 1 i tants in the days: to come . 

2-.. Government Offi-cial-s -:--

Anoth-er type o£ victim under the t-actic o-£ -ki-dnapping 

and hosta-ge-t-aking by the Ka_shmir terrorists was top 

_ _gmrernment officials in the valley. There so many o:fficials 

have been kidnapped hy the various militant outfit-s: Among 

th-em most prominent cases wer-e kidnapping of K. Doraiswamy-, 

Executive- Director Ind-ian Oil Corporation; Mr. Basir Araf, 

Director of All India Radio, Leh; Mohammad Iman Khan, Jammu 

and Kashmir Government Director of Food and Civil Supplies; 

Erof. Mushir-Ul Haq vice-chancellor, Kashmir Univer_sity; H. L. 

Khera, General Man-ager H.M.T,. Among the above victims Prof. 

H-aq.and Khera were killed by· the militants. 28 Among the 

above, Mabamod Iman Khan who kidnapped by youth -group "Nasir-

ul-Klam"- of "Hizbul Muja-hid-eerr'1 and .others w-ere by Ikhwan-ul-

MusLimeem. 

K. Do-:raiswa-my :-- Like the Rubiya Sayeed case, the kidnapping 

of K. Doraiswamy case was also very si-g-nificant. Because, 

1 ike the former government had faced the same problem in 

latter. Doraiswamy was kidnap-ped on 28th June- 1991 from 

Zewan, near Pampora, while he was inspecting a site for a 

27. Ibid. 
28. Frontlin-e, vol.8.No.21, Oct.12-25, 199~. 
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_petroleum . by the Ikhwan-ul-Muslim:eem militants. 29 They 

demanded the relea-se of nine militants including Javed Ahmed 

Shalla- who wa-s involved in the kidnapping and subs.equent 

execution of Kashmir University Vice-Chanceller Prof. Mushir-

ul-Huq and H.M.T General Manager, H.L .. Khera in April 1990 in 

exchange of ic Doraiswamy. 3 0 

Negotiations between the militan-t group-s and th-e 

government authori.ties w-ere made- through the intermediations 

o_f Wajah:at llabibullah, Joint Secretary in tile. ""Industry 

Ministry; Ashok Jaitly, Planning Co:mmissiner in -Srinagar, a-nd-

Muhmudur Rehuan, Additional Chief Secretary of the state. But 

th.e final go-between was Abdul Ahad Gurai, involved in the 

release of Rubiya Sayeed in 1989. After -a s-trong ba-rgaining 

between the two partie-s, Government decided to rele-ase five 

hardcore militants including Javed Ahmed Shalla. 31 

Foreign -Nat:i-o·n,als :-
A-part from the domestic people, foreign natioinals such 

as tho-se who .working in the government projects or visiting 

tourists have become a po~itical tool in the hands of the 

militants in the valley. The prime goal is to dissiminate 

their 'cause' and world wide publicity. There are two 

prominent cas.es which have occured-f irst was the ki-dnapping 

of Sw-edish Engine-ers, John Jansson and Janole Loman on March 

31, 19 91 by Mus 1 im Janbaz Force; and second was the 

kidnapping of Israeli tourist Yari Zoiow Itzhaki on June 27, 

29. The Times of India(New Delhi), June 29, 1991. 
Jansson and Loman, engineers in the URI Hydel project 

30. The Hindustan Times(New Delhi), July17, 1991. 
31. Amit Baruah, "Captive in Kashmir : Doraiswamy's release 
1991 by Pasdaran-i-Inquilab-e-Islami of JKLF. 
and after", Frontline, Vol.8., No.8, August 31-Sept.1_3, 1991. 
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in Baramulla district were kidnapped by the Muslim Janbaz 

Force _(MJF) on J1st march 1991 while they were travelling on 

the Gulmarg-tongmorg roa-d. MJF demanded the visit of teams of 

Amnesty International and United Nations to Kashmir valley as 

a pre-condition f.or the'- releas-e o£ the hostag-es. Initially, 

the militants, had- set ctwo 'deadlines-', one on April 13 and 

later on Id-ul-fitr d'ay on -Ap-ril 16, for me-etin-g: the-ir 

d:emand. But govoernm:ent t-uo:k a 'to_u~gh-er-stan-d' with the 

militants and d-enied to fulfill their a:emands. 32 

on the- otherhand, several national and international 

organisations and -leaders had pressurised- the MJ.F to safe 

release of hostag-es .. - Car~ Ak-e:s=$on_, Cons-ul Gene-rel of the 

Swedish Embassy in N-ew Delhi flew to Srinagar to monitor the 

development on this hostag-e issu-e. Before t·h-at Arrnika 

Sahnstrom, secretary in the Embassy was monitoring ttre 

situation and asking th_e Indian Government to negotia-te with 

militants for the saf:e release o.f their national_s. Tn the 

meantime the hydel proj-ect work which was going on, had been 

tempora-rily closed d_own by the Swedish company. t-rore than 50 

swedish personna-ls were- returned back to Stockholm under the 

five member Swedish Government team headed by Kur Woxly. 33 

The Amnesty International, swedish Isl.amic Council, 

Secretary General of the U.N., Javier Parez-de CUeller have 

als.o made their appeal to MJF for the safe release of 

hostages. Some militant outfits, including the JKLF, Al-Barq 

32. The Indian Express (New Delhi), March 19. 199L 
33. The Hindustan Times (New Delhi), April 21, 1991. 
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had -also appealed for the release. The secretary of the 

People's League,Farooq_ Ahmed said that while the UN and other 

international bodies are demanding the release of the two 

hostages, they had to turn down their eyes from the issue of 

the detention of thousands of Kashmir is and the human rights 

violations in the valley. 34 The Swedish Government, while 

express-ing concern over the deteriorating human rights in 

Kashmir h-arl also a-{!Peal~ ±.o the MJ-F t-o release the h~staqes 

unconditionally and unharmed. JS A£ter a strong international 

pressure, the two Swedish eng:rneers were re-leased by the 

militant outfit on July 6, 1991. But according to the 

engin-e-ers thems-elv-es, they es_caped to freedom from the 

militant hid-e-out by their own responsibility. 36 

But a strong controversy had emerged over the releas-e 

of the two Swedis-h eng-ineers from captivity. Certain things 

had happened which raise suspicion about the claim of the 

Swedish and the abductors as well. In fact, Loman had no 

injury on his leg as was clamied- by the MJF earlier, but it 

wa-s surprising for the two hos.tages to have managed their 

escape in an afien land and geoga-phic land-scape and-reach at 

the police station right on Srinagar-Jammu National H-ighway 

at th-e cr:.ack of the dawn. There was also controversy over the 

release of hostages all of a sudden. The MJF itself was slow 

in making its claim in the afternoon of July 5, 1991. The 

terrorist group spokesman told to a mediaman telegraphically 

34. The Indian Express (New Delhi), April 19, 1991. 
3'5. The- Hindu-stan Times '(New Delhi), April 21, 1991. 
36. The Telegraph (Cal,cutta), July 7,1991. 
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that the two hostages have been 'released'. There was no 

mention as to why this development took place so suddenly. 

However, a handout .of the outfit reLeased in the evening 

claimed that it was done on the a-ppeal of People's League 

leader Shabir Shah, who wanted th~ release- of two hostages in 

defence to the appeal of the UN- Secretary-General Javier 

Pare-z:-de cueller and others as that wouLd further reinforce 

the suQPort for "the Ka-shmir cause of liberation. " 3-7 

Another hostage-taking situation against the ·foreign 

nationals was the attack on tourists in Kashmir. The attack 

on foreign tourists in Ka-shmir has become a total blow to th-e 

tourism in the valley. This incident was occured about 11.20 

p.m. on 27 Jurre 19-91, when a group of militants, Pas-daran-i-

Inquilab-e-Islami und-er the JKLF outfit kidnapped eight 

tourists including two women, from a houseboat in the Dal 

Lake, Sr inagar. The militants, a long with the abd-ucted 

fore-igners - seven of them were Isra-elies while one woman was 

from the Netherlands,came ashore ne-ar Saide Kadal downtown 

near Sr ina-gar aroun-d 2. 3 0 a.m. The t·wo women were then 

released. Later, as tohey wanted in an alley to across the 

highway, one of the six a-bducted men managed to fr-ee his 

hands. One of the abducted man snatched a rifle from a 

militant and killed one miliant. Ln retaliation, militants 

fired back and killed Kanah~n (a tourist) and three others 

wounded. Then they left the wou-r:tded f-oreigners and taken Yari 

Zoiow Titzhaki as hostage. 38 

37. The Hindustan Times (New •Delhi},. July 8, 1991. 
38. The Times of India (New Del-hi), June 28, 1991. 
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-Following the attack# the government of India swiftly 

· swung into action and began evacuating a larg€ number of 

Israeli tourists from Kashmir. Even since the first word of 

attack reached the Israeli Consul Off ice at Bombay, Giora 

B-echer., Consu~ Genera.l was maintained a round the c~ock 

- contact with the Ext-ernal Affari$ Ministry, the Home· Ministry 

and other outh:orities in Srinagar f_or the_ safe-release oL th~e 

tourist. Government of India had al:sn assur_ed the Israeli 

a.ut.ho_rities of a_ll help in tracing the missing Isra-eli 

:tourist and also alrow·ed Israeli cons~ officials. to go to 

Srinaqar. After the strong pressure by the Government of 

India and a-ppeal o£ ~Moshe Yegar, Deputy Director General in 

the Israeli Foreign Ministry, Itzhaki was released ·on 3rd 

.July 1991 after a week long captivity. 39 

H.OSTKGE-TAKING IN ASSAM : -

Assam has been plagued by terrorism for quite sometimes 

now. T.he group which ha-s been most vocal about the terrorist 

strategy of hosage-taking is the United Liberation Front of 

Assam (ULFA) . From the beginning of the organisation, i ~e. , 

aur ing early 80's, they wer·e taking Rabin Hood tactLcs 

punishing corruption, fighting ag-ainst Rhina Poaching, 

conducting anti-liquor and anti-gambling campa1gns through 

terrorist activities viz. bomb explosions, shoot outs, 

extortion, robbery etc. 40 The targets were non-Assamese in 

the States. But in late 1980s their strategies became 

changeed and both Assamese and non-Assamese became targets. 

39. Ibid. July 5 1 1991. 
40. Charvak, "-Rise of ULFA in Assam", Mainstream, Vol.28, 
No.26, April 21., 1990, p.2. 
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With all th-ese activities of ULFA, the situati_on in 

Assam by the early 1990s became volcanic. The terrorism of 

ULFA has been nothing but a step t,owards insurrection and the 

state of Assam was heading rapidly towards the portals of 

full-scale insurgency. -When the strategy of hostage-taking 

t-ook place in the western part-s- o_f -India by the Sikh

mill tants and Kashmir mili ta:nts, it suddenly demonstrated in 

Noxth East _p.art -or I..nd-ia· .a:n-d- ULE-A mi l·it.an-ts -t-:o-o·k this

strategy to fulfil ·their tactical and strategic objectives. 

The ·hoatage crisis- i-n As.s:am. had: begun=-on July 1, 1991, 

wh-en the Congress (I) government h~eaded by Hiteswar Saikia 

assumed his office. The United Liberation Front of As.sam 

(ULFA) abducted 14 pers:ons in a series of coordination 

actions ·from six localities 1n the state. 

pers~ons w-ere various- descriptions like 

The kid-napped 

the state and 

Central and State Government officials (five of the 

Government o·f Assam; seven of the Oil and N.atural Ga.s 

Commission (ONGC), one of Coal India. Limited, and one of the 

Telecommunications Department, including one Sov·iet 

technician) . The kidnapped officials were s. K. Tiwari, 

Commissioner and Secretary, Government of Assam; Rajani Das, 

Deputy Director, Supplies, Govt. of Assam, and Lohit Das, 

S.K. Tiwari's driver, all from Guahati); Mrigantaka Mohan 

Das, Additional Deputy Commissioner, Darogn; and Hareswar 

Sarma, Confidential Assistant to D.C (both f-rom Mangaldni)-·; 

Bholanath Jaiswal, Chief Geophysicst. ONGC; Chittaranjan 

Mohanty, Deputy Superintending Engineer, ONGC; Narendra 

Sarma, Director ONGC; Shi vasankar Gupta, Deputy Stores and 
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P-urchase Off ice·r ,. ONGC; and Das.arath Pandi t, Senior 

Telecommunication Offic.er (a-ll from Jorhat). Kishen Pal, 

Chemist, ONGC, B-P· Srivastav, superintending Engineer, 

Drilling, ONGC, (both_ form sibs-agar); T.S. Raju, Assistant 

Executive _Engi_n-ee-r, ONGC (from Naz ira) ; and Sergi Gr i tchenko, 

a Soviet Technician, who wa-5- working in Coal India Limited 

(£rom ~argherita).41 

In the hostage situation in AS:sam, there was no f-ormal 

neg:otiation be±we.en government authorities an-d ULFA 

mili.tants. All negotiations- were carri-ed: out by tfie press 

releases from the both parties. At the first phas-e on 'Jrd 

J"U~y the ULFA issued a pres.s statement signed by the ULFA 1 s 

Chief Publicity Secretary, Sidhartha Phukan offering to 

releas-e the hostag-es in phases and in exchange of 'specified' 

mi 1 i tant-s. It propos-ed the release of Sergi Gr i tchenko, 

Soviet Engineer and Bholanath Jaiswal, an ONGC Officer, both 

describ-ed as "foreign technician"- in return of six 

militants. It had set July 9 as the deadline for the 

exchang-e. The- state government promptly, and much ·before the 

deadline, released the six hardcore militants on July 8. A 

few hours later, after release of a press statement signed by 

Sidhartha Phukan reached the newspaper office that Sergi 

Gritchenko has been killed in an encounter with militants 

when he tri-ed to escape, from captivity. On July 10, Bholanath 

Jaiswal was released in Jorhat. 42 

In the second phase ULFA demanded the release of 24 
--------------------+------
4.1. The Tel.egraph (C~lcutta) 1 July 3, 1991. 
42. Ibid, August 25, 1991. 
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specified militants in exchange of 4 hostages and deadline 

w-as fixed to July 14. On July 12, State Government announced 

that 11 of the 24 militants have been released on a part of 

"General Amnesty" and that order for the release of the 

ramaining 1.3 have been issued .. Then, on July 14 ULFA released 

three h-ostages- 'Mrigantaka Moh-an D:as, Heres war Sarma- and 

Das.arath Pand.it-.43 

In the thi-rd pha-se, on July 15, the ULFA demanded the-

r-elease of -all its- members and Sympath-isers by 6 p.m. on July 

26 in return or T.S. Raju a-nd Kishen Pal. On July 26 

government announced thai: the army has been de-ployed to 

locate -th-e body of Soviet Technician. The ULFA then ext.ended 

its 'dea-dline' by 120 hours, to expire at 6 p·.m. on July 

31st. Saikia again went on AIR and TV and renewed his appeal 

to the ULFA to relea-se all the hostages and agreed to hold 

talks. On July 30, the s-tate government released 419 ULFA 

militants as demanded by them. But due to the change in_ the 

organis-ational structure, ULFA denied· to release the hostages 

and fixed August 27 as another deadline for the release of 

ULFA members and supports in exchange oJ releas"e of the 

remaining hostag-es. 44 

Another development occured by that time when t.he 

convenor of the Assam branch of the Amnesty International. 

Bipual Mohanta offered to mediate between the ULFA and the 

state government on the hostage issue. Government responded 

to his offer to solve the deadlock as soon as possible. On 

43. M.S. Pravakar, "Now, operation Rhino : A no-win situation 
in Assam", Frontline, Vol.8, No.20, -sept.28-0ct.ll#l99l,p.17. 
44. Ibid, p.l8. 
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Augu-st 291 T:JLFA extended the deadline to 6 p.m. of August 29 

in response to appeal by Assam branch of Amnesty 

Internal tiona!. The Government also decided to releas·e 10 

more militants held under TADA in the hope that the ULFA will 

respond by releasing more than one hostage. 

On Augu-st 30 1 a ULFA statement, under th_e signature- of 

"Naresh -oeka, demanded the -releas:e of ten speci:f ied mi I i tants 

(whos:e -names did not tally with- those of the ten J;..rlros:e 

releasee has been ordered- by the state Government} as well as 

24 militant-s whose release had bee·n demanded in the second 

phase o-f exchange on July 12. Thoe ULFA modified its .offer to 

release T. S "Raju and Kishen Pal. Its latest statement offer 

to rel-ease Kish-en Pa·l and Chittranjan Mohanty but there was 

no mention of T.S Raju. The deadline for the exchange was set 

at 6 p.m. on September 4, 1991. 45 

After a_ long 'yeilding response 1 government t-ook a 

'tougher stand' and decided to deploy army in Assam to hide-

out ULFA militants and bring them to neg<>tiating table. In 

retaliation to th.i.s de-cision ULFA militants killed t~w~o 

h t " . d . 46 . . os age-s-T . .S RaJU- an- B.P. _ Srlvastava. The kllllng of 

hostages forced the Government .o-f India and Ass.am to accept 

the challenge of ULFA and army deployed in Assam on 15th of 

September 1991. 

Operation Rhino:-

The army operation, i.e. , "Operation Rhino" beg-an on 

September 15th, 1991 in the wake of a rash of kidnapping, 

4-5. Ibid. 
4.6. The Times of India (New Delhi}, Sept.20, 1991. 
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extortions, killings, and other kinds of violent activities 

by the ULFA militants in Assam. It was the first army 

operation against tll.e strategy of hostage-taking by- the 

militant outfits in India. 
The three months o.£ Operation Rhino have apperantly 

caus-ed more dama-ge to OLEA. Inde-ed, the g.overnment readily 

released most- of those arrested during "O_peration Baj-rang" in 

I9'9Q a$ a- part cif- a general amnesty in pa-r~ial ful£-il-ment_ of 

-the:- ULEA's demand for ~easing the hos±a-ge-s. Ou·t of the 

5, ~53 persons_ o:ffi-cially ad-nti tteti to have been arr-ested 

during Operation -Rhino (3, 42.6 by the- army and 1, 727 -by the 

police) , 2, 91.2 have been released (1, 476- of the former and 

1,4:36 of the ~atter) a'f·ter interrogation. nurirrg the army 

opeation, Golap Barua alias Anup Chatia, ULFA General 

Secretary, and Sidhartha Phukan, the outfit's Publicity Chief 

were arr-ested. The- mi 1 i tant out-£ it a 1 so receiv-ed a severe 

setback whe-n its Deputy Com1nander in-Chief, Rirakj yoti 

Moha.nta was shot dead and -several l-eaders ca-ptured in Guahati 

during the operation. 47 

At last, the hostage crisis ended in Assam on 16th 
. 

December, 19 91 when UL_FA announced the release of a 11 

re1naining 6 hostages unilaterally. In a terse, three line 

statement, Aurobindo Rajka:howa announced, in his capacity as 

the Chairman of the centra-l war council, a "unileteral and 

indefinite cessation of hostilities", effective from December 
17th 1991. 48 

4 7. M.S. Pravakar, "Entrenched 
operation Rhino", Frontline, 
pp.44-45. 

in Assam: On the impact of 
Vol.8, No.26, Jan.J, 1992, 

4 8. -------, "Hosta-ge no more But is ULFA buying 
time?"Frontline, Vo~.9, No.1, Jan.17, 1992, p.31~ 



STOCKHOLM SYNDROME IN IND'IA:-

Utterences by the hosta.ges after release from- the 

terrorist outfits in India have confirmed the incidents of 

Stockholm Syndrome- where a kidnapped victim speaks 

sympathetically and even in support of her captor release. 

After the incident; the criminal and the hostages 

esta-b~ished a co-operative relationship which complicated 

every a-ction of the poliae.Ro-stag:es _provided their captor 

with suggestions_ -and acted a-s look outs Lor him, even while 

he was as-leep. Whe-n his s-urrender took place, the host:a-ges 

.formed a humacn wail around him out of fear that -the- police 

mig~ht shout him. One of the hosta.ges even hugged and kis-sed 

him before he was ta-ken a-way by the police, pro:f·essing her 

love for him. She married him while he was still in prison. 49 

In In.dia there are as many as hostages, wh-i:ch have 

taken by the different terrorist outfits and subsequently 

released after negotiations or otherwise. Feelings and 

attitu-des of hostages toward their captors were very 

simpathetic and even the nostages supported the terrorists 

for their good behaviour during the 13eriod of captivity. In 

this context, the feelings of- the Liviu Radu Romani on 

Charge,d' the Affairs who wa-s kid-napped by the Khalistani 

terrorist outfits were quite interesting-.. After release 

from captivity, he said, " I now understand the problem of 

the militan-ts ... as a matter of fact they have been very nice 

to me. " 50 Radu recounted that during his captivity, he spent 

49, Norman Antokol and Mayer Nuddell~ n.2,pp.148-149. 
so. The Times of India (New Delhi), Nov.27, 1991 . 
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most of his time reading English newspapersand -talking the 

militants around him. He was pr-ovided with several 

interesting books on the history of the terrorism infested 

st-ates~ Interestingly, the terrorists gave the Romanian envoy 

his regular quota of cigarettes and medicine. Radu has also 

denied that he was threatened to kill by the- abductors. 

Rven, when he was releas.ed thr-ee kidnap_pers a-ccomt?:a,nied him 

·in--disguis-e till New Dec;Ihi. He said-, "T-he experienc-e wa-s quit--e

intersting and novel. n51 

In the case o£ K. Doraiswamy, an ONGC of£i.cial, who was 

-kid-napped by Kashm·ir·i Militants, the re-sponse was also the 

sam-e as Ra:du. Jl....fter release, he said, "the militants were 

extremely nice and courteous to me and trie-d to- :ma:ke me as 

com£ortable as possibl.e under th-e cirumstancs". 5"2 He has also 

shown his sympathetic attitude towords Kashmiri militants and 

sai.d_, II The Kashm-ir Proble·m can n--ot be s-olved at 

gunpont ... they are not bad .people ... no one 1 is tens to 

them. n 53 

Not only Radu and K. Doraiswamy, but also many hos.tages 

have expressed their sympathetic attitude toward th-eir 

abductors. According to Khemlata Wa-khloo, former Jammu and 

Kashmir Tourism M·inister, a victim of He.zboll-ah mi 1 i tant 

group said, "we have to initiate a diala-gue with the 

militants ... they are all Kashmiris and like my children. n 54 

According to the statement of Jan Ole Loman, a swedish 

51. The Tribune (Chandigarh), Nov.27, 1991. 
52~ The Telegraph (Calcutta), Aug.27, 1991. 
53. The Times of India (New Delhi), Nov.27, 1991. 
5-4. Ibid. 
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Engineer, "I feel sorry for the people of Kashm-ir ... there 

should be peace in Kashmir, the people are- so good. 1155 

According to a-n Israeli tourist, Yari Itzhaki, who was a 

victim of Kashmir militant, Pasdaran-i-Inquilab-i-Islami 

says, 11 All I ca~n say is I was treated very well by the 

militants_ who= sav.ed: my life~ n 5 6 

-After summar_ising- -the above utterences.~ it is very 

cJ..ear_ that the Indian hostage-s h-ave shown thei.r positive 

attitude towards their captors_. Like Stockholm Syndrome it a 

psycholasLcaL coordination be-t-ween tile hostages and the 

captors_. The important thing_ to be re-membe-rd that, while the 

d.eYelopntent o£ the Stockholm Syndrome is a positive sign in 

term of -the ultimate resolution of an incident the close 

identification between hostages and their captors must be 

kept in mind a-s the incidents unfold. 

IN~TIONAL- LINKAGES:-

Ex,te-rnal supports and- international linkages have 

frequently been demonstrated as a crucial factor for the 

developm-ent of terorist activities in India. SeTies of 

kidnapp-ing, hostage-taking and killings of innocent people in 

Kashmir, Punjab and Assam we-re to the tactical help by the 

different forei-gn countries. The outside countries provide 

financial help, weapons, trainings, safe sanctuaris and other 

facilities to creat subversive acttivities in India for 
< 

political gain~ On the otherha-nd, the terrorist organisatio-ns 

55. Ibid. 
56. Ibid. 
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_in India have a close relationship with foreign country's 

terrorist m::ga:nizat.ions, and the-ir intelligence agencies. Thee 

Indian -terrorst org-anisations hav-e also many abroad 

organis-ational units through w_hich they maintain t-h-e-ir 

linka_g:€5- _ 

In recent years evide-nce has- been forthcoming o.f the 

wide rang;ing finks- that various te:r:roricst band-s as· those- in_ 

Punjab, ULF-A-, LTTE- and_ the- JJ<LF have.£org:ed among them-selves. 

Tt is a-lso no secret that these groups have spread their 

channels abroa,d, f_rom wh-erever they r:ecei ve !egul.ar 

sustenance in terms of men 1 money, and munitions. 

s~onte_ g_o_v_e.rnments not only lend the us-e of th-eir 

territories an sanctuaries by these t-errorists but often help 

them giving- respectability by taking ambigious stand in hu-man 

rights £ora~ Training camps have been maint-ained in Nort-h 

America and Pakistan by Punjab and Kashmir terro-rists. 

Certain -political ele-ments in the u-. K. ~atronise the JKLF. It 

is oft_en the n-eed to attract su-eh recognition from foreign 

government that prompts terrorists to indulge in sensational 

kidnapping and hijacking in pursuit of their strategy of 

"progaganda by -deed." 

This in now a well esta:hlished fact that foreign 

interfearance is the primary, source of development of new 

tactic by terrorist groups in J & K, Punj.ab and Assam. In the 

north, mostly Pakistan is fighting a proxy war taking 

advantage of internal discontent. In North East especially in 

Assam, the powerful underground ter-rorist organis-ation ULFA 
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is backing by Bangladesh, Myanmar, . and China. 

The problem in the state of Punjab has gone much beyond 

Pakistani involvement. Pakistan is waging war against Ind-ia 

by aiding and abeting insurgency, inciting international 

terrorism. 57 Not only from Pakistan about also t-he terrorist 

groups of Punab get substantial support from th_e UrK., the 

U.S. A_. , and Canada based organizations.. The U.K. based Bhai 

Amrik Singh Shahidi Jatha, officiated wi-t-h the Sikh 

militants-, their family members and army des-erters. 58 

American's c-IA and Pakista-n~s IST have clo-se 

relations wi__th Punjab separatists. The ISI of Pakistan plays 

an active role in distributing funds to t-h-e vio~ent groups. S9-

It also provides the tactical support a-nd plans for abduction 

and taking hostages. The kidnapping of Romanian charge-

d'affiaires, Liviu Radu opens the face of Pakistan, where the 

plot to kill J. R-iberio, Indian's ambassador to Roamnia was 

masterminded. The plot to gun dow"D Riberio in Bucharest was 

engineered by Daljit Singh Bitoo of -the All India Sikh 

S-tudents Federation. He was assisted- in the planning and 

execution of this operation by Gurmeet Singh Arnalo of the 

International Sikh You~th Fed-eration ( ISYF-) , who has- been 

living in Germany for last three yea-rs and coordinating 

activit i e s of the Sikh extre-mists based in Germ-any , 

Switzerland and Holland which have e-merged as the main 

centres of terrorist activities. 

57. R.P. Paliwal, "Combating the proxy war", Link, Vol.34. 
No.24, Jan.26,1992, p.23. 
58. The Times of India (New Delhi), March15, 1992. 
59. Ibid. Oct.16, 1991. 
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Before 1983 1 Britain w-as the main international 

operational ground of Punjab terrorists. Tt was as a result 

. of the tough measures taken- by the British Government against 

Sikh terrorists. A decision was taken out by a me.eting of 

Sikh extremists held in Lahore in Nov. 198.8, to spread their 

net.work to w.es_t Europian countries and Paticu1arly _to 

Gern-any I swJ. t·z er land, Ho~~ond, Italy & N-orway. The 

instruction-s of the IST t<;> the .Sikh extremists organ.iz.ations 

based in West Europe were being passed on by TST through_ 

G - "~-1 - 6U A -·1
-..._ f. S 'kh tr . t h ted "·-!:>- filll<:W.v. -l.U.UUJJer o · 1 ex . em1s s w o were wan in 

Punja-b in conne~ction wit·h terrorist activities man~aged to 

reach Germany and SWitzerland during this period with the ISI 

anthorities and took over active roles in this hostage 

network. During the 48-days detention of Radu, the ISI 

maintained direct daily contact with the kidnappers - the 

he_ad of the fe-deration gr-oup, Bah-adur sing -He-era (He era 

-fucti:on of ISYF~ who lives in Germa-ny and other groups who 

were living in the U.K., the U.S.A., canada and s,witzerland. 

The telephonic contacts were intercepted by some foreign 

agencies and communicated to the Indian outhorities. 61 

Internationa-l pressure also can not be denied for the 

safe release of Mr. Radu. Pressure by western po.wers on 

Islamabad forced the Sikh extremist a-rganisations to release 

Radu. Romania had sought Pakistan's good off ices in putting 

pressure on the four militant organizations which had Claimed 

reponsibility for the kidnapping of its charge d' 

60. Ibid. 
~1. Ibid. Nov.29, 1991. 
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a£faires. 62Am-erica also had played th:e some role fur th-e 

release of the- Romania-n diplomat. It can be linked between 

the visit of Reginald Bartholomew, the U.S. Under secretery 

a.f state for international security affairs, to islamabad and 

th-e .announcement of the second panthic- committee headed by 

the Pakistani - ba-sed Soban singh to- --release th-e diplom-at~ 

The U.S. concern over s-pors-orship of terror ism in Punj.ab and 

Kashmir -wa-s: communicated: to Pakista-n. The~ result is there the 

relea-se of Radu after 4~9 days in captivity. 63 

But be£ore- Bartholomew--'s visit to Islamabad, a 

high-level meeting pr-esided over by the President-, Gulam 

Ish.aq Khan, and attended by the Pakistan prim-e Minister, 

Nawaz Sharif, Gen. Asif Nawaz Janjua,and the director General 

of ISI approved strategy paper for lSI - sponsored operations 

in Kashmir. "The me-eting discussed plans to keep up the 

pressure on India through terrorists trained, Funded and 

arme-d by it. The stratgy was two pronged to build up 

internatioal pressure ·on Ind_ian and- to promote terrori-sm i-n 

the valley. 64 

Th-e -splendid valley .of Kashmir has become a hotbed of 

conspiracies- and intrigues now. The present form of Pakistani 

intervention in Kashmir has been unprecedented. The Islamic 

factor has been considerable in swaying the Kashmiri 

militants in thie guest for a separate identity. Over the 

years, th-e campaign of fanticism, fundamentalism, religious 

bigotry has been spreading in the valley of Kashmir. 

6-2. Ibid. Oct.13, -1991. 
63. Ibid. Nov.27, i991. 
64-. Ibid. 
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"Operation Topac" maintained by the President Zia-

ul-Haq was a well planned an~d sphostic_ated ef:fort to 

in£i1trate the -Pakistan trained Sabotetrs into all branches 

of the Kashmir Government and to expose the entire- polulation 

to .susta-i-n anti- Indian propaganda for a l.ength of time. It 

was calculated to lead on to high class_ organised- sabota-ge, 

t-error and public demonstration, to bringdown the: entire 

f_unct-ioning of the~ stat-e a-waratus to_ .a grinding- half timed 

with "kaba-yali" type invasion across the border. 65 

This has -spr--ead slowly .and stea:dly~ Aided and 

-
abetted by Pakistan, the hatred against this situation arose, 

Jamat-e-Isiami succeded in spr-eading its netw-0rrk throughDut 

th-e valley even with the overt and covert support crf the 

administration. 66 ] [Inter servic-es Intel! igence (lSI) of 

Pakistan also fann-e-d the fire of fantacism and violence. 

Sele-ctive killings,mass killings, kidnappings, ha-ve been 

taking place due to the involment of Pakistan in Kashmir. The 

sele-ctive assasination of left-leaning politician, Abdul 

Sattar, a CPI leade-r and kidnapping and killing of Md. 

Mustafa, an independent member of dissolved J & K legislature 

mark no doubt a significant t-urn in the current driv-e by the 

terrorists in Kashmir. This ta-ctics was rnairrly used by 

Mujahideen operating directly under the guidance of IS! and 

FlU (Field Intelligence Unit) of Pakistan army. 67 

- _" ____ -------------------------
6 5. Sarat Kumar, "Challenge and opportunity for Indian 
Polity", Mainstream, Vol.28, No.32, June 2, 1990, pp.9-10. 
66. R.P. Paliwal, n.57, p.22. 
67. P. N. Jalali, "Behind Selective killings", Mainstream, 
vol.28, No.24, April 7, 1990,p.4. 
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So far as kidnapping and hostage taking is concerned, 

-Pakistan's help is very significant. In Rubiya Sayeed ca-s-e, 

ISI had directed the JKLF to take her as a hostage. It has 

also trained and motivated quite a few other terrorist 

_groups~ Its modus operandi has been to induct a number of 

small squads- (-tour_ to five member each) into the vall-ey to 

organi-se _sabotageand terrorists -activities. This _phase of 

hostage taki-ng h-ad been prepared for some years :past. -But 

th-e final operation has been entrus-ted t-o the JKLF. It is-

very interes-ting to maintain that the task assigned to the 

Kashmiri terrorists was to .kill or kidnap Mufti Mohammad 

Sayeed himself. This revelation has been made by Mr. Farooq 

Ha-ider who_ heads the Pakistani lSI-backed faction of JKL-F. 68 

The I.SI was also supporting the Par-Pakistan furdomentalist 

group like the Hizabul Mujahide-en 1 Al-Omar and Ikhwan-ul-

~.us 1 imeen. 

The Pakistani media also asked to determinedly support 

Kashmir liberation strug-gle which has come into focus with 

the kidnapping o-f the daug-hter of Mufti Mohammad Sayeed. The 

Pakistani Times editorial says: " The kidnapping of th--e Home 

Minister's daughter 1 worrying as it was 1 has introduced a- new 

tactic into the simmering conflict and it will be idle not to 

allow for the possibility of its becoming a stock instrument 

as the pressure mounts whenever it mounts .... The 

speciousness o'f it fools n.o one; least of all the Kashmirs 

themselves who now look likely to opt [or desperate ways to 
give expressions to the way they feel." 9 

68. Hindustan Times (New- Delhi) 1 Dec.25, 1991. 
69. The Tribune (Chandig~rh), Dec.25 1 1989. 
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Hold-ing in-nocent people as a new weapon that Pakistan 

ISI has approved of to be employed against India. The 

reported creatio-n of a kashmir cell in the Pakistan 

Government which includes persons drawn from the 

:political,miLi_t-ary and intell.e-ngence establishments of 

Pakistan, is -a- move in the well-knit consp-iracy to step up 

t·he indirect_ war Pakistan is .wa~ging in Punjab -and 

kashmir. 7-Qit is :weil estahlish-ed that 

adopted daughter of na_ti_onal conf.erence leader, sri£uddin 

. Soz_, was released by the terrorists only after the Pakistan 

Prime Minister 1 

f-ree. 71 

Nawaj Sharif's app-eal them to ~et h-er 

In North East region, 111ore especially ULFA problem of 

Assam is very significant. The stratagies and tactics also 

more or less similar in the militants o_f the Punjab and 

Kashmir. Hence, a foreign hand in ULFA activities l_s al_so 

evident. ULFA cadres .cross into China vi_a Myanmar -tor 

training and equipments. China have been supplying funds a-nd 

selling arms like M-~6 and AK...:.47 assault rifles to them at 

rock-bottom prices. Pakistan's e,ma_bs-sy in Dhaka h_as 

apparentely been providing arms and funds to the Front. Also, 

the improvised ex-plo:sive devices captured by the army during 

Operation Bajrang and Operation Rhino from ULFA camps are 

mostly those made by LTTE. Besides, ULFA cadres, have close 

nexus with Mya-nmar, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Britain, and the 

U.S.A. 

70. The Patriot (New Delhi), May 3, 1991. 
71. Ibid. 
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Discovery of foreig.n links should be no surpris-e for a-n 

o.rganisation ~ike ULFA wh-ich was born in Mya.nmar' s Kachin 

valley under NSCN' s watchful eye. Documents seized by the 

army during the raids in many districts of Ass-am. Paresh 

Barua,a self--styled commander-in-chief of ULFA reported to be 

in constant touch wit-h the Kachin Independe-nt Army (KIA} of 

My..arnnar. A le-tter, written by him sh-ows that as the army 

moved in., ULFA shou!d only pick on "-soft targe-ts" as congr-es-s 

work-ers a-nd retain publicit.y through the holding of the 

hostage. 72 

U-LFA has also. made links with the neighbouring militant 

or_ganisations. The army chas uncovered- ULFA's link with the 

KIA, National Socialists Council of Na-galand(N-SCN), the 

inchoate UPNA and ULVA of Arunanchal Pradesh and Bodes . 
. 

Further, exploratory ULFA links with the LTTE in Srilanka and 

the AISSF o-f Punj.ab have been establish-ed. On September 9, 

1991, Hiteswa-r Saikia, chief minister of Assam said in the 

state Assembly tha-t ULFA had established links with China, 

Bangl.adesh, and Pakistan_ And that ULFA commander in chief 

Pareash Barua had set up training camps in China. While in 

April 1991, its chairman Aurobindo Rajkhow-a, had visited 

Bangladesh with other leaders, to lay the groundwork for 

camps there. 73 

It is evident from the above anlysis that international 

linkages play an important role in terrorism a-nd hostage 

taking as a in India . The militant groups in India basking 

72. The Times of India (New Delhi}, Nov.25, 1991. 
73. Farzard Ahmed, "Aid Abroad", India Today, Oct.lS, 1991. 
p.57. 
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under -the- patronage of foreiqn countries, have converted th-e 

sta:te into their fi-efdom show_ing scant regard for the local 

po"pulace or the law and thereby create a terrorist 

environment in India as a whole. 

In sum~, it has- be-en observed from all accoun-t discussed 

in this= chapt-er that, hostage taking is not an indangerious 

tcti.c by the _illdian t-errorist outfits. It- is totally a 

demons-t-r--ative- effect of other groups g-f the world on _them-A 

International spons,orship and inter-t-errorist organizational 

l_ikag·es als,o play a_ vital rol-e~ for this- purpose~ By 

d.eliberatel.y -chosi-ng the innocen-t national and foreign 

targets, they use them aB pl-e-dge, to bargain with th-e 

government for th.e fuliilment of their tactical and political 

abjectives. 
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NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL POLICY RES'PONCES '1'0 HOSTAGE-TAKING 

IN INDIA : A CRITICAL -ASSESSMEN.T 

Th-e inhuman phenomenon of hosta-ge-ta-king has :p:osed a 

serious challen9e to the greater_ power of the government. 

While du.m-estic politica=l and a-dminis,trative -me.a:s,ures are-_ 

necessa-ry t-o ward o:Ef the cha-11--ertg€ what is: al.s:o_ r-equired' is 

a s-erious int:ernatiorra--1 efi:ort to .ta:ckl:e thi-s is-su-e. Becau-se 

it poses a s-erious threat to both ·nati-onal and international 

politics. 

~t is essentially a form of blackmail and intended to 

neutralize the administrative powe-r of the government. Since 

l989", the Government of India has been facing the scourge of 

hostage-taking as a te-rrorist strategy in di£ferent parts of 

t-he country. The .legitimacy of the government comes under a 

s:hadow with su~h- tactic in the three most s:ensi-ti ve states-

Punjab., Jammu & Kashmir, and Assam- Many Hostages have been 

taken, killed, and released by the differen.t terro-rist 

o.utf its of the three above mentioned states. Government als-o 

has applied different types of policy responses to tackle the 

situati.on, but does not stick to a clear cut politcy. Because 

India has no real policy till dat.e. It only vacillates 

between saftnen and toughness having in the pro-cess the worst 

of both. It results in noth.ing but frequently fall between 

the two. 

Today's emboldened attitude of terrorists in different 
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part-s of the ccountry - :IJarticularly their emphasis on 

kidnapping and -hostage-taking of innocent people to secure 

their objectives was direct legacy of the national front 

government. The kidnapping of Rubiya Sayeed was a turning 

po-.int in th.e history of India-.n Te-rrorism. The immediat-e

release of five hardcore militants in exchange of - Rubiya 

Say.e-ed· had three long-term consequence-s - it -graves heart to 

terrori-st organizations tha~ they were dealing with a s-oft 

s.tate. Vuln-erable to easy black:mail; it cripp~ed th-e 

,Gov--ernments _abi.li:t_y to enforce a un_ifonnity firm policy in 

dealing wi.th- future case--s; it scent signals th-at the 

r.o.v::crnment- had double. .standards, one for VIPs and another for 

d . l 1 or ~nary peop -e. 

Whenever a VIP or a relative of- a VIP has been taken as 

hostag-e, the gov-ernment has given into the demands of the 

kidnappers, while those without conne-ctions in high places 

left to their £ate. In the Kashmir valley their have been 

s-ome 40 kidnapping:: cases with members of terrorist 

organizations seeking to freeing of members who have been 

clearly involved even irr inurder. In fact 1 th-e kidnapping of 

Indian Oil Corporation Executive Director 1 K. Dora-iswamy by 

the Ikhwan-ul-Musl imeen appears to steam from the confidence 

the group gained from an ear 1 ier ex-perience with the 

Government. This same organization had kidnapped Nih ida 

Imtiaz, daughter of National Conference MP, Saifudden Soz and 

the Government succumbed to their demand for the release of 

1. Ajit Ninan, "Held to Ransom" 1 India Today, August 15, 
1991_, p. 11. 
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top militants. But when it came to an ordinary engineer o-f 

ONGC, T.S Raju, and B~P-. Srivastava wbo had been taken by 

ULFA, the Government suddenly decided to stand -its ground and 

they were killed by the militants. 

All this ignore the world's experienc-e in d-ealing with 

terrorism. Today, nations which have borne the brunt of it-

the b.K., the USA, Israel, Turkey- simply do not negotiate 

~w.:ith the terrorist in hosta:ge sit.uati.ons. They are ta-k-ing the 

ton.g.h-line policy a:g-a_inst terrorist. They mount rescue 

ope-rations or attempt to wear d,own the a.dver:s:a-ry wi:th 

protracted- neg-otiations while st-epping up pressure on them. 

I:n the late 1970s a-nd early 19-SOs, the Irish Repu:blican Army 

(IRA) Frequently used political kidnapping as a means of 

.raising funds and £arcing their demands. The British 

government reg-o.tiated with kidnappers in almost each casses 

hut refused to .be blackmailed by them. It believed that 

acceptance of their demands would mean helping a terrorist 

organization, that me-ant committing crime against the state. 2 

India also trying to follow the same path. Lndian statesman 

now arguing not to neg.ot ia te with the terrorist groups 

because it can indu=ce them to take more and more innocent 

peop~e as hostage. On a hostag:e crisis in Kashmir, Union 

Minister Gulam Nabi Azad said, "I do not think getting 

hostage released in any solution to the Kashmir problem. 

I£ one continue negotiating with terrorists and giving into 

their demands , then a time will come they will abduct not a 

few but hundreds of important people and not just in 

2. Th-e Times of India (New Delhi), Oct. 15, 1991. 
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K-ashmir,· but ev-en outside it. Abduction has be-come a 

convenient tool in the ha-nds of terrorist groups and we have 

to s~atch it away." 3 

Terrori-sm whether in Punjab, Assam or Kashmir has come 

to stay and there is no wishing away that reality. Just as 

there ·is no wishing away the f:act that kidnapping has become-

an _easy: ·to·ol .in the hands of terrorist -g.roup kidnapping of

Liv.iu Radu, the Roman-ian diplomat in Ne.w- Delhi has jolted_ the 

G.overnment into a least talking· in terms of policy re-sponse, 

~nd legislated the law to mak-e kidnap_ping -a capital offence. 4 

so far the g:Overnment a-gencies have dealt with 

kidnapping in their own uncoordinated ways. K-ashmi.r h-as seen 

the eme-r.g_e-nce of the freelance- negotiator which has 

invariably led to the acceptance of the kidnappers condition. 

Punjab has been the other extreme, with the pol ice and 

intelligence agencies running their own private war on the 

principle o-t an eye for an eye. In Assam, the goveninent 

agencies involved hold differing views. 

Terrorist use of kidnapping as a political weapon is 

not a new tactic and the Government of India has to learn 

from the vast resource of international experiences. The 

toug.h stance taken by western gove-rnments over the kid-napping 

of their citizens in Lebanon shows that firness ultimately 

pays. It also discourages further kidnappings. When the 

former Italian President, -A-ld.o Maro w-a-s ki-dnapped by. the Red 

~-------------------------------

3. Gulam Nabi Azad, "Why we shouldnot negotiate", The Times 
of India (New Delhi) , Oct. 6, 1991. -
4. The Indian Express (New Delhi), Oct. 14, 1991. 
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Bri~gade, the Ita-lian Government refused to c-ompromise. Though 

the te-rrorists left the leader's blo-od splattered body 

behind, they realised that the ~kidnapping had failed to 

further their political objectives. Intransig~ence may have 

killed Aldo Maro, but it Probably saved the lives of many 

others who would have f-allen victim to the Red B_rigade 's 

strategy. Gov-ernments around the worl<i .have also perfected 

the technique- of using. negotiation a-s a de~aying tactic, 

while all ~kinds of Pr-essures- - Psychological, milita-ry, and 

po-liti-ca:l are e-mployed to bre-ak the w-ill of the capto.r.s~ 

It m-ust also be understood tha-t hostage-takers do not 

seek ta concessions the_y demand. In quite few ca-ses, the 

kidnappers may be well aware that the Gov.ernment is not going 

to or is unable to concede their demands. As in the case of 

Ra-du, they could have been under no illusion that the 

Government was going to agree to release the accused in Gen. 

Vaidya'& murder case. It is, of <;ourse, anoth-er .matter that 

the Government may concede to them what they demanded as in 

the case of Rubiya~ Say~eed, and more than what they demanded 

as in K. Daraiswamy's case. It is an open secret that the

militant group (JKLF) which organised Rubiya Sayeed's 

kidnapping~ were th-emselves surprised when the Governm-ent 

agreed to release Hameed Sheikh and four other hardcore 

militants. 

It is also correct to say that in all cases of hostage

taking, the terrorist groups prefer Government's Compliance 

to resistance. Provoking a violent counter-terrorism action 

could be one of the objective of the kidnapping. Overreaction 
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could be one counter productive. Moreover, th-e nature- and 

intensity of pre-ferences of terrorist demands could unde-r go 

change. Some or all immediate demands could lose relevance 

for the terrorist gorups as -well as for the Government during 

the hostag,e-s ituati---on. 

-Kidnapping can_ also be an end in itself. The tremendous 

publicity kidnapping- generates- is a big, gain for the g-roup. 

It focuses at_tention_ both ins.ide the country' and outside. It 

could act as- a catalyst. -to build up public opinion and 

organised over-g-round reS:i:stance against the Gove-rnment. It 

d.emonstrates that it p-os-sfbl_e successfully to resist an 

_government. It revels chinks in the huge security apparatus 

by the media build-up shows the Governm-ent in very poor 

light. It infus_es a new sense of optimism among its followers 

who start believing that it is pDss_ible to defe-at the 

Government. The euphoria which the release of Rubiya Sayeed 

g~nerated in Kashmir £or indipend-ence was to be s.een to be 

be 1 i-eved . 5 

It is easier for the hostage-taker to be flexible 

than for the government. Government loses fa_ce if it keeps on 

changing its stand, and to force th-e government change its 

s-tand could be one of the tactics of terrorist groups. The 

government has more problem than the hostage takers. Policy 

like 'no surrender and no concession' as followed by the 

western nations and threats to terrorists followed by object 

surrender as in the cases of Rubiya syeed and Daraiswamy can 

5. Ved Marwah, "Hostage of Terrorism". The Hindustan Times 
(New Delhi),· Dec. 12, 199-1. 
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create wonders to their _morale and m-ore to sustain them. -The 

successfully manag,e to put the focus on Government's re-sponse 

and demands made by the terrorists, rather than an the 

inhuman acts. Government -more oft-en than not -tall into the 

trap and start high profile nego±iation-s with th:e hosta-ge 

takers. Government has also to answer for the consequences of 

non-compliance of the demands o.f the t-errorists groups. The-

liberal demoratic societ-y- like India finds it diff.icult to 

r--espond to terrorism, and the hostage takers are fully aw-are 

of this weakness. 

-
A 'no surrender policy' is not easy to errforce- a-nd in 

any case it will not stop a-ll further kidnapping, be-cause 

ransom could be only one of the objectives. Kidnapping by 

political terrorists have other more serious goals and 

objectives like freedom o£ prisoners, publici-ty, sa_fe passage 

etc., which f-ar outweight the importance of the i-mmediate 

dema-nds made. As suggested earlie-r, no foreign government h-as 

been able to enforce such a policy including Isra-el and the 

U.S.A. It is only a declared policy not -even pra-ctised. 

Because no government wants his national to be dea:d in the 

hands of terrorist groups. 

There can be no uniform policy in de:aling with the 

kidnapping. As every case is different and has to be treated 

as its own merits. The Naxalite kidnapping in Andhra Pradesh 

a,nd PWG (people's War Group) in Bihar are so different from 

the case in J & K, Punjab, and Assam. In Rohatas district of 

Bihar, Four People were kidnapped in 1987 and it increased 

upto 45 till 1991. The ransom demands range from Rs. 3-s,o-oo 
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to 14.2 Lakhs depending on financial status of the vi-ctims. 6· 

They are criminals and dea-ling with them can be easier for 

the government. Their demand is in the nature of ransom only. 

But in Punjab, J & K, and Assam, the kidnappers generaly 

demand in the nature. of Prisoners release, safe passag.e., and 

pub-licity. Because they are politically and ideologica-lly 

motivated terrorist gr6ups. T_o_ tackle them, a -systematic 

policy of 'ha-rd line1 , or 'soft line', or, flexible response 

is required~ 

W-h-en Ru:biy-a- -s-ay-eed w-as kidnappe.d, there was n.o 

systematic policy witll the Governent of India to tackle the 

situation a-nd after that government had fa-ced the ·episodes of 

Prof. Mushirul Haq, H.L. Khera, K. Doraiswamy, Sergie 

Greitchenko, T.S. Raju, Liviu Radu and many more. Nothing 

exposed the governments utter lack of direction and policy on 

the issue of hostages as Chief Minister of Assam, Hi teswar 

Saikia's ill-advised release of 450 ULFA militants for two 

-h-ostages with no tangiable gains in return. 7 

In Kashmir~ Punj-a-b, and Assam, the Prime reason for the 

spurt in hostage-taking is two-fold. The first, of course , 

is the high visibility of the instant and entensive media 

coverage of the incident. In fact, the more extended the 

incidents like the Doraiswamy 1 s case or many ONGC hostages in 

Assam or kidnapping of Liviu Radu by Punjab militants, the 

main motive was·the greater publicity. Thus terror generates 

6. Farzad Ahitted, 
15, 1991, p. ~36. 

7. Arjun Katc;>ch, 
(New Delhi), Nov. 

"A kidnapper 1 s Bazzar", India Today, Jan. 

"Tackling Terrorism", The Hindustan Times 
7, 1991. 
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warldwide pubitci ty £-or the terrorist and its cause. The 

second reason is th-e perception of the Indian Government as a 

'soft state'. Thus is because its policy, if there is one, 

appears to _be one' o,f const.ant ca-pitulation to the demands of 

. 8 the terror ~sts. 

si-nce- -e;very on-e-'s lif-e is- precious and since the 

Governments _in- Ind:ia- have responded selectively as the case -

of Maqu-boo_l Bhatt- and- Rubiy-a show, the demand of the 

a-dministra-tors_ ·a-nd the police is und-er.sta.nda-ble. Any step 

that do-es not _me:et-- tn:e-ir prece-ption is bound to excite intern 

anger and cause a fe-use- o£ des:peration~ The statement-or M.M. 

Jacob, Union Rini-ster, "the government is evolving a policy 

fra.me thact vdll he. firm in de.aling with -the is-sues of 

hostages will -set at rest the fears of those who regard the 

problem as a law and or:d.er one. " 9 The current problem does 

not get disol ved or sh-o-wed by such an announcement. The 

govenment needs to have an elbow room. 

In the ca-se- o·f Li viu Rad-u the- gove-rnment had not been 

sensitive t·o th~e commitments to friendly states abroad and to 

the security arra-ngem-ents of dip-lo-matic co~ps in India. 

Terroris-m has g:enera-lly affected India's ima-ge in the world. 

This has affected tourism. Th-e fall in the number of tourists 

is substant.ial t.o be con-c-ern-e-d about. This happened 

particularly after tire case of Israeli tourist Yuri Zoiow 

Itzhaki 's kidnapping i·n Kas:hmir. A government has the 

responsibilty not only to see that its writ runs on its 

8. Ibid. 
9. The Times of India_ (New Delhi} , Dec. 16, 1991. 
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territory but also this must appear to be so. Abduction of 

govenment or those of their relatives is bad eno_ug:h. It 

detracts form the credibility of the government. 

There is a need for the government to art_icalate 

clearly its policy response to the crisis of political 

hostages. This s-hould be based on a set of principles which 

tak.e into account the sort of action a democratic state like 

rndia is capable o~ observing. It is not a:s if there i-:s a 

dearth of exp·erience-s in de.a_ling with polit-ical h'osta_g-e 

takers. A very larqe int-e~a-tional effort has g:one into the 

study of ho.stage situations and an anlys-is of the options of 

de,aling with them. As suggested earli-er-, there are many 

models have been worked out- and tried world over. There are 

essentially two choices - the toughline 'no concession and no 

negotiatian' (Israel and the U.S.A.), and the flexibJ.e 

response (France) . Over the years the U.s .. A and Isra,el have 

faced a large number of kidnapping of diplomats., 

businessmen, tourists, media persons, and military officia~s-. 

Whenever the U.S. Government has been dire-ctly responsible 

for negotiations, they have refused to do so or give 

concessions.- The individual price for this has be·en quite 

high as the US has lost a lot of citizens killed .by 

terrorists. However, the US Government though publicly 

maintaining the tough posture has not been averse to 

occasional negotiations behind the scenes as in the Iran 

Contra case. 

It appears the extreme hardline policy is flawed 

because it leaves the Government with just two o.ptio-ns : 
.,..._.,..,. 
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either to le± the terrorists- carry out their threats or t-o 

try and mount an armed rescue mission. World wide experiences 

have shown tha-t skillful firm negotiations handled by 

professional negotiators can lead to the safe release fo 

hos-tages w-ithout conceding major demands. Negotiator should 

be chosen and trained in this- field, not by any uns-killed 

judge :or politician. 

From ~9-89 to 1992 ther-e were so many cases of hos-tage

taking and in no _cases there was a high profile neg-otiation. 

In the cas-e of Rubiya Sa-y-e-ed Government had given the 

neg:otiation charge in the hands of A. Guru, a cardiologist 

Justice M. L. Bhatt, Mir Mustafa, a legislator 1 and Mi.an 

Abdul Qayoom, a lawyer. They were not professional skilled 

negotiat-or in this field. So terrorists had succeed in their 

_main demands and Goverment .released five hardcore militants. 

In K. Dara-isw-amy case Government did the sam-ething and 

releas_ed the- terrorists who were involved in previous hostage 

in-9i-d-en.:t_s. In Assam hostage crisis, there was neither a 

coodinated n-egotiation nor a proper res:cue operation. That is 

why thr-ee hostages were -killed and many spent a long period 

in captivity. 

A distinc_tion can and should be made between 'no 

negotiation and' no concession'. It is possible to negotiate 

without conceding political demands of the terrorists, 

including the arbitrary release of terrorists. It can be 

carried out through the skilled professional negotiators. 

Most modern governments the world over appoint two to three 
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nego_tiators_, trains t·bem arnd prac_tise them in simulated 

situations. This- is the policy of -r-lexible response. There is 

no need to discuss the comromise or soft option - it only 

begets more h-ostages as Lndia has found to its cost. The 

Indian Government should, t-herefore clearly and publicly 

state its polic_y: with regard to hostages. 

Ap-art from _th-e domestic incons:ista-nt policy respons_es 

to diffuse the hostag:e-- situations during- la-st _four years, 

international response w.as also v-ery significant. Be-cause all 

the ..rictims were not- belong- to the India but some of th-e were 

foreign nationals, tourists and dip~omats. So for -as the 

short-term response (in-cident basis approach) is concerned 

ma-ny countries h-ave shown their responses to hostage 

situation in different ways. They put pressure on the 

militant outfits or other secret organizations for the safe 

release of the nostcages. Seen in that light the Romanian 

President's request to_ th-e government to get Radu free is 

understandable. Romania' ha-d also promised to help India to 

curb this vulnerab~e terrorist tactic. As- suggested earlier, 

Pakistan and the U.S.A. had als-o played vital r:ole fo-r the 

safe release of the diplomat. 

Despite from the short-term response, a long-term 

internatinal cooperation is needed to curb hostage-taking in 

India. There is always an international dimension to it and 

no stae will stop this holocaust -without international 

cooporation. India needs to take an initiative on the hostage 

issues. It wants to ~1 a consultative conference of six 

i.e., the U.S.A, Russia, Britain, Pakistan, China, and itself 
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in order to discu-ss the issue o.f hos-tages. The U.S. A·- a-nd 

Britain have faced this problem in the sixties and seventies. 

B-oth have shown a ne.w flexibility in their dealings with 

India. India presently is considering to establish a closer 

cooperation with the u._-s. on security issues. Brita~in has 

already taken some st_eps against terrorists involved in 

terrorism in -rndia. Both India and- Britain have- signed a,n 

_extra-nition tre-aty i-n 19-92 for th-is purpos-e. Fra-nce- a-nd 

Germany- have _also shown :their positive response t-o curb the 

terrorist activities in India. If the big powers really mean 

in restructuring a post-cold war world, 

of the hosta'ge issue may it-self be a 

measure. 
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CHAP'TER V 

CONCLUSION 

Terrorism is one of the most heinous crimes ever 

witnessed by mankind during the course of its long history. 

As a strategy, it always seeks to undermine the socie-ty and 

d-estabilis-e the gov~rnment by disseminating a fear psychosis 

among the p:e_op~e of th-e S{)L!"iety t-o whom government- is 

responsible. In the broad sense-, it is a systematic use of' 

violence -by the specific g-roup against the targat _sta-te for 

the poLitical and strategic gains. 

Though the c_oncept of 'terrorism' is an old phenomenon, 

an international~y accepted definition has not yet been 

discovered. Many internationally reputed authorities on 

terrorism have analysed this concept in different ways. 

Because it is an abstract concept with no essence at all. A 

si-ngle definition can not account for all possible use of 

this term. In fact;:, terrorism is the direct glorification of 

violance. It is also intertwined with many violence related 

concepts like - insurgency, guerrilla warfare, Naxalite 

movement etc. The difference can be identified between thes-e 

concepts with terrorism on the_ ideol9gical and motivational 
-/ 

point of view. Though violence is the~ means of all types of 

warfare, the goals and purposes are not same. On the whole, 

terrorism represents a kind of political violence which 1s 

directed against the basic values and fundemental national 

interests of the citizens in a modern democratic state. 

Another significant aspect has been seen that the 
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difference between the state sponsord terrorism and state 

terrorism. State sponsord terrorism in which terrorist groups 

used by small states against other big states for their 

political gains. Tt can also be identified with the proxy war 

through abeting insurgency activities in other states; for 

examQle Pa~istan instigating terrorist groups in Kashmir a-nd 

Punjab against _India. The ma-in protag.onist of this type of 

_ter.r_orism was Libya. Iran, Syria and several Middle Ea-stern 

countries also doing the same thing. But state-terrorism is 

solllething d-iff-erent from s-tate spons-ored one. 

The state terrorism, is a broad .sense, is the pbwer of 

the gov_ermnment used to terrorise its own people irrto 

submis-sion. Many people argue that the tota-li tor ian states 

employ similar type of violance to induce submission from 

the citizens and sh-ould threfore also be called terroristic. 

Stalin in Soviet Russia, Pol Pot in Kambodia, Hitler in 

Germany have u-sed the same strategy ag.a_inst their own 

population. 

In essence; terrorism generally always goal directed 

an-d employed in pursuit of political and strategic 

objectives. Essentially, it is low-tech, lo.w-cos-t and high 

result route to worldwide audience. To achieve the objectives 

they have many operational tactics include almost any violent 

act that intimidates noncombatants. The most common tactics 

of international terrorism are armed attack including 

bombing, arson, assassination and physical injury; hijacking; 

kidnapping; and hostage-taking. The victims are generally 

defenceless pers~ns and property or both. 
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The taking of hostag-es_• for the strat~ic and political · 

gains has become a terrorist strategy in contemporary 

terrorism. Though hostage-taking (kidnapping for ransom} was 

an ancient practice by the Roman Empire, the modern version 

of hostage-taking (potitically motivated} can be traced back 

to- the t-errorist tactic of Lati_n America, Europe, and Middle 

East. The th-eory o£ hostage-taking has _gi_ven by the leader of 

the Popular Front of the Liberation of Palestine (PFLP) , 

G-e-orge Habash and Brazil ian revolutionary carlos 

Marighella. The purposes w-er-e to publicise their cause and 

exchange of prisoners. 

Sometimes controversy arises for the difference betw-een 

kidnapping and hostage-taking. Although the techniques may 

appear identical, 

kidnapping for 

there are significant difference, between 

ransom money and politically motivated 

kidnapping. The motivation 

l_ikely to be l-ess simple 

of the political kidnappers 

and obvious than is that 

is 

of 

kidnapper seeking exchange of victims for money. Some 

political kidnapping carried out for the purpose of seizing 

hostages for possible exchange to secure the release of 

pr1soners held by domestic or for-eign governments. Other 

political kidnapping are perpetra-ted for their symbolic 

value, as a means of demonstrating the strength of the 

terrorist organization and the impotence of official 

authorfties. Many of these politically motivated kidnappings 

may be perpetrated with the objective of securing maximum 

coverage by the media. 
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So far as the nature the hostage-takers is concerned, 

it depends orr the ideology and motivation of the terrorist 

groups. All the terrorist groups dont have the same goals and 

motivations. Terrorists hold or seize- hostages because they 

want to draw attention to themselves. They believe that in 

holding huma-n l~fe, their power will be increased-. Their 

extortion, whether political or £iriancial more likely to be 

sucessful. Individua~ targets are nornrally selected for their 

symbolic value. 

Terrorist groups who are involved in such practice can 

be classified in to psychological, criminal and po1.itical 

a-ccording to their primary motivations _like instrumental 

behaviour and expressive behavi-our. International acts 

involve some recognizable gains not so much for material gain 

as the psychological gain of significance and contor1:. The 

expressive hostage-taker believes that he or she was little 

control over what happens and want-s this to change·- Media 

coverage of the event will achive the change. 

Generally hostage-taking takes place in different 

places through different ways~ The nature of hostage-taking 

may be planned or sponta-neously unpl_anned of action. The

placE of incidents generally within the jurisdiction as of

the domestic courrt.ry or any foreign land. It also takes place 

in diplomatic Embassy or cosulate office. The experiences 

show, the victims are all defenceless personalities of the 

host country, foreign citizens, diplomats, foreign 

dignitaries, and tourists travelling in different countries. 

In a hostage-taking situation, the hostage-taker(s) 
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_demand varie-s from group to .group. Generally demands -are in-

the nature of release o_f prisoners held in the host or 

froreign countries# safe passage, publicity, and huge ransom. 

Media play a vital role in publiciz_ing the terrorist 

incident through which t-he· dem-a-nd for publ.ici ty generally 

fulfills. So £ar as the other demands are concerned th-ey play 

a bargain w:it.h the gov-ernment holding hostage as pledge-. In 

this critical juncture, .gov-ernment goes for negotiation with 

the terrorists f_or the sak-e o£ rel.ease o·f the hostages. Some 

terrorist incidents also have been successfulLy terminated b' 

hostage rescue operations. 

Hostage neg-Otation is a communicative phenomenon 

between the government authorities and the terorrists for the 

safe relese of the hostag.es. This is the . main objective of 

the negotiation. In the hosta.ge-takers point of view, the 

objectives are the fulfilment of the all demands in a 

particular situa-tion. To control over the situation, hosta-ge 

negotiators play a vital role thr:ough their intellectual 

capa.bility. S.ometime's environment and even hostag-es play 

their role for the successful negotation. 

So far as policy response is concerned, there is no 

universa-lly ac-cepted cle.ar policy to tackLe the hostage 

situation. Different governments have their separate approach 

to tackle the hostage situation. Experience in talking 

hostage-taking suggests that flexibility may not be feasible 

or practical under all circumstances but clear policy line 

certainly helps. Mainly there are two approaches to tackle· 
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the hostage-taking - 'tough line' and 's-oft_ line'. The tough 

line -policy explains th-e 'no ransom and no concession' to a 

hostage demand. It is- a harsh policy of not to negotiate, 

negotiation with no compromise; and no compromise and counter 

attack by the deployment of army and security forces. The 

'soft line' policy on the otherhand -explains the yeilding 

a.pproach to the bostaga--ta-king- situat.ion. It m:eans thee 

fulfilment o-t th-e- terrori-st derrand. It is a tac-it 

understanding between host~e-takers and government in th-e 

nop-e of ·that they reduce the lev-el o-f hostage-taking. 

Hostage-taking has bee-n a part of the modus operandi of 

terorist outfits elsewhe-re-be it the Halian Red Brigad-e-s or 

Lebanon-based terrorist splinter groups. This tactic has also 

been adopte~ by the different terrorist groups in India. In 

recent years it has shown an alarming incr-ease by the 

t-errorist outfits of Punjab, Jammu_ & Kashmir, and Assam. 

There are two factors responsible for the dev-elopment 

of hostage-taking in India. Firstly, it is not an indegenous 

tactic developed by the terrorist groups of India. It is 

totally a demonstrative effect of other terrorists outfits of 

the world upon them. They are imitating this tactic of other 

gro-ups and believe that it can provide a greater publicity to 

their cause in international sphere. On the otherhand, they 

alos believe that it is a suitable tool to intimidate the 

government for the fulfilment of their ta-ctical and polit-ical 

objectives. Secondly, the organizational and ideological 

influences also play a pivotal role for the dev~loment of 

hostage-taking in India. 
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InternationaT linkages in hosta-g-e-taking can not be 

ruled out. Indian t-errorist groups have their secret links 

with many international terrorist organizations and secret 

agenci_es of various countries. Many hostag-e cases have also 

been masterminded by _th-e assistance of th-e Pakistan's LSI 

-

and CIA of the United states. Th-e cases of Rubiya Sayeed a-nd 

·Li viu Radu were master-m::i:nded by the- ISr -of Pakistan. 

Many countries al-s.o now sponsuring t-errorism in India. 

India terrorists have their links with Pakistan, Myanmar, 

China, Germany, France, the United St-ates etc. In th~ north 

_part of India p:akis-tan inst-iga,ting terrorism by providing 

financial and tactical assistance to the terrist outfits of 

Punjab and Jammu & Kashmir. In the north east, especially in 

Assam, China, Myanmar are doing the samething_ They provide 

financial assistance a-nd safe passag,e to the ULFA militants 

in Assam. Evidences show that there are so many terrorist 

camps of ULFA in-China and Myanmar. 

There are so many t-errorist groups involved in hostage-

taking in India. In Punjab most active groups taking such 

tactic are Khali.sta~n Liberation Forc-e and Khalis.tan commando 

force. In Kashmir, JKLF and its factions, Mus 1 im Janbaz 

Force, Ikhwan-Ul-Muslim:ee-n, and others are- ta-king such 

tactic. In Assam, only ULFA monopolises it. 

There are not less then 100 known hostage taking 

cases which have taken place during last four years. The 

victims of this tractic were the innocent domestic and 

foreign civilian in the nature of the relatives of the pro-
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India politicians, ministers, government otlicials, for_eiqn 

citizens working in governme-nt projects, foreign tourists, 

and diplomat of the foreign country. 

The nature of demands by the terrorist groups in India 

are same as in case -of hostage situation in Lebanan or else 

where. Experiences have shown that they generally dema-nd in_ 

the nature of ·pris_oners release, s-afe passage, and world wide 

publicity-. Tt differs form case t-o ca-se.. In Rubiya sayeed, 

K.Doraiswamy, and Liviu- Radu cases they had demanded the 

prisoners release. In hosta:g·e cri-sis in Assam~ the dem-and 

was also in he same nature. But in cases of Swedish engineers 

and Israe-li tourist the terrorists had demanded .for the

world wide publicity t-o their cause-. 

It became a difficult task for India to tackle the 

hostage situation. Till today, India has no clea~ policy to 

respond the terrorist in a h~sta--ge sLtuation. Experiences 

have shown- 1n many hostage incidents that India only 

vacillates between the 'toughnes-s' and 'softness' approaches. 

In Rubiya Sayeed and K.Doriaswamy cases terrorists- of Kashmir 

had demanded the release of ~~is-oners and India yeilded to 

their demands. In Assam, whe:-. ULFA militants kidnapped 14 

government oficials, gover~=ent released 450 handcare 

militants in exchanges of four hostages. When situations was:. in 

peak, government took a tough stance and deployed army to 

diffuse the hostage crisis. Tt·.eref·ore, India government has 

shown an inconsistant policy t~wards hostage crisis. But time 

has come for India to formul~te clear policy response to 

tackle this menace. 
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Another aspect of hostage taking is the reaction .of 

h.o:s.tages towards the terrorists. It has been seen that 

hostage have shown symphathetic atti tute towards the 

terrorists after release from the captivity. But it is the 

tot-al violation of human rights of the innocen-t people. 

Terrorists -obviously abuse ·the- fundamental human rights of 

its victims hy taking them as hostages. .The victims of 

t·errorism are arbitrarily deprived of the fundamenta71 human 

rights of life and liberty which required very strong action 

even t-o the extent of negating the human rights of 

terrorists-. Becasue in the name of self determination they 

are cre-ating· violence and dissiminating fear among the 

people. They us-e terrorism as a means to fulfill their narrow 

interests at the cost of the basic rights of the common mass. 

Some people and organisations like Amnesty International 

argue that_ the acts of the state violate the human rights . 

.B·e-cause when state takes some countermeasures against the 

terrorist by_deploying army or otherwise to protect the basic 

rights of the common people, these harbingers of the

protection of human rights come out and accuse the state as a 

violator of the human rights of the terrorists. On behalf of 

the government it can be argued that the a-ction of the 

government is not to violate the human rights but to 

protect the life and liberty of the people. 
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APPENDIX - A 

INTERNATIONAL -CONVEN'l'ID!f AGA-IBST THE TAKING OF HOSTAGES 

The States Parties to this Convention, 

Having in mind the purposes and principles o_f the Charter of 
the United Nations c:oncerning t·he maintenance of 
international peace and s-ecurity and the p-romotion of 
friendly rela-tions and .co-operation amo:ng States, 
Recognizing, in particular, that every-one has the right 'to 
life, liberty and security of· -person, as set out in the 
Uni:versal Declaration -of Htnnan Ri-ghts and the International 
·CoYenant on Ci vi~ and· PoTiticai Right, 

1teaffirmi-n-g the principle of equa~ rights and~ self
determination of peoples .as -enshrined in the Charter of ±he 
United Nations and the Declarat-ion on Principles of 
International Law conce-rnin.g Friend-ly Relations and co
operatio·n among States in accordance w±th -th-e Chatter of the 
United Nations, as well as in other relevant resolut-ions of 
the General Assembly, 
Considering that the taking o-f hostages is an offence of 
grave concern to the int.ernational co-mmunity and that, in 
accordance with the provisions- of this -convention, any person 
committing an act of taking of hostages shall be either 
prosecuted or extradited, 
Being convinced that it is urgently necessary to develop 
international co-operation betw,een States in devising and 
adopting efecti ve measures for the prevention, prosecution 
and punishment of all acts of taking of hostages as 
manifestations of international terl'.:"orism. 
Have agreed as follows . 

Article_ 1 

1. Any person who seizes or detains and threatens to kill, to 
injure or to continue to detain acnother person (hereinaf~er 
referred to as the "hosta-gen) in order to compel a third 
party, namely, a State, an international intergovernmental 
organization, a natura~ or juridical person, or a group o£ 
persons, to do or abstain from doing any act as an -explicit 
or implicit condition for th ere lease o-t the hostage commits 
the offence o-t takin-g of hostag-es ("hostage-taking") within 
the meaning of the Convention. 
2. Any person who: 
(a) Attempts to comit an act of hostage-taking, or 
(b) Participates as an accomplice of anyone who commits or 
attempts to commit an act of hostage-takin-g likewise comm-its 
an offence for th epurposes of this Convention. 
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Articl-e 2 

Each State Party shall make the offences set forth in article 
1 punishable by appropriate penalties which ta-ke- into account 
the grave nature of those offences. 

Article 3 

1._ The- state party in the t-erritory of which the hos-tag-e is 
held by the off-ender shall take all measures it consciders 
a-ppropria-te_ to ease t-he situation o{ the hos:tage, _ in 
particular, to secure his release and , a-fter his rel-e-ase, to 
fa-cilita-te, when rel~ant, his departure. 
2. I£ any objcect whi-cn the offenqer has obtained as a result 
of the taking of hostages comes into the custody o-t a State 
Earty, that -State Party shall return it as so_on as possible 
to- the hostage or the third party referred to in article 1, 
a-s the cas-e may be, or t_o the appropriat-e authorLties 
thereof. 

Article 4 

States Parti-es sha-ll co-operate in the prevention o£ the 
offences set forth in article 1, particularly by: 
(a) Taking all practica-ble measures to prevent preparations 
in their respective territoties for the commission of those 
offences whithin or outsid-e t·heir terri toties, including 
measures to prohibit_ in their territories illeg-al activiti-es 
-of persons, groups and organizations t-hat encourage, 
instigae, organize or engage in the perpetration of acts of 
taking of hostag-es; 
(-b) Exchanging information and co-ordinating the taking of 
administrative and other measures as appropriate to -prevent 
the commission of those offences. 

Arti.cle 5 

1. Each State Party shall take such measures as may be 
necessary to establish its jurisdiction ov-er any of the 
offences set forth in article 1 which are commit-ted: 
(a-) In its territory or on board a ship or aircraft 
registered in that State; 
(b) By any o-f its nationals, if that state considers it 
appropriate, by those stateless persons who have their 
habitual residence in its teritory; 
(c) In order to compel that State to do or abstain from doing 
any act; or 
(d) With respect to a hostage who is national of that State, 
if that State considers it appropriate. 
2. Each State party shall likewise take such measures as may 
be necessry to establish its jurisdiction over the offences 
set forth in article 1 in cases where the alleged offender is 
present in its territory and it does no textradite him to any 
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of the States mentioned in paragraph 1 of this articl-e. 
3. This Convention does not exclude. any criminal jurisdiction 
exercised in accordance with internal law. 

Article 6 

1. Upon being satisfied that the circumstances so warrant, 
any State Party in the terri tory of which the alleged 
offender is present shall, in accordance with its laws,take 
him i-nto custody or ta-ke other measures to ensure his 
presence f_or such_ time _as is necessary to -ena-ble any criminal 
or ext-ra-dition proceedings to be instituted. That State .P:arty 
shall immed-iately make a prelim-inary inquiry into t-he fa'Cts. 
2 . The custody or o_the-r meas-u:res referred t-o in _paragraph_ 1 
of this article shall be n6tif ied w_itho:ut delay directly or
through the Secretary--General of the United Nations to: 
(a) The Sta.te where the- offence was committed; 
(b) The state against which COlllpUlsion has been directed or 
attempted; 
(c) The State of which the natural or juridical ·pers-on 
against whom compulsion has been directed or attempted is a 
national; 
(d) The State of which the hostage is a national or in the 
territory of which he has hi-s ha-bitual reside-nce; 
(e) The State of which the alleged offender is a national or, 
if he is a stateless person, in the territory of which he has 
his habitual residence; 
(f) The international intergovernmental "organization aqainst 
which compulsion has be-en directed or attempted; 
(g) All other States concerned. 
3. Any person regarding whom the measures referred to in 
paragraph 1 of this- article ae being taken -shal_l be 
e-ntitled: 
(a) To communica-te without delay with t·he nearest appropriate 
representative of the State o.f which he is a national or 
which is othewis-e entitled to establish such communication 
or, if he is a stateless p-erson, the State in the territory 
of which he has h-is habitual resid-ence; 
(b) To be visited by a representative of that State. 
4. Th-e rights referred: to in paragraph 3 of this article 
shall be exercised in conformity with the laws and 
regulations of the State in the terri tory of which the 
alleged offender is present, subj·uct to th-e proviso, however, 
that the said laws and regulations must enable full effect to 
be given to the purposes for which the rights accorded under 
paragraph 3 of this article are intended. 
5. The provisions of paragraphs 3 and 4 of this article 

, shall be without prejudice to the right of any State Party 
having- a claim to jurisdiction in accordance with para-graph 1 
(b) of article 5 to invite the International Committee of 
the Red Cross to communicate with and visit the alleged 
offender. 
6. The State which makes the preliminary inquiry contemplated 
in paragraph 1 of this article shall promptly report its 
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findings to the states ar organizaion referred to in 
paragraph 2 of this article and indicate whether it intends 
to exercise jurisdiction. 

Article 7 

The State Party where the alleged offender is prosecuted 
shall, in accordance with its laws, communicate the final 
outcome -of the proceedings to the Secretary-General o£ the 
Unfted Nations, wh_p sha~l transmit th~ information to- the 
-other States concerned and th-e interngtional 
in-tergovernmental organizations concerned. 

Ar-ticl-e a 

L The State party in the territ-ory of which th.e- alleged 
offender is found -shall_, if it. does no± extradite him, be 
obliged, without exception whatsoever and whether or pot the 
o:ffence was committed in its territory, to submit the case to 
its. compet.ent authorities for the -purpose of prosecution., 
thr-ough proceedings in accordance with the laws of that 
sta-t-e. Those authorit-ies shall take their decision in the 
same manner as in the ca-se of any o·rdinary offe-nce of a grave 
nature under the law of that state. 
2. Any person regarding whom proceedings are being carried 
out· in connexion with any of the offences set forth in 
articl-e I shall be guartanteed -fair treatment at all stages 
of the proceedings, including the enjoyment of all the rights 
and guarantiees provided by the law of the State in the 
territory of which he is present. 

Articl.e 9 

1. A request for the extradition of an alleged offender, 
pursu·ant to this Convention, shall not be granted if the 
requested State Party has substantial grounds for believing: 
(a) That the request for extradition for an offence set_ forth 
in article I has been made for the purpose of prosecuting or 
punishing a person on account of his race, religion, 
natio.nali ty, ethnic origin or political opinion; or 
(b-) That the person's position may be pre-judiced: 
( i) For any of the reasons mentioned in subparagraph fa) of 
this paraghaph, or 
( ii) For the reason that communication with him by the 
appropriate authorities of the State entitled to exercise 
rights of protection cannot be effected. , 
2. With respect to the offences as defined in this 
Convention, the provisions of all extradition treaties and 
arrangements applicable between States Parties are modified 
as between States Parties to the extent that they are 
incompatible with this convention. 
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Article let 

1. The offences set forth in article I shall be deemed to be 
included as extraditable offences in any extradition treaty 
existing between States Parties. States Parties undertake to 
incluede such offences as extraditable offences in every 
extradition treaty to be conclud-ed be tween them. 
2. If a state Party which makes extradition conditional onthe 
existence of a treaty receives a request f.or extradition from 
another State Party with which it ha-s no extradition treaty, 
the_ requested State may at its o:ption .consider this 
Convention as the legal ba-sis for extradition in respect of 
the offences. set f'orthc in articel 1. Extradition shall be
subj.=ect to t:tre other conditions pro:videa by· the law of the 
requested State. 
3. State Parties which do not :make extradition condi tiona! on 
the exist-ence of a treaty shall recognize the offnc-es set 
forth in articel 1 as a extraditable off-ences between 
thems_el ves, subj-ect to the conditions provided by the law of 
the request~d State. -
4. The offences se-t forth in article I shall be treated, for 
the purpose of extradition between staes Parties, as if they 
had been committed not only in the place in which they 
occurred but also in tfie --t-erritories of the States required 
to establish their jurisdiction in accordance with paragraph 
1 or article 5. 

Artic~e 1.1 

1:. States Parties shall afford one another the greatest 
measure of assistance in connexion with criminal proceedings 
brought in respect of the offence-s set forth in art_icel 1, 
inclu:ding the supply of al~ evidence at their disposal 
necessary for the proceedings. _ 
2. The provisions of paragraph 1 of this article shall not 
affect obligations concerning- mutual judicial assistance 
embodied in any other th-eaty. 

Article 12 

In so far a-s the Geneva Conv-entions of 1949 for the 
protection of war victims or the Protocols Addi tiona! to 
those C-onventions are applicble to a particular act of 
hostage-taking, and in so far as States Parties to this 
Convention are bound under those Conventions to prosecute or 
hand over the hostage-taker, the present Convention shall not 
apply to an act of hostage-taking committed in the course of 
armed conflicts as defined in the Geneva Conventions of 1949 
and the Protocols thereto, inc! ud ing armed conf 1 icts, 
mentioned in article 1, paragraph 4, of protocol I of 1977~ 
in which pe-oples are fighting against colonial domination and
alien occupation and against. racist regimes in the exercise 
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of their reight of self-determination, as enshrined in the 
Charter of the United Nations a.nd th-e Declaration on 
Principles of Int~rnational Law concerning Friendly Relations 
and Co-operation among States in accordance with the Charter 
of the United Nations. 

Article 1.3 

This- Convention shall not apply- where the offence is 
committed within a single State, the hostage and the alleged 
:off-ender are nationals of that state and the alleged offender 
is found in tne territory of that State. 

Art:icle 1.--4 

N-othing in this Convention shall be construed a-s justifying 
th-e violation of th·e territorial integrity or political 
independence of a Sta-te in contravention of the Charter of 
the United· Nations. 

Articl.-e 15 

The provis-ions of this Convention shall not arfect the 
application of the Treaties on Asylum, in force at the date 
o-t the adoption of this convention, as between the States 
which are parties to those treaties; but a State Party to 
this Convention may not invoke those treaties with respect to 
another State Party to this Convention which is not a party 
to those treaties. 

Artic-le 1.6. 

1 .. Any dispute between two or more States Parties concerning 
the interpretation or .application of this convention which is 
not settled by negotiation shall, at the request of one of 
th-em, be submitted to arbitration. If within six months from 
the. date of the request for a.rbi tration the pa-rties are 
unable to agree on the organization of the ar-bitration, any 
one of thos-e parties may refer the dispute to the 
Lnte-rnational Court of Justice by request in comformi ty witth 
the Statute of Court .. 
2. Each State may at the time of signature or ratification of 
this Convention or accession thereto declare fhat it does not 
consider itself bound by paragraph 1 of this article. The 
other States Party which has made such a reservation. 
3-. Any State party which has ma-de a reservation in accordance 
with paragraph 2 o-t this article may at ·any t-ime withdraw 
that reservation by notification to the Secretary-General of 
the United Nations. 
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Arti-cle 17 

1. This Convention is open for signature by all Stat-es until 
31 December 1980 at United Nations lfeadquarters in New York. 
2. This Convention is subje"Ct to ratification. The 
instruments of ratification sh-all be deposited with the 
Secretary-Gen-eral of the United Nation. 
3. This Conventionis open for accession by any State. The 
instruments of acce-ssion shall be deposit-ed with the 
Secretary-General of the united Nations . 

.. 
1. This Convention shaJ.l enter into- force o-n the thirtieth 
d-ay foLlowing the da-te o:f d~posi t of the twenty-s-econd 
instrument of ratification or accession with the Secretary
General of the United N-ations. 
2. F;Pr -Each State ratifying or acceding- to the Co-nvention 
after th-e deposit of the twenty-second instrument of 
ratification or accession, the Convention shall enter into 
force on the thirtieth day after depo-sit by such State of its 
instrument of ratiflcati:on or access-ion~ 

Article 19 

1. Any State Party may denounce this Convention by written 
notification to the Secretary-General of the United Nations. 
2. Denunciation shall take effect one year following the date 
on which notification is received by the Secretary-General of 
the United Nations. 

Article 20 

The original of this Conv-ention, of which the Arbic, Chinese, 
English, French, Russian a-nd Spanish texts are equally 
authentic, shall be depusited with the Secretary--Gene-ral of 
the United _Nations, who shall send certified cop_ies the-reof 
to all States. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned, being duly authorized 
thereto by their res:pe_cti ve Governments, have -signed this 
Convention, opended for signature at New York on ... 

Source International Legal Materials, Vol. 18, No.1, 1979. 
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APPENDIX- - B 

Major Hostaqe-T.akinq cases in India 
-----................. ------------- .. -..... ------ ... --------- .. - ----------- - --- ---- ---- -------

Name/Social 

Status 

Dr. Rub-i ya S ayeed 

Doctor 

li-viu Radu 

Diploma~ 

Nahida lmti_a-z 

Lecturer-

J.an 0 le Loman 

Swedish Engirreer 

.John Jansson 

Sw~dish Engineer 

Abductors 

J:KLF 

JXLF 

MJF 

i4JF 

Date/Place 

Abducted 

Sri nag-ar 

8 Dec. 1989 

Del-hi 

9 ---Oct. 1991. 

Sri nagar 

27 Feb. 1991. 

S-ri-nagar 

31 March 1991 

s·..-tna g_a r 

31 March 1991 

Yari Zoio~ ltzha~i Pasadaran-i-fnqulab Srinagar 

Israeli Tourist 27 June 1991 

K. Dora.i swamy llc:h.wan· ul· Mus lime en Pampora5 J&K) 

Ex.Director,IOC 28 June 1991 

Gulam Mustafa Mir 

Govt .Official 

.Mushi r-ul-Haq 

V.C,Kashmir Univ

·ersity 

Abdul Ghani 

Govt.Official 

tt. L Khera 

Gen.Manager,H.M_T 

Khemlata llalc:loo 

Ex-Minister,J&K 

legislature 

Hizbul M.ujahiddin S-rin-agar 

23 March 1990 

JKLF Srinaga.r 

JKLf 

J-HF 

tf-ezb.o ll an 

6 Apri t 1990 

Sri na-gar 

6 April 1990 

Sri nagar 

6April1990 

·sri-nagar 

10 Sept 1991 

Tasadaq-Ahmed·Deva Al-Omar-Mujahideen Srinagar 

S.K. Tiwari 

Govt. Official 

Rajani Das 

Govt.Official 

ULFA 

ULFA 

22 Sept 1991 

Guahati 

1 Jut y 1991 

Guahat i 

1 July 1991 
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End Result 

R.e l eas,e.d on 

13 Dec. 19-89 

R-eLeased Dn 

7.4 lolo:v. 1-991 

R-et eas-ed on 

8 Mar-cil, 1991. 

R-eleased on 

31 Ju.l y 1991 

Rele-ased on 

3i July 19-91 

Releas--ed on 

3 July 1991 

Released on 

20 Aug 1991 

Killed on 

25 March 1990 

Kit ted on 

10 -A-pri t 199"0 

KilLed on 

1-0 A.pr i l 1-990 

Kit Led_ on 

10Aprit 1990 

Rescued on 

20 Oct . 19-91 

In captivity 

Released on 

16 Dec 1991 

Released on 

16 Dec 1991 



Rajani Das 

Govt •. Official 

Lohit Das 

Govt. Official 

UlFA 

Mrigantaka Mohan ULFA 

-Das Gov-t. Official 

Hsreswar Sarma ULFA 

Govt. Official 

-Bch_o l anath J·a i-s wat UL fA 

·otlliC. Off ic i_a_t 

Chi-taranjan Mo.hanty UlFA 

atfGC Of fi c i:a l 

Nar-endra S.a-nna ULFA 

ONGC Offic-ia.l 

~ivsankar £upta ULFA 

ON-GC Official 

Dasarath Pandi t ULFA 

ONGC Official 

Kishen Pal ULFA 

ONGC Official 

B. P.Srivastav ULFA 

ONG.C Official 

T.S.Raju ULFA 

ONGC Official 

Sergei Gretch-enko UlfA-

Soviet Technician 

Source : National News Papers 
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Guahcati 

1 July 19"91 

G-uahati 

T July 1991 

Hangaldai 

1 Jut y 1991 

Mangalandi 

1 July 1991 

J-o-rh-at-( As sam·) 

1 J.u-ly 191fT 

.1-orhat 

1 July 1991 

J.o:rhat 

r July 1991 

Jorhat 

1 July l~1 

Jorh·at 

1 July 1991 

Sivsagar(Assam) 

1 July 1991 

Sivsagar 

1 J.u l-y 1 991 

Nazira(Assam) 

1 July 1991 

Marghaerita(Assam) 

1 Jut y 199-1 

Rel ased 011 

16 Dec 199l] 

Released on-

14 Jut y 1991 

Released on 

14 July T991 

Released on 

14 JULY 1991 

Released on 

tO Jut y 1991 

R.e.leased on 

16 Dec. 1991 

Released on 

1 July 1991 

Released on 

16 Dec. 1991 

Released on 

14 Dec. 1991 

Released on 

16 Dec. 1991 

Killed on 

18 Sept. 1991 

Killed on 

8 Sept.1991 

f{i ll ed on 

7 July 1991 
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